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The Star Apple Tree

In a little island of this world, called Luzon, in the older days of trade ships, adventure and 
romance, a hapless American sailor, sent to help quell the Spanish Armada in Manila Bay, 
brought with him, a seed from a tropical American tree.

He gave the shiny, black, and almost almond-shaped seed to a native, and he disappeared. 
Nothing more was learned about the sailor, but the native’s family planted the seed, nurtured 
it, and watched it sprout—first into a frail and sickly plant.  Typhoon winds blew over it; 
ravenous songbirds hacked at its sprouting leaves with their tiny bills.  Drought and pestilence
descended upon the plant’s adopted land, and a holocaust of man and nature encircled their 
flames over its shaky frame.  Yet it grew into a magnificent tree and bore many luscious, 
green, and not quite apple-shaped fruits.

The natives ate these succulent fruits which left films of sticky gum around their mouths.  The
native children lived, played, danced and sang songs around it, and sometimes, about it.

And as more new branches sprouted on its side and upwards of its trunk, it bore more fruit 
and fed more children.  Thus it flourished to its older days—a proud and happy old tree.  If it 
could sing, it would sing about the many sunsets it had seen in the land of the setting sun.
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Part One

IN SEARCH OF A 

NEW WORLD

CONQUISTADORES AND CUTLASSES—INDIOS AND SPEARS
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Chapter One

“Songs of the Gaddangs”

“Oh, blessed a thousand times, the peasant who is born, eats and dies without anyone bothering
about his affairs!”

Giuseppi Verdi

I

From the clumps of sago, buri and wild taro plants, Makisig stared at the strange looking troop of
Spanish soldiers heading their horses to rest in the clearing underneath the flowering flame tree.  
They were led by a friar in a brown tunic, the Missionary of Nueva Vizcaya.  He recognized him 
by the tonsure on his head—a thing he had seen in the town when the friar was trading for 
produce among the natives.

“You must be careful of the natives in this part,” Fray Pablo uttered to Capitan Luis. “They are 
head-hunters.  It is their mating season when the flame tree blooms, and each warrior is required 
to bring a human head to the father of the maiden of their choice, if they are to prove their 
manhood.”

The soldiers, no resting in the clearing, began to stand up, agape at the priest, hardly believing 
what they had just heard.  Some of them ran their hands over their sabers as if the feel of the full 
scabbard gave a feeling of security.

“Capitan Luis?” one of the soldiers interrupted, “I hope that we will not encounter any of them!  
I would hate to lose my head just before we have almost accomplished our mission!  We might 
soon encounter that Japanese pirate, Tanarife even before we reach Appari, and I would certainly 
hate to lose my part in serving for the glory of her majesty, Queen Isabella!”

“I know, Antonio,” replied the Capitan.  “I, too, would wish that nothing of that sort of incident 
might befall us before we reach Appari.   I can tell you that this is certainly not one of my choice 
assignments—but orders are orders, and we will be paid well by her Majesty for what we are 
about to do.”

“Show no fear, my compatriots!” Fray Pablo admonished.  “Neither should you act strange.  The 
natives would know it quickly and would take advantage.  They are probably watching us even 
now, and are ready to pounce at the first sign of weakness!  Capitan Luis!  Maybe it is better that 
you order your troops to close ranks, even though we are still clear of the mountains.  Some of 
the warriors may have been sent to watch us!  Permit no one to wander off, as even the friendly 
shrubs are treacherous!”
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“You are right, Fray Pablo!  We must always maintain troop strength—at least until we reach the 
eastern shore.  Felipe!  Order the troops to close ranks at once!  There must be no one caught 
wandering off from the brigade!  You must rest only in the security of a phalanx!  Let not your 
backs be exposed!  If the troop must be broken, tell the soldiers to move in pairs, and rest back to
back so that no one can surprise you from behind!”

Capitan Luis watched Felipe move quickly to the men in the clearing to carry out his orders.  He,
himself, felt a certain tinge of fear creep through his veins.  It was a different type of fear—
somewhat akin to the same emotion he felt when he boarded a ship for the first time to face the 
unknown sea.  Now he faced a strange mountain and strange forests, never before known to 
white men.  A strong desire to run back to Manila tugged at his heart, and he felt pressed to move
closer to his men, but he considered that his position gave him the advantage of a clear, sweeping
view of the clearing in case there was a need for a fast order to be issued should he sense any 
unusual movement there.  He almost knew his troops by heart, since he had them hand-picked 
for this mission.  He could recognize each man by his movements even from afar, and it would 
not be difficult to differentiate them from the natives, he thought—and yet the natives were 
capable of stealthily killing a soldier, stealing his clothes and sneaking into camp disguised and 
unrecognizable from afar.  He shivered at the thought and felt a certain coldness pass underneath 
his scarlet trews.

II

High on the forested mountain slopes above, the monkey-eating eagle nestled in the branches of 
the Torchwood tree, twenty meters up.  It focused its fierce gray eyes underneath a shaggy crest 
of feathers, upon a Sambar deer as it came out to drink at a creek in the clearing.  Then, it turned 
its head at the sounds of a family of Long-tailed Macaques as they swung below in the lower 
branches of the Kapok and Banyan trees.

  Among the hidden branches, the sleeping “Kolugos” or Flying Lemurs hung unbothered, 
waiting for night to come.  Below them, the thick Mulberry bushes, patches of periwinkles, 
gardenia, quarries, guajavas and horseradish shrubs provided a protective umbrella for the little 
squirrels, mountain lizards, geckos and the monitors the natives called “Tukko” because of the 
sounds they make.

 Occasionally civet cats raked their wicked claws in the bushes and rustled the leaves, frightening
some hapless small animal, disturbing the majestic serenity of the eagle’s domain.  The eagle had
just feasted upon a kill and was disinterested in the activity below.  It rubbed its sharply hooked 
beak upon its sleek, dark brown and cinnamon plumage, revealing the white down underneath.  
Then as it moved, it spread its enormous wings that could cover the height of a human being, 
turned its beak sideways and gazed at a strange figure directly beneath him.
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The form of a man crouching stealthily among the bushes must have seemed strange to the eagle,
for rarely did humans come to this part of the jungle.  The eagle’s slight hesitation proved to be 
fatal.  An arrow with shafts decorated with the exotic feathers of other birds, flew straight to him 
and caught him in the neck.  He hurtled down, whooshing onto a cushion of leaves in the 
thickets.

Makisig swifly moved to retrieve his prey.  His light brown skin and freshly-woven g-string 
flecked with shade and sunshine.  On a distant tree limb, a giant python slithered its head and 
neck downward, moving freely in the air and close to the ground awaiting the strange animal 
coming his way. 

 Makisig, however, would not be coming.  He had heard strange and alien noises in the clearing
—the troop of soldiers again, who had now made it up the mountains.  Makisig hadn’t thought 
they would go up this far.  What were they up to?

Observing closely, he saw that some of the soldiers had tied their horses to a few of the smaller 
trees and were now examining the foliage of the flowering flame tree.  Nearer the road, the man 
in the brown frock with the yellow cincture and with tonsured head, now spoke.

“Ten cuidad a los indios agui, Capitan!  I think we are in the region of the more hostile tribes!  
Many a missionary has been beheaded in these parts!  I have seen the reports sent to Her 
Majesty!  I see that your men have already found the flame tree.  Tell them to be as careful with 
their heads as they are with the leaves!”

At the last sentence, Fray Pablo chuckled but suffered a little embarrassment from one of his rare
jokes.  Capitan Luis raised a naughty, teasing eye of reprimand at the priest.  Straightening his 
face, Fray Pablo continued with his conversation.

“I have befriended some of these natives, and they normally take heads only from an enemy 
tribe.  Still, they have never seen white men before, and I understand that a white head may 
command a better price and stature in the tribe.  Some of them have been Christianized, but I 
wouldn’t trust any one of them as yet.  They can easily revert to their old ways, and I would 
suggest that we do not put them in the paths of temptation by making it easy for them to secure 
ours.”

The hot Nueva Vizcaya sun had already reached its zenith, and its rays beat down upon the 
onion-skinned white heads of the soldiers.  Some who had overheard the friar’s cautionary 
remarks, hovered closer to him for more information, their hair bristling with a mixture of fear, 
curiosity and excitement.

 It was a long climb over zig-zagging roads through clumps of thickets and trees, and some of the
soldiers had been forced to dismount and lead their horses up through the trails.  Capitan Luis 
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and Fray Pablo had decided to take this short cut through the mountains to reach the Caguyan 
Valley more quickly.  They hoped that they had made the right decision.

One of the soldiers remarked: “I wish that El Capitan had pressed the Governador for a ship to 
carry us around to the tip of the island, rather than sending us inland to the valley.  By the time 
we get there, that damn Japanese pirate will be gone!  Here, we might perish at the hands of 
these head hunters!  Do you know why we have to come here, Francisco?”

“I do not know why, myself, Fernando!” Francisco replied.  “I have a suspicion that the Capitan 
had incurred the disfavor of the Gobernador of Manila, and perhaps this is a form or retribution 
or payment.  Maybe that Japanese pirate is a hoax, merely a ruse to enable us to be murdered by 
a bunch of natives.  If any one of us escapes, we must have someone write the Queen!”

“Hush, you two!” a third soldier warned, scraping the mud off his boots on a clump of bamboo.  
“The Capitan is coming!  If he hears you, I am not so sure that he will not give your heads to the 
natives on a silver platter!  Besides, we are Conquistadores, sworn to danger and adventure!  If 
we succeed in our mission, who knows what lands and reales await us!  This is better than 
spending our days in the donjon at Intramuros!  We get food, good clothes, and a hope of reward!
Back in Manila, we may be just plain criminals!

“Ah, Companeros! Soldados!” Capitan Luis hailed them cheerfully.  “This campaign will not 
take us long!  We’ll be in Cagayan Valley in no time, if we but keep our cabezas about us!  I 
want each man to mark his path, as we may be coming back this route—should be lucky to live 
in our fight with the pirate!”

The soldiers nodded their heads, and afterwards moved lethargically and heavily in the heat, 
perspiration flowing behind their ears and on their necks and backs.  They cursed silently, and 
some dared kick the stones and bushes out of their way, shifting their horses and positions to find
a spot of relief from the merciless sun.

III

Makisig gauged the strength of the troop, estimating about a hundred or so men.  Some of them, 
however, were old and tired from trek and battle.  Some looked diseased form incarcerations.  He
made some configurations of men he would need and ways to capture the troop. 

 His father would be glad—and so would his maiden and her father.  He could easily gather six 
hundred able-bodied men in his village—but perhaps he would only need half that amount.  He 
must be able to lead the soldiers away from their horses, for with the animals, his men would be 
at a disadvantage.
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Still, these soldiers did not look unfriendly, though he did not know their purpose for coming 
here.  Even though he was aware of Fray Pablo whom he had seen before, he had never seen a 
troop of white men.  He was fascinated with their skin and color of hair, and he was wont to herd
them into the village. 

 Not now, though, for he must first bring the monkey-eating eagle to his father who will be glad 
for its feathers.  He could not wait to break the news of this strange troop of soldiers to the tribe.  
He knows that there will be a fire meeting of the elders this night.

At the village campfire, high above the rice terraces of the village, the elders listened patiently to
Makisig’s account of the white men struggling in the forest, and they considered his carefully 
laid plan for their massacre.

 The heads of the white men would ensure Makisig’s worthiness as a warrior and would win him 
his choice of a mate—perhaps even the chief’s most prized daughter!  The campaign would also 
secure his right to progeny—a progeny that one day would one day be recounted in the tribal 
song of the forest.

IV

As history would tell, only one man will survive the massacre to tell the King of Spain the 
glorious tale of the troop’s adventure.  Makisig will rule his tribe peacefully and himself die a 
peaceful death, never knowing that many, many years from thence, the white men would come 
again to settle permanently in the land.  Indeed, Makisig will never know that the white blood he 
spilled on the forest floor, will flow copiously again in the blood of his descendants.  Thus, the 
blood of the slain will secure their immortality.

V

Marong Buko, Makisig’s older brother blew the dart from his fancy blowgun aimed at Felipe’s 
jugular.  It hit its target with a fatal blow, and Felipe slumped to the ground as the poison in the 
dart quickly took effect.  Fray Pablo saw and shouted a warning to Capitan Luis who quickly 
ordered his troop to disperse. 

 It was too late.  His troop was encircled, and one by one, the men fell slowly from the swift and 
accurately aimed arrows and darts.  The soldiers shot their muskets into the forests and at the 
surrounding clumps of vegetation, but the natives were too well camouflaged to be seen, and 
their bullets were wasted. 

 When only a few soldiers were left, Capitan Luis ordered a surrender, and Fray Pablo shouted in
the native dialect for the native warriors to hold fire.  The Chief ordered his men to come into the
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clearing and surround the remaining white men.  He came out to talk directly to Fray Pablo, and 
after questioning him, Capitan Luis was identified as the troop’s commander.  

He faced Capitan Luis with amazement and curiosity, for Capitan Luis De La Rama was a man 
to be reckoned with.  An imposing man at six foot-four, his hair was red with flecks of gold and 
glittered in the sunlight—it was only a few shades lighter than the leaves of the flame tree.  His 
eyes were a deep cerulean blue, and although his face was kind and genteel, it was rugged, with a
few hidden scars. 

 He smiled at the Chief—not to condescend, but to save his few, remaining men from death and 
torture through a contrived gesture of diplomacy.  He inwardly hoped that he would be 
understood, for there was much to explain—too much even for Fray Pablo who knew the dialect.

The Chief hurled inanities and insults at the man but concealed his secret admiration for him.  He
also feared the man—and all white men and their powerful guns—and he was almost sorry to 
have to kill him.  But now, his name would be known and whispered through the jungles and the 
forests for having conquered and subjugated the Spanish troop.  He gloated over his victory, and 
he gloried over his captives.

Fray Pablo was to be escorted back to the village in the lowlands to proclaim the might of the 
Chief and to warn all white men to stay clear of the mountains.  The remaining white men were 
to be taken to await their fate and the judgment of the tribal council.

In the evening, the tribal fires glowed resplendent in the forests.  The chants of victory and 
thanks to the spirits of the mountains and the deities of nature reverberated and were heard by 
many tribes and mountain peoples.  There were feasts of wild game and water buffalo.  The 
maidens danced, bare-breasted in the firelight, their graceful hands firmly swaying, birdlike 
under the starlit skies in the balmy air of night. 

 Capitan Luis sat despondently, firmly tied with hemp to a clump of bamboo beside the village 
huts.  He was separated from his men who were also tied, grouped together on pandan mats.  
They were, however, not caged, but allowed to witness the native revelry—a decision the chief 
has made, unquestioned by the elders. 

 This decision was made partly from vanity and partly because of the application of tribal rules in
which a man facing death must be given pleasure before he passes on to the land of the spirits, 
lest his spirit should wander aimlessly in the forest and haunt his tormentors, since the natives 
believe that the spirits of some men will dwell in the trees, in the mounds of the grounds, lakes 
and rivers when not appeased before entering the afterworld.
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VI

Capitan Luis did not stay despondent very long.  He watched the revelry with curiosity—half 
enjoyment and half apprehension.  The tribal council would probably meet in the morning—or 
after the celebration, he thought.  All young and old alike would have forgotten their wars 
temporarily, and he too, must forget his fate temporarily. 

 A beautiful native girl has strayed from the circle and has stationed herself by the fire.  Her firm,
yellow-brown breasts undulated captivatingly as her arms and hand jabbed straight-forward at 
her sides and front in cadence with the gongs and drumbeats.

  The men had been drinking fermented palm juice, and temporarily loosed from the bonds that 
held their feet, occasionally one of them would grab a woman and disappear into one of the 
many near-by “love huts.” 

 The lone woman by the fire had now spread her arms wide like that of the eagle, and swooping 
around from side to side in a gentle, gliding motion, arched her way along, circling toward 
Capitan Luis.  She stopped in front of him, her hands flailing and jerking at her sides, like that of 
a dying bird or a wounded eagle.  Then she stopped altogether and looked deeply into his eyes.  
It was a look of half contempt, half curiosity.  Then she smiled at him, and holding him at the 
shoulders, motioned to him to arise, and with the cadences of her hips and stomping feet, urged 
him to follow her into a love hut.

Capitan Luis awoke gently to the sound of the songbirds of the forest.  The woman who had lain 
beside him the night before, had gone.  He brushed the beautiful hand-woven blanket off him 
with his sides, since his hands were still tied behind his back.  He stood up—a little bit hungry 
and bewildered.  He wondered about his men as he bowed and bent his way out of the small door
of the love hut into a gracious sunshine, perhaps a little bit warmer than that of Barcelona.  A 
ceremony had started. 

 The Chief, with the elders seated behind him, intently faced the crew of Spaniards sitting across 
from them in carefully placed pandan mats.  They were all untied and having breakfasts of rice, 
river fish and fresh, exotic fruits.  He could see, however, that there was no escape as the group 
was heavily watched by warriors standing ten feet deep with spears, knives and blowguns.  The 
Chief smiled and waved at Capitan Luis and beckoned him to join his men at a place reserved for
him beside a deep wooden bowl of rice and fish and clustered forest fruits.  Capitan Luis bowed 
and said a thanks in Spanish, and facing his men once more, perhaps for the last time, saw 
contented smiles on their faces, despite the fate that awaited them.  He sat down and 
ceremoniously ate his meal with a sense of having all the time in the world.  

The woman who had slept with him that night came forth to fill his cup with palm wine, not 
bothering to look at him.  She then sat beside the Chief, at his right hand side.  While he ate, 
Capitan Luis carefully not showing signs of embarrassment, assumed that she was the Chief’s 
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daughter and to his rank, belonged the dubious honor.  After he had eaten, he drank the wine, 
careful not to wince at the strange taste, and to show his savor and graciousness.  He looked for a
napkin to wipe his lips, but realizing where he was, wiped his mouth with his shirtsleeves.  The 
ceremony ended.  The gods had been appeased, and his spirit, having seen service, was ready to 
join those who had gone before him. 

 The Chief had wiped the smile from his face and solemnly proceeded to say the judgment of the 
council.  Capitan Luis understood everything without knowing a single word of the dialect.

The warriors helped him first, for he must lead his men to the very last.  They were taken through
the forest to the clearing where they had reportedly, last been seen.  No men died more gloriously
and more honorably for the King and Queen of Spain.
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Part Two 

THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR

ORIENTAL GOLD AND PLANTATIONS
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CHAPTER TWO

“The Song of Don Miguel”

I

Don Miguel Ballesteros was born in Solano, Nueva Vizcaya in 1888 at the time when the 
Philippines was still ruled by Spain in that curious mixture of brutality, mild beneficence, and 
ineptitude—ever typical of her colonial ventures. 

 Eight years before he was born, two Filipino secular priests named Gomez and Burgos 
campaigned against the Spanish Catholic Church’s practice of replacing Filipino priests with 
Spanish recollects, fearing that the monastic orders would lose control of millions of acres of 
prime land they owned on the island of Luzon.  This campaign ended with the execution of forty 
two natives and the public strangling by garrote, of the two Filipino priests plus another named 
Zamora.

At that time there was only one railroad in the whole of the Philippine Islands.  This railroad 
extended north from Manila and connected the big city (population: approximately 250,000) to 
other cities in the north, and ended abruptly in Lingayen Gulf.  It represented a pittance of 
improvement in the three hundred years of Spanish rule.  It was, however, the only modern 
transportation link between Bayombong, the closest railway link to Solano and the big city.

In 1896, the eight year old Miguel waited impatiently in the caretela with his four year old sister 
Rosa, while his mother waited on the platform for Justo Ballesteros to come down from the early
morning train from Manila.  He kept tickling his sister and tugging at her hair.  Every once in a 
while she would wail and tell him to stop.  The driver ignored them and was more concerned 
about keeping the flies from his horse by futilely swinging at them in the air with his reins, 
careful not to hit the horse’s rump and send him galloping.

 After the porters unloaded the luggage onto the wooden platform, a few passengers stepped 
down from the train, Justo with them.  He was barely six feet and looked ragged by Spanish 
standards, in his faded Spanish suit with high collar, yet he towered above the other natives, his 
fair complexion and European features setting him apart.  Though he was European looking, 
Justo regarded himself as first and foremost, a Filipino, and Solano was his home. 

 His face carried the disappointment and ill-foreboding of the state of things in Manila.  Under 
his arm, he carried the carefully folded, two day old newspaper, Diaro De Manila.  He planted a 
worried kiss on his wife who was dying for news of the revolution and his luck in obtaining 
suitable employment.
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“Business is bad now in Manila with the revolution going on,” he said matter-of-factly to his 
wife as he opened his wallet and emptied the contents into his wife’s hand.

“Some revolutionists from Vigan province have been arrested, shipped into Manila like cargo, 
tied up like bundles of faggots, and thrown into the quay by derricks.  How are the children?”

“Oh, they are fine,” replied Luz, “except that I can’t seem to stop Miguel from picking on his 
sister.  Don Jose lent us five bags of seedlings for the plantings, and I told him that we’d pay him
as soon as you’ve landed a job, which I hope is soon.  I’ve barely paid off the workers from the 
sale of the crops this year.  I have enough rice to last us through the next season, but we will need
some meat.  The livestock have not fared too well.”

“I’ll see if I can talk to the Goberndorcillo about my getting a job here,” Justo said.  “If not, we 
may have to borrow from the Chinese store again.”

“I have started to sew some clothes, and I’ve found a few patrons,” Luz said.  “From the money  
I receive, I can probably buy enough clothes and even make some of my own for the kids this 
year, but we will still need some more money.  Oh, I wish sometimes that there was no 
revolution!  We can hardly find any good workers here now!”

“I’m afraid that this is also true in Manila,” Justo reflected.  “They could not even get enough 
workers to work the stables at the Hotel Del Oriente, and I had to walk to Jondo.”

Luz’s face grimaced and her forehead rippled with faint furrows.  “I see that you have been to 
those cockfights again,” she said.

“I didn’t spend much, Darling!” Justo said, “And I didn’t forget Miguel’s birthday gift as I 
promised!  I also got him some pictures of the bullfight and some of the toreadors which he will 
like.  Oh, they also have some new steamboats now plying the Pasig River.  You would look 
pretty on the deck of a steamboat, carrying your pink parasol!  I will have to bring you down 
with me for a ride!  And aah!  We have a new Spanish governor named Polavieja.  I hear he is a 
tyrant.  I am now more certain than ever that revolution is forthcoming!  Here!  I brought you a 
copy of Dr. Jose Rizal’s new book, Noli Me Tangere!”

“The revolutionary book!  Oh, Justo, you didn’t!  Not on the train—it’s dangerous!  I hope no 
one saw it!  I’m afraid you’ll end up like one of the natives—shot or garroted in the public 
square!”

Justo didn’t reply as he took his wife to the caretela and played with his two children. When they
were half-way to Solano, he calmly looked into his wife’s eyes and quietly said:  “Our 
compatriots need as much help as they can get—from everyone, especially us.  I understand that 
they have gone abroad to ask Japan and the United States for help, and they were treated as 
nothing more than peasants and largely ignored.  The United States is preoccupied with Cuba, 
and the Japanese with China.  As it stands, we are going to have to fight this revolution with 
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boles and knives and the few rusty muskets we can scrape up.  Darling, the revolutionists need to
find the money to buy arms.”

“And you, Justo, are going to have to find some money to feed your family!” Luz declared.  “Oh,
let’s not talk about the revolution right now.  I still have a headache from trying to figure out how
to pay Don Jose—and all you men can talk about is Revolution!  Revolution!  It is not Spain we 
should be at war with!  It is those darn greedy friars!  They are the ones to blame for all our ills!”

“But, Darling, the friars are vassals of Spain.  Spain has to take the responsibility and the 
consequences of the men they send here, whether they are ‘politicos’ or religious.  I would rather 
rot as an infidel than submit to religious slavery!” Justo cried.

“Hush, hush now, I tell you!” whispered Luz fiercely.  “There are spies in this town!  Don’t think
for one moment that you are safe just because you are a thousand miles from Manila!  The 
Spaniards would be glad to have your head!”

Justo shook his head. “The Spaniards have not gotten as much of a stronghold in our province as 
they do in Manila.  They have very few troops stationed here.  And besides!  They have their 
hands full with the Tagalogs.  The Gaddangs are of no interest to Spain—they have never even 
heard of us!  As far as they are concerned, we are a bunch of aborigines—and that’s that!”

II

From the battleship Olympia, the American Admiral Dewey gazing toward the shores of Manila 
Bay at the one-time Spanish arsenal in Cavite City, saw a flood of Filipino volunteers 
(insurrectos) grow to an overwhelming proportion.  It was only a few weeks ago that with heavy 
doubts and comical thoughts, he gave the revolutionary General Aguinaldo, sixty-two Mausers 
and some captured Spanish muskets and ammunition and told him (tongue in cheek) to raise his 
own army to fight Spain. He had previously ignored him in Hong Kong, dismissing the Filipino 
soldiers as semi-savage bores thrust upon him by the consulate.

“They were bothering me.  I was getting my squadron ready for battle, and these little men were 
coming on board my ship at Hong Kong and taking a good deal of my time.  I did not attach the 
slightest importance to anything they could do—and they did nothing!  Finally, I would not see 
them at all but turned them over to my staff.”

That was before he said his famous line: “You may fire when you are ready, Gridley!” speaking 
of his action against the Spanish Armada and his famous break for lunch. 
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 Now he was compelled to finally accept the personages of the Filipino men of the revolution.  
Curiously, his aplomb had not changed and paralleled the characteristic manner with which the 
white men treated the American Indians.  

Yet, he was ten thousand miles away from the American continent, and the Filipinos were not 
Indians—in spite of the characteristic ignorance with which they were treated by the Spaniards.  
Well, what was the difference? He thought.  Most of the insurrectos were barefoot, except for the
generals, and their uniforms were poor copies of Spanish and Mexican soldiers, but they 
instantly showed the discipline and tenacity and the courage that it takes to fight.  Most of them 
could read and knew what they were fighting for--it was not for blood lust or for mercenary 
reasons, but for the right to govern themselves. 

 Never in the history of mankind was poverty so grossly misconstrued with primitiveness of 
thinking.  The Filipinos were far from primitive thinkers.  They were not aborigines, but 
descendents of the once glorious Malay and Indonesian empires in mainland Asia.  Spanish 
education, though meager and oftentimes incidental and grudgingly imparted, helped reinforce 
this thinking.  But how was Western Civilization to know? 

 And the United States, barely emerging from isolationism was new to world affairs. There were 
no planes, no movies, no television sets, and no penicillin.  The only link to Western Civilization 
was a cable to Hong Kong which Admiral Dewey had ordered out because the government and 
the people ashore could not relay the message he has given.  Thus he sat, completely cut off from
diplomatic and military exigencies.  

III

So, in those days, the Filipinos were fighting a revolution they had already won, for Spain was 
no longer interested in their colony.  With the defeat of the Spanish Armada, Spain had no more 
troops—much less ships—to send over to quell the revolutionaries.  And they still had Cuba on 
their hands.

In Washington, D.C., the government vacillated on whether or not to annex the Philippines as 
isolationists and expansionists clobbered each other with intrigues.  The fate of the Filipino 
people—not yet a nation—hung in the balance, nothing more than fodder in a political fire.  In 
his modest homestead, Justo was teaching Miguel and Rosa how to read Spanish—a language 
and culture soon to be replaced with English. 

  And Dona Rufina talked to her daughter in Spanish and Tagalog, her husband Herman’s 
language, and of course Gaddang, a dialect that soon would be practically extinct.
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IV

Herman Badilla was a tall, cocky, demonstrative fellow with light brown hair and hazel/brown 
eyes which immediately became noticeable among the Locals when he first came to Solano, 
Nueva Vizcaya.  A blacksmith by profession, he thought that there might be more opportunities 
for his profession here in the outer frontiers of society than in urbanized Manila. 

 In 1883, years before the revolution against Spain and fifteen years before Admiral Dewey’s 
conquest of the Spanish Armada in Manila Bay, the U.S. accession of the Philippines, and the 
short-lived uprising and Philippine Insurrection, Solano was hardly distinguishable as a town.

  Although Dona Rufina’s father, Don Jose was in need of a blacksmith, Herman has not yet 
heard of it and has hired himself out as a field hand on a neighboring estate.  Herman is the 
oldest of three brothers from Bulacan, and a black sheep of the family.  His other two brothers, 
Melchior and Jose would later produce offspring who would become leading actors and actresses
on the early stage and the silver screen.

December was the harvest time for the rice-producing regions.  The Haciendas were composed 
of many tenant families who lived on the land, as well as itinerant field hands who might come 
and go with the seasons.  There were also squatters who were chased out by the landlords and 
tenants when discovered, since after many years they could claim a homestead by right of hostile
possession.

December is the coolest time in the valley; the gentle breezes forming from the mountains would
sweep down upon the rolling plains of golden rice stalks until the rice paddies became a mass of 
undulating, golden seas of rice.  During this time, one sees the men in orange pantaloons and the 
women in salakots or wide-brimmed hats, bent from sunrise to sunset, cutting stalks of rice with 
short scythes.  Herman drove the carabao or water buffalo-driven hay carts along the paddies 
and then loaded them with rice stalks to be transported and piled into mounds at the thrashing 
grounds. 

 At the thrashing grounds,  women, wearing brightly colored bandanas, loose blouses and 
sarong-like skirts called tapis helped the men thrash the rice stalks with bare feet, their wooden 
sandals called bakyas, neatly arranged on one side of the thrashing floor.  From the thrashing 
floor, the fallen, unhusked grains were collected and thrown into huge, wooden mortars where 
they were pounded by the men with huge, long pestles in syncopated rhythms, and unhusked.  
The grains and the chaff were then loaded by the women into round, shallow baskets made of 
pandanus leaves, bamboo and rattan. 

 The sight of the maidens’ sinuous bodies shaking the baskets in unison, first in short, circular 
motions and then with sudden jerks upward, was a wonderful thing to behold, and Herman gazed
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in astonishment as the chaff was blown away by the wind and the rice fell back into the baskets.  
Occasionally he would hear someone sing a folk song, and the men would stop their pounding to 
listen or to look at the prettier maidens, as the chaff, like golden puffs of smoke, wafted far and 
away into the air to settle down somewhere where the breeze carried them.

It was probably in one of these rare moments that Herman caught Elena’s eye.  Elena, a cousin of
Rufina, daughter of Don Jose, owner of the near-by hacienda, lived alone.  Her husband had 
disappeared and left her—presumably for the more lively scenes of urban Manila, and she has 
been without anyone for many years.  The Locals thought that her husband was dead or had 
taken the boat to Acapulco or Cuba. 

 Herman would come and visit her periodically, first just to help in chopping wood or doing 
errands for a hot meal.  Soon the meals took a lot longer and the visits oftener, until the Locals 
no longer knew or cared whether or not he lived there. 

 It was to Elena’s consternation and the Locals’ surprise, that the husband reappeared in the 
summer of 1878, unaware that Elena had been pregnant and had a baby. 

In the Tagalog regions there were talks of a revolution against Spain—talks of social injustices 
and abuses by the Catholic priests, and of the government against the natives.  Herman, who had 
begun working for Don Jose as a blacksmith at his hacienda, talked Don Jose into letting him 
build a cabin at the rear of the stables.  It was then that Herman got to know Rufina better.  
Rufina, at twenty years of age, thought she was already becoming an old maid.  Herman was 
fast-approaching thirty.  He worked fast getting into the good graces of Don Jose and doing 
favors for Rufina at every opportunity.

1893 was a happy year for Don Jose.  The harvest was good, the horses and livestock had bred 
well, thanks to Herman’s efficient management, and in this same year, Herman had knelt before 
him in his salon and asked him for his daughter’s hand in marriage.  He was only too happy to 
give his consent, as no other had proven himself as worthy through hard work and diligence as 
had this handsome and enterprising foreigner.  It did not matter that he knew that the man had 
had a child by another woman.  Good! He thought.  At least he can be assured that his daughter 
will not be unfulfilled, and that their progeny would keep the line of succession unbroken. 

 The townspeople were already talking about recommending him as Governadorcillo of the town
—a position he would later pass on to Herman.  Elena’s only daughter’s ancestry would 
long-continue as a well-known secret, spoken of only in private company, and then in hushed 
tones.  Eventually and mercifully, it was forgotten.  

Three years later, Flor was born to Herman and Rufina on the 23rd of February.  The church bells 
tolled and special services were held.  Don Jose had contrtibuted generously to the Church—
more than one tenth of his land, his livestock, and his crops.
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 Flor, being a first-born, was raised up in both indulgence and self-discipline by both her 
grandfather and Herman.  Herman and Flor would wait another seven years before they had 
another child.

V

The Gaddang nobility, facing extinction, had married into Ilocano, Tagalog, Chinese, Spanish 
and American lines.  The great landholdings had begun to vanish, gobbled up into a never-ending
chain of small family feuds.  However, the Gaddang culture lived through their progeny. 

 Not unlike the Polynesians, ancestry records were preserved through oral tradition—
memorization of ancestral lines and taboos preserved and passed down.  Very few of the nobility 
married into the serfs and slaves among the more primitive tribal people whom they branded as 
aripangs. 

Flor, throughout her life, carried the effects of this dreadful custom.  She grudgingly married 
Miguel Ballesteros who was nearly white, and therefore suspect.  However, though his paternal 
origins were vague, his maternal ancestry was at least intact, for their ancestral lines crossed on 
the maternal side. 

Gradually, the custom of family intermarriages came into disfavor and were limited to marriages 
between first or more distant cousins.  The caste system, once tolerated and sometimes 
encouraged by the Catholics, was soon branded as anathema by the more civil rights-conscious 
Protestant Americans. 

 The Catholics eyed the Protestants with guarded jealousy.  Finally, masters severed with their 
serfs and slaves, and a tenant/landlord type relationship flourished. When she married Herman, 
Flor’s mother, Dona Rufina, set the trend for ‘outside marriages’, and it would never be reversed.

  As the only daughter and heir to her father Don Jose’s large estate, she had succumbed to the 
charming ways of an Hispanic from Manila.  Plain-looking and unattractive except for her large, 
black well-shaped coy and limpid eyes, Rufina had feared dying an old maid, and Herman came 
her way just in time.

Flor’s world was itself, a curious cross-breeding of cultures.  From the Americans, the 
inheritance was pragmatism, a strong sense of social justice and freedom.  From the Europeans 
came a mercantilistic morality and romantic ideals, and from the Filipino ethnic background, a 
massive dose of unique taboos.  Flor would carry these throughout her life, adding a tinge of 
singularity to the Ballesteros household.  These she would pass on to her children as her 
forefathers had passed them to their children. 
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No matter that the various sets of ideals would conflict with one another; she would cross those 
bridges when she got to them.  In her mind she would iron out all of these problems through 
dialectic rationalization, and she would remain convinced that whatever wins will be all right, 
and whatever is right will win.  What characterized Flor’s early years was the revolution. 

 In her childhood, eight provinces in the Tagalog regions had begun to talk of the revolution 
against Spain.  Spain would eventually wage war on two fronts—in the United States with the 
Spanish/American war, and with her own distant provinces in the Philippines.  Perilous times, 
though distant from the province in which Flor lived, would be sure to come.

VI

Four years after Flor was born—in what was once a desolate, scrubby suburb of Manila called 
Santa Mesa—Herman’s cousin, Lieutenant Sofronio Badilla of the Philippine Army, was drilling 
his plantoon along the dirt road of leading to the San Juan Bridge.  It was warm, silent, and pitch 
dark, and the men could not see the bend of the San Juan River where the neutral zone was 
located between the Philippine insurgents and the American Army. 

 The American soldiers had been instructed to shoot anyone trying to cross the demilitarized 
zone.  Lieutenant Badilla heard an American soldier faintly shouting: “Halt!” and he hesitated a 
moment before he also said:”Halto!” commanding his men to stop their advance.  It was too late;
a bullet from Krag Jorgensen’s rifle drove straight into his heart, and he fell dead.

“Line up, Fellows!” the American said, “The niggers are in here all through these yards!”  In the
1800’s, the Americans thought that any person darker than an Italian was negro.  This aversion to
dark skin was in every way reinforced by the Spaniards, who for the three previous centuries 
under the encomienda system, encouraged the enslavement of the Filipinos, a practice which 
precipitated the revolution. 

 As far as the American Volunteers from Nebraska were concerned, the Philippines were all still 
inhabited by aborigines.  This ignorance was found unconscionable by the Filipinos, who 
believed that the annexation of the Philippines by the  United States, would produce the same 
type of enslavement and abuse that were widespread during the Spanish regime-- against which 
they have valiantly fought.

VII

On July 4, 1901, Judge William H. Taft took the oath of office as the first civilian governor of the
Philippines before Senor Cayetano Arellano.  He was one of the first civilians of significance, 
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sent by the United States, and had the task of overseeing an island, fifty-five of whose 
seventy-seven provinces were still under military rule.

Taft hated Major General Adra Chafee, a humorless officer who had just replaced General 
McArthur.  Taft showed great sympathy for the Filipinos, though he maintained his distance.  He 
scoffed at the idea that the islanders were divided and chastened anyone who mentioned ‘tribes.’

“The word ‘tribes,’ “ he said, “gives an erroneous impression.  I cannot tell the difference 
between an Ilocano and a Tagalog or Visayan.  There is a racial solidarity among them, 
undoubtedly.  They are homogeneous.  To me, all Filipino look alike.”

So eager was he to prove this solidarity, that as part of the assimilation process, he required that a
grand ball be given that night at the ‘palace’ at Malacanara Park.  The provinces were asked to 
send their leading citizens to be represented at the ball, though he knew that the insurrectos 
would not be represented.  The hundreds of Spaniards still in Manila, protected under American 
wings, held on like leeches to secure invitations to the ball.  After all, the more rich and affluent 
and prominent of Filipinos and Spaniards would be going.

The war of the insurrection had already decimated one-sixth of the population.  Normally, a 
general malaise would have set upon those still living, but no one—no one could seem to pass up
going to the ball which was seen as the greatest to be given in over a decade.  Many senioritas, 
mestizas, and prominent ‘dalagas’ vied for the honor of an invitation and an opportunity to be 
presented—urging their husbands and boyfriends to get into the favor of the highest non-military
emissary the U.S. had ever sent to the Philippines since the beginning of the Insurrection.  

Many had already shown that they would dare threats of death to collaborators, and face the 
insurrectos’ bayonets as long as they could attend the ball.  Old ballroom gowns and tuxedo, 
heretofore carefully packed and preserved in moth balls, were being once more resurrected, 
aired, dry-cleaned and pressed.  And for the more fortunate, the local seamstresses plied their 
works of art.

VIII

In Solano, Herman Badilla received the engraved invitation in Spanish and English.  Luz, 
however, was still sick and asked that she be excused from going.  Herman was at a loss at first 
and was in the process of writing a good excuse, when he noticed his daughter, Flor, passing his 
desk.  She asked him if he wanted some tea, to which he nodded. 

 Flor had just turned 17, and he could never afford to give her a coming-out party in the style she 
would want—but if she could be brought to the ball, why, it would suffice for a thousand debts!  
“What a grand idea!” he thought.  This is exactly the opportunity every young girl would hope 
for.
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That day, Herman had Luz call upon the best dressmaker in town.

He began his answer to the invitation with :”His Excellency, Governor of the United States of 
America,” completely oblivious to titular meanings and world affairs.  Herman did not bother to 
taunt any lineage; he knew that his daughter’s face would be his herald.

At 17, Flor, having been raised correctly, had attained a great poise, surprising for a girl her age.  
She had a perfect oval face.  The sharp, angular features of the Spanish had been softened by the 
rounded features of the Gaddang.  Chinese genes had caused to shape what would have been 
otherwise big and shapeless eyes, to huge almonds under a thick and well-shaped brow.  Her 
Hindu and Malay genes gave her long, dark lashes that curled up to heaven.  Her nose was 
neither large like those of the Badillas’ nor short like the Gaddangs’.  Her body was as large and 
proportioned as a Caucasian’s,  yet as supple and smooth as an Oriental’s.  In short, in Flor was 
the perfect amalgam of genes.

IX

One could see the pride in Herman’s face as he reached out to let Flor down the side steps of the 
Calesa, a horse-drawn carriage. Flor’s long hair was swept up to a bun and covered, held in 
place by mother-of-pearl Spanish combs.  On her breast hung the gold family cross.  She wore a 
butterfly dress—the traditional gown of the Filipinos.  Over the whole of it were carefully sewn
sequins and black pearls.

X

Although she had obviously been groomed as her father’s prize to be offered to the highest 
bidder, Flor had no plans to marry soon.  While her admirers had been genteel and more than 
generous, She could not envision herself sitting down passively to an orderly married life. 

 She had told—or rather, asked—her father, Herman, for enrollment at the Johns Hopkins 
University extension in Manila, convinced that her calling was not to exist in a comfortable 
home, sewing clothing for children, but to live for service to humanity, for the sick and dying.  
There was a dire shortage of nurses and doctors in the country, and the war with Spain and the 
United States had left the country in more terrible shape than ever before.

“Why, oh why?  Can you tell me why a woman of your upbringing would ever choose such a 
profession?” shouted Herman. “Are you prepared to spend your life in a sickly, infested hospital 
caring for people who had no business being there in the first place?”  Herman had apparently 
never believed in hospitals—especially for his pet daughter.

“Dear Father!  Many things have changed since your time!  ‘The nurse’ no longer is a 
disreputable occupation.  The Americans have introduced many modern methods into nursing—
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it is so much more scientific—and much more progressive!  Would you condemn me to a life of 
ignominy here in this province?  I know that nursing is a hard life, but I have prepared my way 
for it, and I consider it easier than living here in the provinces.  And besides, I want to live in 
Manila!”

“How did I get such a stubborn daughter?  Ah—talk to your mother first,” Herman sighed in the 
grand, aggrieved manner of the high caste aristocratic untouchables.

That evening in bed, Rufina reasoned with Herman.

“Don’t you  think we are getting to be a little bit too old-fashioned?  This is the turn of the 
century, is it not?  Where is it written that our children must live as we do?  I don’t blame our 
little Flor for wanting to get out and see the world!  This is much too small a town for the young. 
Flor did inherit your ambitious, exploring and stubborn mind—for which I am glad!  Besides, 
how can anyone wit

h Spanish and white ancestry as you have, deny progress?  I could see this life for myself, 
because I am native.  I never aspired to anything else.  Besides—many of my own relatives have 
been educated in Madrid in Spanish universities—why should not my daughter be educated in an
American university?”

“Why?  You ask me ‘why?’  I will tell you.  It is because American universities do not teach 
anything about culture and respect—only business and profiteering.  Look at the children of 
today!  They have no respect for their parents—their elders!  What is this world coming to?”
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Chapter Three

“The Song of Madame Flower”

“Lovely bloom of the Sampaquita

By my Philippines made beloved;

Not a flower in the world is sweeter, 

As she circles her loved brow;

With the daintiest colors clinging,

With one budge, like a pendant swinging,

At the neck of a gentle and beautiful one,

How happy and fortunate, I!”

Philippine Ballad

I

On the cool morning of January 16, 1939, Madame Flor Ballesteros turned calmly in her bed at 
the Philippine General Hospital, letting the nurse wipe the last vestiges of post-partum sweat 
from off her back, shoulders and forehead.  As she lay on her side, she watched the doctor siphon
mucous from her baby’s  nose.

The baby looked so frail and brittle—weighing slightly less than five and a half pounds.  She 
heaved a sigh of relief when it cried after the doctor had turned it upside down and spanked it 
one more time.

Dona Flor, or commonly called ‘Aling’Flor, was forty-five years old and quite beside herself for 
having another baby this late in life.  She wished that she could have had the baby at home, 
thinking of her embarrassment at presenting herself at the hospital.  But, being a nurse-midwife 
herself, she knew the importance of proper and competent care.

She had always possessed a no-nonsense and clinical mind, as long as she could remember.  An 
attractive woman—a Pisces—she critically eyed the doctor whom she had taken as an equal from
the start, quick to note mistakes he made, though she kept it only in her mind. 

 As she watched them dress and let the child sleep in the nursery, she began to worry about her 
eight other children, notwithstanding the fact that they were mostly old enough to care for 
themselves, even without the assistance of their Chinese amah,’Macao.’  Then, she suddenly 
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worried about her husband’s laundry business, her husband’s career, the state of affairs in Europe
and Japan, but the least of all—her husband.

This is probably why this day of all days, Don Miguel chose to lose his inconsequential self in 
the glory of the Santa Ana race track and the cabaret, leaving all practical matters in the hands of 
his competent wife.

Romantic and generous, Don Miguel, however, manifested his deepest concern and affection for 
his beloved wife with a vase of white carnations and red hibiscus on the night stand of the 
hospital room.  Salvador, the chauffeur, was instructed to check in as often as was practical, on 
the status of his mistress’ confinement at the hospital, and to see to her safe and comfortable 
conduct home—which could never be soon enough for Flor.

II

Aling Flor (older men and women were never called by their first names in the old society.  It 
was either the distinguished ‘dona’ , or the generic ‘aling’ that must be attached to a woman’s 
name) napped the whole morning, never once wondering where her husband was. 

 It was only to be expected that he be about his business.  It was not her position to inquire.  The 
‘coming of age’ was still far from women.  On the gramophone, Nelson Eddy and Jeanette 
MacDonald sang their romantic farce as the breeze rustled the curtains of the aseptic hospital 
window.

On the other hand, Flor displayed, and was already beginning to employ, the characteristics of 
the liberated women of her time.  She no longer required the use of artificial social amenities that
stifle personal growth among her children; she rarely dons the pretty but inefficient habits of 
dowagers and matrons, preferring her nurse’s uniform or the less-cumbersome American 
fashions.

 Through back-breaking, almost masculine work, she earned herself a nurse-midwife degree at 
the Johns Hopkins University, passed the registry exams and finished two years of practice at the
Manila Puericulture Center.  Knowledge of her diligence and competence in her profession 
spread quickly, largely by word-of-mouth, and she soon found herself in lucrative practice.

Aling Flor, in a matter of years, earned herself and her husband, a position in the first 500 
families in pre-war Pasay City, then a fashionable and wealthy residential suburb of Manila.  Her
patients included the wives of the Presidents of the Commonwealth, the wives and mistresses of 
congressmen, socialites, as well as the poorest of the slums.

Not that Aling Flor herself did not have proper credentials—on her mother’s side, she was an 
ethnic blue-blood, and her ancestry was considered to be nobility, if only in the northern 
province of Luzon.  Her maternal great grandparents belonged to the ruling class of a 
caste-system society and owned substantial pieces of land dating back to pre-Hispanic times.  
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They spoke a strange, bird-like sounding dialect called ‘Gaddang,’ spoken only in Nueva 
Vizcaya, around the regions of Solano and Bayombong.

In the caste system, the nobility was preserved through family intermarriage.  In the late 1800’s, 
the first Methodist missionaries came and took a stronghold in the region, and Flor’s forefathers 
became the first defenders of the faith.

III

When Aling Flor learned that the girls were using Desi’’s Chinese amah, Macao, to run clothes 
for them to the Laundrymen, she was furious.  She turned to Salina who was amicably chopping 
vegetables in the kitchen.

“Did you know what your damn, no-good sisters have been doing?  They have been using Macao
to run errands for them again!  After I told them a thousand times, Macao is not to be used to run 
errands!  She is too valuable for me—especially in the kitchen!  And it’s high time your sisters 
learned to iron their own clothes—they can’t live like this forever!  Wait till your father gets 
home!  Oh! That phantom is not going to do anything about it either!  I tell you, I’m sick and 
tired of it!  Sick and tired of it!  Do you  hear?”

Salina looked at her mother in amazement.  “What are you shouting at me for?  Why don’t you 
tell them yourself, instead of maundering about in the kitchen like an old mother hen?” Salina 
was surprised at herself.  She rarely talks this way to her mother.  But two hours in the hot 
kitchen have taken a toll on her nerves.  She felt her growing belly, then straightened and 
stretched her back out.

In her mind she was trying to calculate how long her husband has been gone out at sea.  She 
wondered if he’ll be home to see his first baby born.

“I’m sorry, Dear!” Flor circled her arm around her oldest daughter’s shoulder.  “It seems that I’m
always taking things out on you.  But you’re the only one I can seem to talk to around this place. 
And that no-good father of yours is probably at the race tracks again.” 

 Salina thought of the time when her father used to be ‘good.’  Her mother never used to say 
anything derogatory about Papang.  She has really changed a lot after the war.  “Probably 
menopause,” she thought.

Nostalgically, she turned around half-dreamily toward the kitchen window, feeling around her 
bulging belly, as she heard Nardo and Desi playing outside.  She peeked out and watched her 
young brothers affectionately and remembered that day when Desi was only three years old, in 
September, 1942.

IV
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Sunset, like a gaudily-painted woman, settled over Manila Bay in September of 1942.  Macao 
held three year old Desi’s hand firmly as she walked him along the palm-lined Dewey 
Boulevard, the two Chow dogs, Blackie and Whitie, flanking them ahead.

  Desi looked cute in his blue and white sailor jumper, blue, short bottoms with flaps that 
unbutton at the front and rear, making it easy and convenient to go potty, and a white v neck top 
with a flap collar that laid flat and square at the back.

Every so often, Desi would let loose of Macao’s hand and run to one of the dogs, encircling its 
neck with his short, chubby arms.  The dog would stop and look at him wryly, its black tongue 
sticking out, and large, limpid eyes blandly looking out from under furry, knit brows.

Soon, they reach the black iron gates of home, which has a smaller gate for pedestrians.  Macao 
opened the door by pushing the hasp, and let the dogs in first, since they were faster than her.  
She hobbled as she picked up Desi to set him inside, and she walked in quickly with fast, 
mincing steps, swaying left and right, for inside the black and gold dragon slippers, were ugly 
and deformed, bound feet. 

 They would pass the lofty acacias and finally reach the tall Star Apple tree which signified the 
end of the driveway.  Underneath the tree, they espied two figures in the twilight, sitting on the 
with wrought-iron bench whose back was decorated with quadrate crosses.

Desi first recognized Salina in her flower-printed jersey dress with padded shoulders.  Sitting 
beside her was Herman Valdez, who had one arm circled around her back and the other holding 
her hand.  They smiled at Desi when they saw him and started teasing.

“Hey, Desi, I think I’m going to take Salina away from you now!”

Desi ran to them, futilely trying to extricate Herman’s strong hand from his sister’s. “No!  You go
away!  I don’t want you touching my sister’s hands!”

Salina smiled coyly at her fiancé, demurely not moving.

“I’m going to tell Mamang on you!” Desi threatened.

“Go ahead, Desi,” Salina laughed.  “Tell Mama on him.  He’s hurting me, see?  He won’t even 
let me go!”  Salina pretended to get ensconced deeper into Herman’s arms as Herman played the 
game and put both arms around her waist and hugged her.

Desi bawled and hurried to the steps of the mansion, tears streaming down his face.  As he 
reached the red concrete steps, he clambered up one step at a time with his short legs till he 
reached the veranda.  His loud wail was still heard as he disappeared inside.
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Flor was in the bathroom, cleaning the tiles around the white tub’s claw-like feet when Desi 
appeared in his tragic form.

“What’s the matter, Eneng (dear child)?”  As if she already  didn’t know, since Macao had just 
told her.

“It’s da-dat man!  He-he said-said he-he’s going to take Sali-lina away, ‘mang! I don’t want him 
to ta-take her away!” Desi ‘s two fists twisted about his lachrymals, his chest heaving as he 
sniveled.

“What?” Flor shouted in feigned surprise.  “Show me to him.  Show me to that man!”

Desi smiled in triumph as he grabbed his mother’s hand, leading her out through the halls and 
foyers to the livingroom where two stuffed American bald eagles peered at them from each side 
of the wall as they crossed out to the veranda and down the stairs.

When they reached the couple on the bench, he heard his mother first scolding and then 
delivering what appeared to be a sermon or lecture upon the responsibilities of marriage.

A wedding date was tentatively set for a couple of weeks later, and she will break the news to 
Don Miguel when he comes home.  Desi, assured that his sister won’t be taken away, has already
forgotten what he cried about and runs around playing with the two chow dogs.

Chapter 4
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“Song of the Bennetts”

I

In the summer of 1939, ex-Lieutenant George Bennett sat in the Ballesteros’ living room to talk 
to Miguel and Flor about his sons coming home on furlough.  George was one of the old-timers 
in the Philippines, having fought in the Philippine Insurrection. 

George and his wife decided to settle down in the Philippines and bought a farm in the Cagayan 
Valley and started planting tobacco to sell to the Tabacalera Company.  His wife had died five 
years ago, and his two sons are now in the U.S. military.  Larry, his eldest, who had graduated as 
a Naval Air Cadet in Annapolis, got his commission to serve on the Carrier, USS Enterprise, and 
his younger son, George Jr., had enlisted in the US Army Air Corps as a waist gunner for PBY’s. 
He had just finished his training and was to be assigned to the Fleet Air Arm, Far Eastern Patrol 
Wing.

There was an unmistakable pride in his face and voice as he talked to Flor, who rejoiced with 
him.  Five years without a wife, and now his brood gone, made a lonely man out of him, and he 
was always anxious for company.  He would always make some excuse to come over and talk, 
and Miguel, being a tobacco man himself, was much obliged to have a friend and colleague 
come over.

Miguel has never planted tobacco on his homestead himself, although Flor said: “Goodness 
knows he experimented long enough with it!”  The closest Miguel came to acceding to tobacco, 
was taking a job as chief accountant at the Liggett and Meyers Tobacco Company in Manila, a 
job which he held with pride because they provided him with limousine and chauffer service.

Impeccably groomed in his white linen suit, he sat in a rattan armchair on the wide veranda, a tall
glass of Tandway rum and soda in his hand. 

He was waiting for Miguel to come home for lunch, and quite anxious to talk, but Flor having 
always ten thousand things to do and not always accommodating to engage in man talk, only 
flitted about, making sure that the servants kept his drinking glass filled and a bowl of peanuts 
handy on the patio table.  Every so often, she would come out with a dish of ‘kakanin’ or native 
desserts, from which he would take a piece and signify of his gastronomic approval. Afterwards, 
he would sink back in his chair, a bundle of contained restlessness.  Flor wished that her husband
would come home, for she could not, would not sit down properly with a man, without her 
husband present—a custom no American could have understood.

Each time Flor passes, George would open his mouth to say something but then would slouch 
back, his blue eyes set like two orbs of frustration on top of a bushy, white mustache.
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It was a momentary relief to see Macao come by, rocking tiny Desi to sleep.  He waved to her to 
bring the baby over, and then carefully pushing the flannel wrap from its face, he smiled.  It had 
been quite a while since he looked closely at a baby’s face, and he remembered his own.

Just then, he heard the noise of the black touring car enter the gates of the driveway.  He turned 
around, watched the phaeton drive close to the red concrete stairway outside, and the driver let 
Miguel out of the car, and turn the car to the right and disappear into the garage below.

Miguel had recognized his friend from afar and was already smiling , walking with arms 
outstretched, up the stairway.

“Aah, Senor Bennett, what a pleasant surprise!” 

As often as he came, Miguel was always surprised to see Bennett, in the great Spanish tradition.  
“Please—sit down!  Has our good lady of the house taken care of you today?”  He winked at him
graciously as Flor came out to the veranda to greet him, followed by a servant with a tray of 
food.

“Oh yes.  Very well, as usual!  How is work?”

Miguel stopped to give his wife a kiss before sitting down and answering the question.

“The work is fine, but the fellows at the office seem to be apprehensive about the news of 
mysterious vessels appearing in Davao today.  They seem to be like Japanese destroyers, 
according to the report.  We have already heard reports of illegal Japanese fishing up north in the 
Batanes Islands.  I wonder if you remember some time ago that there were some Japanese fishing
launch caught between Corregidor and Bataan.  Strangely, the Government found some sketches 
of the islands in the boat.”

“Oh yes!  Now that you bring it up, I remember that incident about five years ago.  Remember 
that Japanese fishing boat, Haium Maru, where they caught gangsters believed to be spies sent in
from Formosa?  I tell you, something weird is happening!  I wouldn’t be surprised if Japan joins 
Germany in the war.  I never trusted those Japanese anyway.  They are so secretive.  I think that 
the US Government believes that if the Japanese attack, they would attack here first, but the 
people in DC  aren’t going to do anything about it.  After all, we’re just another colonial island in
the Pacific.  I tell you in secret confidence, Don Miguel, we are not, absolutely not prepared for 
war!”

“I’m afraid I have to agree with you, Senor George.  As far as I’m concerned, the Philippine 
Navy is just a ‘mosquito fleet.’  I understand that it has never even left the blueprint stage.  I’ll 
bet you Japan already knows what kind of defense we have here.  There’s a rumor that they have 
gone into such horrendous tactics as using Chinese students from the Dobin University of 
Shanghai as spies.  There is no end to what they will do.  I shiver in my bones when I think about
it!”
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“War, war, war!  That’s all you men think about!  Why, Senor Bennett, you already forgot to tell 
us about Larry and Junior!  Isn’t that what you came to tell us about?”

“Well, I’ll be darned!  That’s right!  Miguel, Larry and George telegrammed me that they have 
been granted furlough, and they should be home today.  I was wondering if you could take time 
off from the office to meet them at the airport today.”

Dona Flor  tssked and shook her beautiful head at the mindlessness of her men.  She was anxious
to see her two darling boys, and was trying to remember them, imagining how they must look 
after being gone for so long-- Larry, with his blue eyes and dark blond hair, and George, with his 
brown eyes and ruddy complexion. 

 She remembered how they looked when as kids, they used to come over, ravenous for Filipino 
food.  When his wife died, Mr. Bennett tended to leave the care of the kids to the servants, who 
had no skills in raising up two hungry boys.  How politely and patiently they sat at the table, 
though she knew their stomachs churned with adolescent appetites.

She loved them as her own, to the resentment and rancor of Benjamin and Roberto, who didn’t 
care to share their mother’s affection with other kids.

  But Flor had ulterior motives for her affection.  She had hoped that one of them would take an 
interest in Salina, though Salina at an early age, was only interested in a career as a nurse.

“Why, of course, George!  I’d be happy to take you!  And perhaps later this evening we can all 
get together,  like old times!  I am sure that Flor would not mind.  We’ll invite the whole 
neighborhood, unless of course, you prefer to be alone.”

“Why no, Miguel!  This is gracious of you!  I’m sure the boys would love it.  I know they miss 
Flor’s cooking.  They always talked about her in their letters.  I think they have a crush on your 
wife!”

“Flor would be tickled to hear that!  And I’m sure Benjamin and Roberto would like to see them 
too, although they used to fight.  Boys will be boys…”

“Who knows, Miguel? We might become related someday.  I’ve always hinted to Larry , how 
beautiful Selina is, but he never seems to take the initiative.”

George looked at Flor and saw a slight embarrassment creep on her face as she scooped up the 
dirty dishes on the coffee table.  Of all things, she thought, she had carefully hidden her plot and 
didn’t want to appear just now that she was flaunting her daughter.

“Flor, could you call up the office and tell them that I have taken leave this afternoon?  And send 
Salvador up front with the car.”
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Flor only nodded as she went into the house to tell the servants to finish cleaning up the dishes 
from the veranda.  Don Miguel and George had started to walk down the flight of steps to await 
the car in front.

 

II

That night in November, 1939, was the happiest in the Ballesteros mansion.  The whole place 
reeked of reminiscences of the gilded age in the tropics.  Insular life had escaped unscathed, the 
depression of the 20’s, and here, the sugar and tobacco barons still followed their whimsy.  While
the United States still followed ‘the Victorian look’  from Europe, fashions have changed from 
the ornate to the exotic. 

 Mrs. John L. Gardner’s bold ‘Boston’ look, her Paris gowns and carriages, her spectacular and 
flamboyant jewels and flowers, her retinue of writers, painters, musicians and actors was still a 
subject much discussed.

 Many families were still copiously flaunting their imitation of John D. Rockefeller’s ‘Turkish 
Cosy Corner.’  People talked of King Edward’s abdication of his throne to marry Wallis Simpson,
while on the radio, Kuppenheimer merchants are plying their Tigertwist, Trojan Weave, while 
Castillians boast of original patterns and ranking fabrics from the world’s looms, and Hickey 
Freeman competes with its double-breasteds.

In Hollywood, they were making an epic movie called ‘Gone With the Wind, and in the 
Ballesteros household, a party was being given.  The driveway was lined with Cole 890 
Phaetons, Chrysler Imperials, and Ford’s seven-passenger Lincolns.  The children and servants 
were watching Madame Kohlermann’s Pierce Arrow sedan which had accidentally swerved out 
of the driveway into the clumps of Flor’s precious Bandena Expanolas.

There was much toasting on the veranda, after Benjamin announced his engagement to Juanita.  
Larry Bennett stood resplendent in his blue service dress, the great American eagle on the globe 
on his cap.  On the other side of the veranda, George Jr., wearing his brown Army flight jacket, 
was talking to Roberto.  Occasionally a breeze would blow on his loose trousers called ‘pinks,’ 
and Roberto would look and make some funny comments on it.

Salina sat rocking on the swing under the apple tree, talking women talk with Juanita, when 
Larry spotted her.  She watched him excuse himself from the crowd and hurriedly climb the 
outside staircase to her.

“Hi, Salina!” he called to her, as Juanita excused herself to leave.
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“Hi, Larry,” she said as she stood to straighten up her blue chiffon dress.  
“I hope you haven’t forgotten me.  It’s been a long time.” Larry said as he helped her out of the 
swing.

“Yes, it certainly has.  You look a lot different,  Larry.  I guess being away in Cadet School did 
you a lot of good.”

“I’ve changed a lot, Salina, I’d like you to know that.”

“So have I, Larry.  I am going to nursing school now.  Just my first year, though….”

“Salina, I….”

“Yes, Larry?” Salina feared that Larry would stop.  As before, she had always anxiously waited 
for that something he wanted to say but never did.  Her throat again became dry.  Although she 
knew that with Larry it was almost useless to hope for something that would never come.

He would be married to his career, unlike his father.  They had talked about their ambitions when
they were children.  And she  knew that with him, it was always the States and the Military—as 
if living in the tropics was some kind of a curse. 

 He wanted to get out so badly, and now he was out.  She didn’t want him to look back.  She 
didn’t want him to say again what she has often heard—that life in this tropics was one hollow 
existence—that life has not often offered him any challenges here.  How could people live like 
this—so far and wasting away in these spells of typhoons and hot weather.

“Selina, I just wanted to say that you looked nice in that dress.”

“Thank you, Larry.   Is that all?”

“Why yes.  I couldn’t think of anything more appropriate to say.”

“Appropriate?  Is that all ‘life’ is to you, Larry?  A matter of military and social exigencies?  
Perhaps my hair isn’t ‘appropriate?  What then?  Larry, in all the years I’ve known you, I’ve 
never liked you.  I wouldn’t dream of ever liking you, or ever marrying you.  As far as I’m 
concerned, you are the most abominable man I’ve ever met!”

“Salina, I…” Larry tried to grasp her hand and caught her wrist.  She twisted it upwards and 
away from him, but he clutched on.  
“Let me go, Larry.  There could never be anything between us.”

“Salina, I love you!”

“Well, I don’t love you!  You cocky, wooden soldier!”  she didn’t mean that, and she didn’t want 
to say it, but it came out of her mouth so fast.  Oh, why did she always get mad at him?  Now it’s
too late.  Larry limply let her hands go. 
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 His blue eyes welled as he gazed at her.  It’s hopeless.  Everything he did just made her sick.  He
had hoped he changed, but he’s the same inept, irritating person. 

 Larry went back toward the big stairs but then turned around and looked at Salina once more.  
Then, hurrying to Madam Kohlermann’s driver, he got into the car and it turned around and sped 
onto the driveway to the world outside.

III

Don Miguel overheard the man talking to George Bennett.  |
“I don’t really know why we as Filipinos should insist upon getting our own independence.  We 
have never had it so good as under the aegis of the United States.  And don’t tell me that the 
paltry units of self-defense we’re building could stand up under foreign attack.  Any third-rate 
power could annihilate our whole force. 

“ Besides, our commonwealth is too poor to support any massive self-defense.  I understand  that
Eisenhower and Ord had proposed an enlarged budget for the defense, but that President Quezon,
under Congress’s instruction, was told not to give them one more peso.  We couldn’t afford it. 

“ General McArthur had been asking the U.S. President and the War Commission for assistance, 
but I don’t think he will get any.  I just don’t think that we are prepared and should have our 
independence. “  The swarthy-complected man in a Barong Tagalog was obviously trying to 
aggrandize the American Forces at the expense of his own countrymen.

“Oh, I don’t …know,” George said as he watched the figure which he recognized as his brother’s
get into Madame Kohlerman’s car.  Leaning with his elbow n the veranda, he waited until the car
passed the fleur-de-lys iron gates and disappear, before he finished his answer.  “McArthur 
seemed to have full trust in them. 

“ Certainly, their sincerity and tenacity could not be questioned.  The Filipinos deserved their 
independence which they had certainly fought for so long.  But you are right; the mercantilists 
will use everything in their power to block this independence.  It is not going to be easy for a lot 
of people.  What do you think, Don Miguel?”

George had turned the conversation to Miguel, who was almost swept away by a dancing couple.
He wondered if it that was really Larry he had seen.

“Well, I for…excuse, hello, Aling Carmen.  Yes, I would love to.  Better talk to Flor about that.  
See what she says.  No, I don’t know where Charlain is…”Miguel said as he waved to the couple
who continued to drift away.  Then he turned to the fellows, relishing to finish the discussion 
with George and the other.

“I, for one, have probably a great deal to lose in the acquisition of this independence.   And I 
should really be on the side of the colonial imperialists and mercantilists, but I feel the same say 
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as President Quezon—I would rather have a government run like hell by Filipinos than one run 
like heaven by foreigners.”

A few guests overheard and stopped to clap their hands.

“Of course, there are going to be a lot of problems in the transition, I’m sure, and some people 
will lose business—and some will gain.  But I figure that those who fear to lose should not be in 
business anyway, if they do not have the capacity to compete and must rely on the heavy cloak of
U.S. protection.”

Another elderly couple had now gotten the drift of the conversation and decided to join in.  An 
elderly man with a slim mustache and a white chrysanthemum in his lapel began to speak:

“I’m pretty tired of the overwhelming Western influence, myself, and the mindless and pathetic 
subjugation of our native culture.  The Westerners should not be blamed, but the natives should.  
There are no tyrants where there are no willing slaves.  

“This has always been the history of the Filipino people.  I think that it is about time that we 
asserted our own image.  Take the Japanese, for example, they have not and will not be subjected
to white man’s flimsy.  As our famous poet, Balagtas has said: ‘A man without love for his 
country, has nothing more than the flesh and blood of a wild pig, and his home should deservedly
be nothing but a jungle.’”

“Aah, Mr…..”

“Mister Naga, Senor Ballesteros.  Simon Naga.  I am just a humble seller of books in downtown 
Manila, and I came with Aling Mameng and her other guests.”

“Mr. Naga, let me introduce you to Mr. George Bennett Jr., and to this gentleman here, who I 
believe is Mr….uh, Mr…”

“Pardo, Senor Balleseros.  I am just a humble literary critic.”

IV

It finally dawned upon George that Larry must have left the party for good.  He looked at all of
the ‘humble men’, and said, after seeing Charlaine on the other side of the veranda:

“Oh, if you  ‘humble gentlemen’ will excuse me, I think I just saw a friend at the other end.  Mr. 
Ballesteros, I’m afraid I must leave you to finish this discussion.”

Mr. Ballesteros nodded at George and quickly tried to follow the object of his gaze.  He saw his 
daughter and quickly understood.
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“Yes, George, I think Charlaine had been looking for you.  She would be upset if you didn’t say 
hello to her.  Gentlemen, shall we continue this conversation in the parlor?  I will have the 
servants bring us more rum, and of course, tuba.”

The group energetically decided to follow, leaving the young to the moonlight and madness.

V

Charlaine was only fifteen, but every bit a winner in smiling pulchritude and beauty.  She 
beamed as George came up.  She adored him so, and was almost speechless as he asked her to 
dance.

“Oh, George, I wish they ‘d play some Glen Miller.  I’m really getting tired of the native walzes 
and the the ballads.”

“Be patient, my darling Charlaine.  Soon you will be of age and will be able to choose your own 
music and give your own parties.  In the meantime, be a good little girl.”

“Oh, George, I hate to be always ‘the good little girl!’  Nobody invites me anywhere, and you’re 
the only one who treats me like a human being.   And you’re so exciting and adventurous!  Tell 
me, George, Dear, are you really going to fly one of those great big planes?”

“No, Charlaine, not a great big plane—just a medium-sized one.  Maybe, someday I’ll take you 
up with me.”

“Really George?  Promise?  O, that would be the most exciting thing that ever happened to me!  
Really George?  Promise?”

“Yes, Charlaine, but right now there is so much confusion.  There might be a war going on next 
year.  I don’t even know where we’ll be deployed.  But I promise that when I come back—where
ever from, and what ever will be, I’ll give you a ride in my plane.”

“Oh, George, I could kiss you!  Will you write to me once in awhile?”

“Yes, my darling  Charlaine, when you learn to read and write proper English.”

“I do so know how to read and write proper English.  English is my best subject.  Ask Mamang 
and Papang—I just got an A….”

“Hush, Lovey-dovey.  I’m not asking for perfection.  Just so long as you understand me.  I 
promise that when you grow up, and you’ve been a good girl, I’ll tell you everything about the 
war.”

“I’ll be sixteen soon, George.  I’m not a little girl any more.”
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“Hmmm! Let me see you.”  George pushed her gently further out as they turned in the walz, to 
look at her torso, and gave her an adoring look.  Charlaine’s chest had begun to bulge a bit under 
her Thai-silk dress, A-lined with a sash.

“And so you are—so you are—not a little, little girl anymore.  But one more question.  Have you
stopped climbing those macopa trees?”

Charlaine grinned sheepishly.   “Well, I still do, but I don’t do it as often any more.  Mamang 
says I’m still a tomboy.  You don’t think I’m a tomboy, do you, George?”

“Well, if you’re a tomboy, then I’m not a pilot.  Since I’m a pilot, then no, Charlaine, you are not 
a tomboy.  You are the prettiest thing under the moon.”

“Oh, thank you, George!  I could just kiss you!”

“A nice, little one—on the cheek.  I don’t want Macao or your mother to chase me out of the 
house.”

Charlaine gave him an adoring kiss on the cheek.  It felt so innocent on George’s face, and he 
pretended to beam with a spurious delight.

“Say, Charlaine, you don’t know where Larry went, do you?”

“Oh no, George.  I saw him talking to Salina for awhile.  Then he left in a hurry.  I think they 
must have had a quarrel.”

“Again?” George shook his head.  He was trying to suppress an impulse to look for him and find 
out.  
“I –I hope—he doesn’t try to get into trouble again, like he used to.”
Charlaine quickly detected the anxiety in his eyes.

“Why don’t you look for him, George.  You haven’t seen each other for a long while.”

“Well, I guess I’d better.  It will be hard to leave my charming lady.”

“After this dance?”

“After this dance, Sweetheart.”

George now wheeled her more broadly around and around.  When the music  ended, he turned 
her to the direction of the house and teasingly smacked her behind.  She sadly turned around to 
look at him, and he gave her a kiss on the cheek, tipped his cap and departed.

George found Larry at the Santa Ana Cabaret.He was drunk and making a fool of himself with
the taxi dancers.
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George slapped him on the shoulder.  “Hi, brother.  I see you left the party early.  What’s 
cooking?”

Larry turned his head slightly, peered at him with one eye, then hugged the dancer closer to him. 
“Everything, George.  Everything, and the whole world is cooking.”  He pressed his cheek closer
to the girl’s, then suddenly he jerked his head up.

“Hey!  I’ll bet you I can lay all these girls in one night with one arm tied behind my back!”

“I’ll bet you could, Larry.  I’ll bet you could.  You’ve always been the great ladies’ man in the 
family; no doubt about that.”

“Larry peered doubtfully at his brother, staggering, then catching himself.”

“Quit patronizing me, George.  And go home, please.”

“Larry, I know what’s bothering you.  Maybe I can help.”

“Just leave me alone, George.”

“Larry, I’m sure you’re just doing things the wrong way.”

“Hey, are you gonna lay off, or am I  gon-na knock the hell’ outta you?”

“Bet your wings for mine, you can’t do it anymore, Larry.  I haven’t got even with you since that 
day by the Tamarind tree.  Remember?  So, don’t give me a chance now.”

“Delighted, Baby.  You got it now!”  Larry waived the waitress back to her seat as he rolled his 
sleeves up.  “Ok, put ‘em up, Buster!  Put em’ up!”

“You got it, Hoghead!”

“Guguhead!”

“Yoyo!”

Larry’s drunken upper-cut smashed into the smoky air as George stepped aside and with his fist, 
quickly landed a blow in Larry’s stomach.  Larry staggered back and fell on a rattan armchair, 
breaking the arm and the leg as he fell over it.  The waitress, aware of the possibility to losing 
both money and customers, shouted: 
Hey, you two Yankees go home!  Past your bedtime!”

To her surprise, Larry said something obscene in the local vernacular, and as they quieted down, 
she called the manager.  “Uh-oh!  Let’s get outta here, George!”

Outside, George propped Larry up as he heaved.
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“Uurp! Uh! OK, George.  So..you’bach-hh, growbed up.  I’ll be –urp! Darrmb!”

“Yup, told you, George.  Can’t get your way with me anymore.  Besides, the Army’ll beat the  
Air Force in hand to hand combat anytime.”

“Oh yeah?  Wait’ll I get my propellers right up your bloody ass, Loco-Loco!”

Larry stood a little straighter now, friskily wrapped an arm over George’s shoulders and squeezed
firmly.

George smacked Larry gently on the stomach.  “Hey, do you know the war’s gonna come down 
here?”

“Oh yeah?  Where’d you get that?”

“I’ve been reading the papers closely.”
 “What?  The Fu-Kien Times?”

“Quit joking, Larry.  It’s true.  I hear some newspaper correspondent had gotten behind the 
Chinese Lines and got the low-down on Japan’s greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, but 
Congress wouldn’t even listen to him.”

“George, you’ve got the best science fiction mind I’ve ever known.  Hey!  Let’s go get some  
chicks and go swimming in the bay, like we used to!”

“Yeah, then you can tell me something about what it’s like in the carrier, Enterprise.  How do you
like prancing about those shiny, clean decks with your two-step shoes, huh?  Is it really as big as 
they say?”

“Enormous.  And you get treated right there, Boy!  That’s the place to be if you’re gonna fight a 
shitty war—not in some dingy little trench hole, somewhere!  Still, I got to hand it to you Army 
guys—what you can’t win with equipment, you can with guts!”

“Lay off, Brother!  You prima donnas of the high seas always think you’re gonna win the whole 
war by yourselves.  But us  and the Marines do all the dirty work!  Besides, I’ll be flying too, 
Brod.  We’ll be supplying most of the land-based cover.  Hey, you really think you’ve got 
everything, don’t you?  This thing has really gotten into your mind!”

“Not everything, George.  I’d give anything—anything if I could just get Salina to marry me.  
Maybe I’ll still want my wings.  I don’t know.  But right now, I feel like I’d give the whole 
world.  How are you doing with Charlaine?”

“Shucks, you know she’s just a kid.  It’d be like robbing a cradle.”
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“Hey, how about inviting Carmen?  She’s always ready and willing.  And her parents don’t really
care.

“Carmen, the Gross?  Larry, you’ve got to be kidding.  That’s the dregs!”

“What do you care?”

“She’ll eat you out of house and home.”

“I just got paid.”

“Go ahead!  Everything’s on you.”

“You think Dad will let us have the car, George?  Hey, why don’t you talk to him?  You’ve 
always been his favorite—and besides—we haven’t been back home for four years!  You’d think 
the old buzzard would at least let us use the car for the night!”

“He’s real careful about that Packard.  He makes sure that the chauffeur’s got it always spitting 
shiny and immaculate, and he knows how we kept our rooms.  Still, we’re grown men, and we 
haven’t been home for a long time.  We’re not even gonna scratch the old thing; we’ll just drive 
it nice and easy.”

VII

The light was on in the Bennett’s living room.  Larry and George thought that their father had 
come home early from the party, and they imagined him sitting in his armchair, reading a book.

As they came close to the screened window of the living room, they saw Mr. Bennett was  with 
someone.  It was the housemaid, and he seemed to be playing with something underneath her 
dress.  Every so often they heard muffled giggling.

Larry looked at George who was quite embarrassed.

“I’ll be darned!  I didn’t know the old coot still had it in him!  No wonder he never got married!  
All this time he’d been telling us how much he loved Mom.  I’ll bet you the old buzzard has been
doing this all along, behind Mom’s back!”

Larry’s words upset George, whose imagination now soared, hurtling little indiscreet flashes of 
pictures in his mind.

“That’s not funny, Larry!  I can’t stand this.  This is really shameless!  I can’t really respect the 
guy after this.”  George’s face was hard and serious.  Larry looked at him, amused.  He 
remembered that his brother had always glorified his father in his mind. 
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 This must be a blow to him.  Since their childhood, he could remember George’s undying regard
for their father as the epitome of perfection.  As unbearable as it might be to see him fall before 
their very eyes, Larry was only glad to see that his father was only human.  Not so, for George 
who obviously surpassed his father as a real martinet.

George thought:”The hypocrite! Hiding everything under that dedicated, clean and perfect 
façade!  Oh well.  Maybe it’s better to know it now.  Oh, why do the tropics make fools and 
decadents of us all?  Is it the heat?  Or, is it the unbearably dull existence?  This is something I 
must learn to fight—even more than war.”

“George,” said Larry, “I’m really surprised at your being such a strait-laced fuddy duddy!  That 
man is  only having fun—he owed it to himself.  We have no right to think of him only as a 
father and forget that is also a man.  Don’t let small things like this, get to you!  Just because he 
is your father doesn’t make him less vulnerable than anyone else!”

“Maybe you’re right, Larry.   But why does he have to do it in our own house?  Why here, of all 
places—and with a housemaid? Taking advantage of a poor servant!  It’s just the dregs!”

“Shit, George, she probably likes it.  She’s a woman, isn’t she?  Just like a woman—she’s acting 
like the rest of them!”

“Like a dirty little alley cat?  Is that what you think of women, Larry?”

“I don’t see anything dirty in it, George.  And since when did you become a preacher?  Didn’t 
they teach you anything in the Army?”

“There’s a difference between us, Larry.  You regard every woman as a sitting duck, just ready 
and waiting for your bullet to hit them.  Just like that.”

“Just like that?  Listen, Buddy, that’s why the world belongs to guys like us.  Not you.  You know
what’s wrong with you guys?   You just sit around and watch the girls go by. You think  that they 
are some kind of fruit waiting to fall on your head.  Well, they are not going to fall on your head. 
Girls, in my book, are meant to be taken, and they love to be taken!”

“Well, now, isn’t that why you’re having problems with Salina?”
“Oh, she’ll come around wanting it eventually.  They all do.  Just give me time.”

“ I don’t think she’s going to come to you, Larry.”

“You want to bet?”

“My wings against yours.”

It’s worth it.  It’s a deal.”
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“Come on, let’s break this act up and try to see if we can get the car tonight.  Larry, I’m going to 
pretend I just came in, OK?  I’ll slam the door and give them time to straighten themselves up.  
Then we’ll talk and pretend we didn’t see them, OK?”

“George, I swear the way you’re going about this, someone would think this is a production of 
the Mikado.”
“Larry, do you want the car, or not?”

VIII

Mr. Bennett heard the door slam and his two boys arguing in the hallway.  The housemaid drew 
away from him, pressing her skirt down, then hurriedly pretended to clean the lamp table with 
her handkerchief.  Mr. Bennett straightened his tie, clearing his throat with a loud ‘harrumph.’  
“George? Larry?  Are you two fighting again?”

“No, Dad, we’re too old to do that now.  We’re discussing.”

George peeked into the living room and pretended the maid never existed.  As he bent over, the 
temptation was too great for Larry, and he kicked his butt, swiftly  but gently and watched 
George teeter on his toes and unsuccessfully swerve to miss the coffee table, bracing himself 
against it as he fell to the side.

Mr. Bennett, usually quite contained, tossed his head in suppressed laughter, but retaining his 
decorum, he found himself uttering the same old preposterous question he had made so many 
times in the past:

“Isn’t it about time you boys get to bed?”

“Dad, we’re not kids any more.  We’re soldiers on furlough, remember?” George said in protest.

“So you are, George.”  Larry winked at his Dad who began to flush with embarrassment.  He 
tried to straighten his tie again.  “Carry on, then.”

“We wanted to borrow the car, Dad.  We promise—Larry and I promise—to bring it back 
unscathed.”

“Well,” (harrumph) “Uh, I was going to retire early tonight, so I guess you could use the car.”  
He watched the maid sneak gracefully into the kitchen.

“You men be sure to secure the house before you retire, tonight.  I heard that there has been some
prowler seen in the neighborhood lately, and you know I’m a heavy-uh-sleeper.”
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“Yes, Dad.  Will do.”  Larry turned to George.  Hear that, George?”

George stood up, feeling like an actor who lost his cue and looked awkwardly at both men.  Deep
inside, he was fuming.  He had been bested again by Larry.

“George, you drive.” Mr. Bennett nonchalantly stood up to go to the bedroom.  “The keys are in 
the study desk—top left-hand drawer.  I don’t trust your brother with the car yet.  He drives like 
everything’s got a pair of wings instead of wheels.  Well, goodnight.  See you guys in the 
morning.  Bright and early.”

In erect military form, Mr. Bennett marched up the flight of stairs to his bedroom, looking 
neither left nor right, the sound of the slamming door making a curt finale to his rhythmic steps.  
As the maid came out of the kitchen with a tray, presumably for Mr. Bennett’s bedtime snack, 
Larry winked at her wickedly and hurried his brother out of the room.

IX

In Manila Bay, George sat on the pier of rocks separating the deep part of the Yacht Harbor from 
the shallow portion of the bay.  His white swimming trunks and the small breakers were 
iridescent in the bright moonlight.  He gazed at Larry and Carmen out in the distance, swimming 
nude in the  shoulder-deep water.

Suddenly, he felt lonely.  He was not a homosexual, he thought, but somehow he felt much closer
and sympathized with his mother who regarded love and sex as two inseparable things.  His 
mother—a beautiful and intellectual woman—somehow instilled in him, her own flair for 
sentimentality and romance.  There was the world of Cervantes—of chivalry and valor—a world 
of being in love, perhaps with the idea of love itself.

  In a flash, Charlaine’s face showed itself in his mind—so innocent and childlike—so tender 
with affection.  Already the face showed the unmistakable signs of great beauty, enmeshed in 
layers of baby fat.  And, oh how she adored him!  He could not let the temple of her ideals be 
desecrated.  The time would come when he’d come back to her, and she would be of age.  Yet, he
had no idea how long that would be.  The war could break out sooner, and there was no telling 
how long it would last.  Then, the world might change—and perhaps she might change.  He was 
frightened at the thought—more frightened, perhaps than the impending war and of the dark 
missions he might be asked to fulfill.

Once in a while, he would consider and entertain the thought that Larry, after all, might have the 
right attitude: ‘love them and leave them,’ but he could not imagine himself as so reckless.  No, 
he could never fake it; he was so honest and forthright with himself, that it was scary.

He saw Larry and Carmen stop swimming and start splashing each other’s faces with the warm, 
salty water.  Then they would disappear underneath the surface and come up laughing and 
giggling.  Then there would be small stretches of silence, and then some murmurings that he 
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could only guess at.  He finally got up enough nerve to call at Larry, cupping his hands around 
his mouth.

“Larry, I’m going back to the car.”

“OK, George!  But why don’t ya’ join us?”

“Naah!  It’s OK.  I think I’ll listen to the radio.  Have fun!”

“You sure you’re OK?”

“Yeah.  Upset stomach, that’s all.  I must have eaten a lot at the party.”

“I’ve got some aspirin in my purse!” Carmen yelled back.  “Go ahead if you want to take some
—but you’ll have to find some fresh water to take them with!”

George yelled a ‘thanks’ back and said he wouldn’t need it.  Besides—aspirin wasn’t good for an
upset stomach.  He said he thought he had a small bottle of Savitae, somewhere.

As he left, Carmen put her arms around Larry’s neck and murmured something like ‘he’d better 
take care of that brother of his.  It wasn’t right that he should be alone at this age. ‘ Larry said 
that George was all right; he knew his brother.

On the radio, George learned that MacArthur and Hart were increasing the number of reserves 
and regulars—asking for more training for air patrols and combat.  He looked up at the clear 
night sky with its twinkling stars, and as he laid his head back in the car, he heard the disc 
jockey’s melodious, island voice:

“It is now eleven o’clock, so sit down and relax, you little late-sleepers, as we listen once more 
to this local rendition of “More”:

“More than the greatest love the world has known,

This is the love I gave to you, my own…”

George closed his eyes to dreamland.

X

A couple of days later, Salina was listening to her classmate Teresita’s prattling about that local 
tramp, Carmen.  It seems that Carmen had been swimming in the nude in Manila Bay with some 
American.

“How do you know that?” Salina asked with a mixture of curiosity and patronizing hilarity.

“Her younger sister told me.  She said she saw them pick her up, and then she overheard them 
ask her in the car to go nude bathing.  Oh, I hope you don’t tell anybody!  That little girl is going 
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to get beaten again—and Carmen—well, I don’t know what’s going to happen to her, if her 
parents find out!  Oh, that family is going to the dogs, I tell you!”

Probably nothing would happen to them, Salina thought.  She had known of the permissiveness 
of the Bautista parents with their children, but it seems that there should be a limit to what their 
children should be allowed to do.

“Teresita!” Salina exclaimed with disgust.  “Just how long have you been keeping track of 
people this way?”

“Oh, Salina, I didn’t mean to do that, but there just has to be a limit to what people should be 
doing in public.  It’s a disgrace to our nation and our heritage.  Anyway, I wouldn’t be caught 
dead with that Larry Bennett!  Not if you gave me a million pesos!”

Salina smiled.  She thought that with Teresita’s looks, she wouldn’t have to worry about Larry 
coming within a hundred miles—not even if she was the only woman left in the islands.  But 
now, for the first time, she was jealous and was trying hard to conceal it.  She could believe 
every word that Tessie had said, and she also knew that she had turned Larry down for the last 
time.  Salina tried resolutely to keep the hurt from showing on her face as she tried to change the 
subject.

“Tessie, how about having some sarsaparilla with me tomorrow?  We could see a movie…huh?” 
In Salina’s mind, she would blot out Larry’s image permanently.  She would not give Tessie a 
chance to suspect her jealousy—and she certainly would not give Larry the pleasure of thinking 
that this sort of thing could affect her.  She would never let him get that pleasure.  No one ever 
would.

XI

Salina did not even bat an eye as she stepped down from the car at the black gate, though inside 
her, a raging, seething volcano contained itself.  She was so filled with the fumes, that in the haze
she could not see Herman Valdez standing inside the gate to greet her.  His smiling face turned to
pain as Salina stepped down hard on his foot and bumped his hard body.

“For heaven’s sake!  What are you doing here?” Salina could not even bring herself to apologize.

Herman grabbed her waist as he stood aside from this raging torrent.  “I’ve been waiting for you.
I wondered if you’d like to go to a movie.”

Salina’s mind quieted for a moment as she looked at Herman’s pathetic plain face and longing 
eyes.  All she could utter was something like what a dumb thing to do to stay so close to people 
this way, as though it were his fault that he was stepped on like a log. 
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 Herman was not in the least bit worried about his foot and was more scared of her rejection.  He 
patiently explained how long he had been waiting and had even asked Dona Flor and Don 
Miguel’s permission to take her out.  Would she please do him the honor?

Salina looked at his doleful and disconsolate face and tried to suppress her laughter.  She  said, 
yes, gladly she would go out with him, but shouldn’t he go home to change his clothes first?

Herman said no, he had no time, and besides, he wanted to hang around, knowing that she might 
change her mind on him, as she had done before, and would capriciously do again.

Herman sat patiently in the living room as Salina changed her clothes.  He looked so forlorn that 
Dona Flor asked Salina whether she should have the servant bring him something to eat, 
mistaking his anxiety for hunger. 

Dona Flor said that he hadn’t seen him eat anything the whole afternoon, and she doesn’t know if
he has enough money to take her out to dinner.

Salina said she didn’t care if her mother brought him something to eat, but if he didn’t take her 
out to dinner tonight, she wouldn’t go out with him again.  

Dona Flor said that’s ridiculous and told the servants to bring Herman a tray of food.  Herman 
wouldn’t touch it.  He had saved enough money to take Salina out, and he’d rather be shot than 
have Salina think for a moment that he was cheap.

  He thanked Dona Flor profusely for the fine gesture, all the while remembering that for as long 
as he could remember, he had never been invited to one of their big parties and probably never 
would be.  Still, he didn’t care.  Their slightest interest in him was greatly appreciated. 

 But even for those rare moments, all he cared about and all he could think of, was Salina.  Ever 
since he was a child, he thought of her and lived till the day he could have her.  He knew of her 
many suitors—the bald-headed German Jew, the fox-like Spanish haciendero, the all-American 
boy next door, yet in his heart, he knew he must win her, if not totally for his looks, and certainly
not for his wealth, then for his patience and tenacity.  There was nothing else he could offer.
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Part Four 

THE PACIFIC WAR

AND

WORLD WAR II
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Chapter Five

“Hodeko’s Song”

(A theme of a Geisha girl waiting for her soldier-lover to return home from the war in
Manchuria)

Shina no Yoru

Shina No oru-uku-me

Mina to do Hikari

Mu-urasaki No yo-ri

Nobonu sha hung ko-o

No yo-o-ru-u-ku me

Hmmm!   Hmmm!

Bonusha hung ko Na ka a o ukoku No ne-eeh,

(English Version)

Tell me, little moon!

Will my lover co-ome back to me?

I am so lonely without him so.

I dream of him wherever I go.  Sing of the little bird in the wi-i-llow tree.

How soon?  How soon?

Will my lover co-o-me back to me?

Shina No Yoru
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I

Hideki Nagata, at nineteen, stood pretty tall for a Japanese.  His porcelain-like complexion, 
aquiline nose, and the absence of red coloring on his cheeks would almost make him 
Chinese-like—and even European-looking, save for the slight downward slant of his eyes.  He 
was a Christian and an ordained Methodist minister.  He had studied at Harvard and spoke 
perfect English.  On November 20, 1941, he worked mostly in the Ginza section of Tokyo.

Aiku Akura, however, was squat, stocky, and had rosy cheeks despite his swarthy complexion.   
An ordained Franciscan priest, he had learned English during his training at the Franciscan 
Monastery in Washington, D.C.  He had officiated in Latin masses at the National Shrine for Our
Lady of Perpetual Help during his stay in the district.  In Tokyo, he also worked at the Ginza 
parish.

Today they received callers, scrolls from General Homma, and they shivered in their vestments.

Inside his modest but clean parsonage, Hideki’s soldier escort waited patiently as Hideko 
changed his garment to suitable street clothing.  He fidgeted around the room as he prepared 
himself, opening and closing the shoji screen laced with Christian sayings in Kanji and Hiragana.

He moved the solitary Chrysanthemum in the lacquered vase on his table slightly to the right, as 
he looked sadly at the soldier, like a man who was about to die.  Then he knelt on his knees, not 
sitting on his legs as a Buddhist, but with his thighs straight up like a Westerner, clasped both his 
hands on the low teak table before him, and prayed.

“Dear God, if it is Thy will that I should die, then I commend my soul to Thy spirit.  Bless this 
land that I love, and my people, for whom I live and die in the spirit of my calling.

“I would gladly give my life if I could see but one face in this land of the Rising Sun, turn from 
the path of destruction to God and Christianity.

“Guide me as I leave this place, and give me strength and courage to keep Thy Covenants, and in
the hour of hopelessness, give strength to my convictions.”

The soldier looked at the minister curiously with a still, deadpan, unmoving face.  Poor bastard, 
he thought,  If he can only know the fate that awaits him.  Yet he is a religious man, and I must 
give him his quiet moments.  But if he tarries too long, General Homma will be indignant, and I 
will be punished.  Oh, I hope his prayers are not too long.  Aaah!  The bastard is stirring.  Good!  
Then we can be off.

Hideki opened his eyes and looked at the Chrysanthemum.  Oh, I don’t want to die, he thought.  
Life is beautiful.  The flower is beautiful.  Not even for the glory of Japan and the Emperor, 
would I miss the sight of this one, beautiful flower!  
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Then he suddenly shivered at the realization of what he said, for he knew that at the slightest hint
of disloyalty or disrespect for the Emperor, he would be instantly shot.  He looked again at the 
soldier and saw that his gun was still intact in its holster. 

 He sighed a sigh of relief as he slowly stood up.  Maybe they won’t  shoot him at all; maybe 
they will just tell him that his mission would have to be closed.  Then what would he do?  Where
would he go in this nation which had already seen fit to declare war upon half of the world and 
would not have conscience in the slaying of millions.  Perhaps it would be better to die.  I hope 
that the execution will be swift.

The soldier moved hastily to the door and slid it open, thinking, Ah, if I leave this open, he will 
not pray again.  If only General Homma had not given us explicit instructions to treat them with 
utmost kindness and respect.  It is funny; he does not look holy to me.  And he looks too Western
to be a Japanese.  Where did they say he was born?  Could it be that….?  The soldier perished the
thought, knowing that at the slightest hint of insubordination, he would be instantly shot.  His 
orders hovered above him in blazing letters.  He smiled, relieved when Hideki stood up and 
walked past him through the door to his uncertain fate.

Aiku Akura did not bother to hide his expression of fear.  He recalled the many Christians who 
had died martyrs throughout Japan’s history.  He thought about the long incarcerations and  
finally, death.  They might not even give him the glory of a swift death—only the long, tortuous 
ones reserved for criminals and spies.  This indeed, must be his Karma.  He smiled, amused at 
his unconscious reversion to Buddhism. 

 No, they would not kill him.  The Emperor would not let them.  The Emperor?  Why, there was 
already talk that it was the military that ruled Japan.  He certainly would now know what was 
going on below his ivory tower.  That tiger, Yamashita, and that horrible Isoroku Yamamota, and 
the Kamikaze pilots.  The Kamikaze pilots?  He murmured, realizing that his life was no more 
than chaff and fodder—only one of the many faggots fed into the boiler furnace that turns into 
the steam and glory of Japan. 

Oh, how his religion has failed him!  So futile in the impending doom of the world.  He had seen 
the firm and bulbous lip and the staunch, concrete look of the Japanese Prime Minister, Prince 
Fuminaro Konoye, at the time of the U.S. imposition of sanctions against Japan, and he knew 
that it was the end of Christianity for Japan.  He might as well have been an atheist.

He looked at his soldier-escort who stood immovable in his stance.  How fortunate he is, he 
thought.  So unquestioning and simple, so completely bereft of conscience in his fanatical 
loyalty, and so efficient. 

 No, this man would never experience the screeching agony of a Christian soul—the anguish and
desperation of the wasting humanity.  Aiku was suddenly  frightened—not at death—but at his 
growing disbelief in a Supreme Being—and worst of all—at his lingering doubt that the human 
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soul even existed and that the world had regressed back to the dawn of time where men were no 
more than a pack of wolves gnashing at each other’s throats. 

 But, no matter now.  Like the rest of the population, he must necessarily succumb to the military
regime in Japan, obey the orders he must, and leave the future to the Divine Providence.

II

Hideki counted the number of Japanese Christians brought that day to the Shiba Park in Tokyo.  
Twenty-five.  Surely there must be more Christians than this!  He is not surprised that 
Christianity would be diminished to a trickle of the population, but not to such a countable few!  
Such a pale number for a country of millions! 

 At the tip of that Samurai sword, thousands must have renounced their faith!  This has been a 
disappointing and disillusioning moment—and probably the lowest point in the history of 
Christianity in the Far East.  But, oh well!  Twenty-five dying Christians for the cause of God is 
not an insignificant figure.  Did Christ not say that his eye was on the sparrow?  Oh, ye of little 
faith!  He heard General Homma’s voice.

“Sorry to have inconvenienced our illustrious compatriots, but our Holy Emperor has seen fit to 
give you the most singular honor of serving your country today!  You all should be proud and 
happy, indeed!  I am pleased to tell you that you all have been chosen for a mission.  I am 
pleased that this mission is for the glory of your God and for the Emperor of Japan!

“You have been given the task of establishing our own religious mission in the Philippines, 
which you know is a Christian country.  To further save heathens and persuade the Old Christians
of the benefits of the new order, will be your task.  Japan wants them on our side.  You must let 
them know that we are their friends.  

“This is a very delicate calling, and it is not easy.  Only persons such as you, worthy of true 
Christian Samurais, are chosen for this noble task.  If you succeed, your name will be enshrined 
in the resting place of your ancestors.  If you fail, your names will be cut off from among the 
worthy people of Japan.  Soon you will be briefed on the importance and the details of your 
mission.  You will undergo intensive training on the hazards of a tropical existence.  You will be 
equipped the same as our soldiers, with our support and for your subsistence.  There are things to
learn about our neighbor country.

“You are not to talk to anyone outside this endeavor, and you are not to talk among yourselves.  
However, everyone will have what they need.  You will be trained on board a fishing vessel, 
where you will learn to speak the language and the dialect of the region you will serve.”

III
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“Oh, my God!  What have we done?  What are we doing?” Hideki muttered softly to Aiku after 
the speech.  “How can anyone think for one moment that we should use the altar of God for 
propagandizing the works of man?  What have we turned into?  Animals!  Nothing but animals!”

“But still, this is better than death.  Thank your lucky stars that we are still able to practice our 
religion.  And think of visiting a foreign country for awhile. 

“ The thrill and the adventure. Also, think: the Philippines is a Christian country, and we would 
have a greater place of honor there than here in our country. “ 

 Aiku gazed unseeingly at the cherry trees and drank his Saki.  Only he had the gumption to 
rationalize his fate so frivolously.

“But our mission is here, Aiku San.  There are so many of us without God!  Why must we be 
sent over to a foreign place, when our services are so much more needed here?”

“We are of no use to the Emperor here.  Besides, if must be our Karma.” Aiku suddenly blushed 
as he realized that this trace of his fatalist philosophy could have been detected by Hideki, who 
looked surprised at this unChristian statement. 

 He must learn to hide his feelings in the future.  Hideki must not know what he fears he knows.  
That they are being used as instruments of war.

IV

The twenty-five missionaries were first indoctrinated into what they most wanted to hear—that 
they were not really being used as instruments of war—that their primary mission was just to 
show the natives what a friendly and helpful nation Japan was, and that they win more friends in 
the name of Christianity and Japan. 

 They were to circulate among the Filipino priests, and to finally take over religious services.  
What the bayonet could not conquer, they would finish with their sermons.

The training was very technical and efficient.  So well organized was this training, that the 
twenty-five Christians themselves, did not realize that the very same fishing boat they lived and 
studied in, had been built with camouflaged explosives and machine guns and up-graded motor, 
and would be their transport on a perilous journey.

When they pulled out of the Yokohama Harbor in January of 1942, they thought that the General 
had ordered them a brief respite from their labors.  They were aghast to learn after a couple of 
days, that they had already passed Yokosuka, circled around Uraga, on towards Miyazaki and the
Pacific Ocean. 

 There were bitter complaints to the captain about their clothes and their lack of preparation for 
the voyage, but they were told not to worry about food, clothing or medicines.  And they were 
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placated with delicious food and saki.  Out past the Ryukus to the Tropic of Cancer to Formosa, 
they had to stop every so often to listen for readings of enemy ships on their small radar.  They 
mostly hid during the days and traveled at night. 

 The unseaworthy Christians retched, heaved by the ship sidings, and cursed the day they were 
born.  Then they finally reached the Luzon Straits, passed the Batanes Islands.  

The Tagalog teacher was sent down to one of the islands to barter for sweet potatoes called 
Camotes. The trees grew so strong on these islands that no other crops could stay unrooted.  

Down to the South China Sea, and then left into the Manila harbor.  The fishing vessel sneaked 
in undetected.  Three months of night travel and daytime hiding had caused the crew and 
passengers to lose weight. 

 The waters of the bay were calm that night, with only trickles of waves breaking choppily in the 
ghostly moonlight.  Hideki and Aiku were put ashore in small bancas or outrigger canoes which 
the local fishermen use.  To do it any other way would be perilous. 

 The patrols of Philippine and American soldiers gazed mindlessly at the returning night 
fishermen and did not even bother to question them.  They entered Pasay City, a few miles off 
Manila, and disappeared into the many houses that lined the harbor.

V

That morning, Salina who had awakened early, left the house to take advantage of the early 
morning catch at the fresh fish market.  She had walked a few blocks before she decided to catch 
a calesa, or horse-drawn carriage.  She had just gotten married, but Herman, who had completed 
his seaman apprenticeship, had been accepted into one of the larger merchant lines and was on 
his first real sea voyage.

Looking pretty and fresh in her yellow cotton dress and pandan straw bag, she had elicited some 
whistles from the local derelicts and tried to walk around the block for the caretela, when she 
saw three men come out from a house. 

 Somehow, she thought they looked strange, but then, everyone who came out of Aling 
Mameng’s bakery did.  Funny, she thought.  They didn’t look Chinese.  She was almost sure she 
could recognize all the Chinese workers in Aling Mameng’s shop.

One of them was pretty tall and delicate-looking to be a dough-kneader.  He had a strangely 
beautiful aquiline nose, finely-chiseled lips, and now, as their eyes met, she noticed that his had a
slight, downward slant.

Hideki gazed at what he thought was the most beautiful girl he had ever seen, trying to erase any 
signs of nervousness.  “Kumusta kayo po!” he said, trying hard to conceal the give-away 
Japanese slur.
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“Mabuti,” Salina answered, detecting what she thought was a Chinese accent.  She smiled at him
awkwardly but did not turn her eyes away.

“Are you going to the market?”  Hideki forgotten that most Filipinos spoke English.  He felt 
comfortable, finally, at the thought.  He was at home with English.

“Oh, no, Ma’m!  I’m going to the Central Student’s Methodist Church.  I’m a Methodist 
minister.” 

Salina gasped inwardly at the almost perfect American accent. He must be an American, then!  
But I never saw him at church before!

“Oh, really?  That’s good!  I’m a Methodist also.”  She was about to ask him the incipient 
question but caught herself.

Hideki hesitated for a moment as his two companions restlessly waited, trying to look 
inconspicuous at the same time.  Hideki didn’t know what to say next and hoped to heavens she 
would not ask him about the church here.

“Good.  I hope we see you at the services this Sunday!  I will introduce myself then.  I think our 
ride is coming.”

Salina saw the caretela stop for the three guys as if the driver knew he was there.  Salina 
remembered that she was there first and tried to shout at them, but her voice suddenly became a 
trickle, her throat dry, and she angrily let them pass her by. 

 Her anger passed to bewilderment when she thought that the third guy looked like a Filipino.  
That is strange.  She never saw him before, either.  There had been many people coming in and 
out of the town lately; she really shouldn’t be surprised.  Salina decided to walk to the market, 
and she swung her market basket like a little girl.  She hoped she would see him again, she 
thought.  Then becoming embarrassed, she remembered that she was married.

.
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Chapter Five

“The Song of Benjamin”

Benjamin glanced over the prices of the new arrivals of Florsheims, Douglas , and Edward’s 
shoes at the PM’s Haberdashery on Quezon Boulevard, Manila, fighting the urge to spend the 
money he had carefully saved up to buy Juanita an engagement ring.

 The vision of her fair face in her mestiza dress and the reminder of his meager salary as a clerk 
at the Port Area, elicited both delight and pain as they tossed and tumbled in his mind.  He also 
remembered and deliberated on getting something for his mother who was still in the hospital 
with her new baby. 

Maybe he could borrow from Papang, he thought, but  somehow the thought disgusted him.  
He’d make out on his own, he said over and over in his mind, though the fear of the early 
responsibilities of marriage and children tugged at his heart.

Roberto and he had grown up accustomed to rich men’s lives—partying here and there with their
friends, dancing with all the girls at the Cabaret, burning  the town down in their sharkskin suits 
and black and white oxfords carefully polished to a spitting shine. 

 They were, however, getting too old to continue to live off their parents, and the thought of 
marital hardships and confining responsibilities were more frightening to him than the impending
war.  

His studies in Aeronautical Engineering at Feati Tech, however, was progressing very well.  He 
was sure to graduate Magna Cum Laude at the least, but the future!  So much  unrest in  Europe, 
though thousands of miles away. 

 The thought of its spreading to a distant American territory seemed just a stretching probability, 
but there was always a chance that the U.S. could and  would get involved, and the 
Commonwealth would have to join—or at least assist in the war.

He had long been planning to join the Philippine Scouts Contingency of the U.S. Army.  Then 
the threat of war and a separation from Juanita would seem unbearable.  Hell!  War would not 
come to these shores! 

People looked too happy and too unconcerned.  San Miguel Brewery had just hired some 
Germans to supervise their bottling company, and we’re used to German products and may even 
have exported ours to them.  Germans have always come freely into the country, and we have 
German as well as American neighbors right next door.  And aren’t we a part of Japan’s 
Co-prosperity Sphere?  Surely the  Japanese also have our best interest at heart.  Ah!  But the 
Japanese have a different ideology and belief system—even culture from us.
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Benjamin felt his stomach tighten.  He knew that discussions were futile exercises, and he turned
over some Lord Jelleff and Manhattan shirts, jabbed at the Goodalls, worsted wools, gabardines 
and sharkskin suits on his reluctant way out.

He hailed a cab to take him to ‘La Estrella del Norte’, a jewelry store, operating since the 1870’s 
in Manila, at Hidalgo Street.  The salesman recognized one of the Ballesteros family members.  
The Ballesteros had been patrons of the store since the 1920’s, and Aling Flor always came down
here to shop for her diamonds, or gifts. 

 He quickly chose a one carat set in a rose pattern, paid the salesman one hundred and fifty pesos
in cash and hurriedly left before he changed his mind.  He would be meeting her for lunch at the 
Riviera.  She would be coming in wearing her coed uniform from the University of Santo Tomas,
her books hugged closely to her chest.  And oh, that beautiful, coy smile of hers.

II

Juanita sat on her dormitory bed to put her open-toed high heels on, buckling the strap around 
her ankles.  She looked at herself in the rose-colored looking glass on the wall, straightened her 
cotton floral dress, and took her straw handbag from the diminutive dresser, pulled a bandana out
and tied it once underneath her chin.

  She had searched long to find this dormitory which is about eight blocks from the university.  It 
was still too much to pay, but it was within walking distance.  She was typical of the dormers.  
The parents were farmers or plain wage-earners who sacrificed a great deal to keep their progeny
in school.  Half her clothes, she sewed herself.  Going out was a special treat, and she savored 
the thought of meeting Benjamin at the Riviera, since male guests were forbidden at the dorm.

Her eyes lit up when she saw the diamond, but closed again at the thought of quitting at her 
freshman year.  Benjamin instinctively understood her feelings, still, he unquestioningly took her
hand and slid the ring on her finger.  After lunch, they walked along Dewey Boulevard until they 
reached Luneta Park where they sat at the bottom of Jose Rizal’s monument, afraid to say 
anything about the inevitable.

As she mused about what to tell her parents, a newsboy came running by with the Manila Herald,
shouting: “Extra, Extra Ho!  Mister!  Read ALL about it!  Germany invades Poland!”

III

Benjamin ascended the steel spiral staircase to the choir loft of the Manila Central Methodist 
Church in his gold robe and green scapular.  Green was the color for spring—although it was 
only December.  He had heard that there was a new assistant reverend—a Japanese-American 
who would be speaking that day.
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 His curiosity was welling up, and he kept looking at the round, fish-eyed mirror on the left wall 
to get a better glimpse of the altar and pulpit below, but the images were quite distorted by the 
poor mirror, and he could not discern the faces accurately.  He heard the voice, mellow and 
smooth, with hardly a hint of Japanese accent as it echoed through the a-frame rafters of narra 
wood and molave. 

The invocation to worship was met with hushed apprehension following the organ’s grave tones 
of Mendelssohn’s prelude to worship.  The punctuated words and the somber tones lingered in 
Benjamin’s mind as he gazed down at the sea of brown, cream, and white faces in the 
congregation below. 

Everyone was waiting for word of the Japanese landings at Appari at the tip of Northern Luzon, 
the massive landing of forces at the Lingayen Gulf, and the valiant defenses by Wainwright and 
MacArthur.

  Also in the south of Luzon, American defenses were fast-falling, and he knew that the end 
would come in a matter of days.  This would be his last service to attend, he thought, as he 
pondered his call to fight in the regular army in Bataan.  He would be reporting for duty at the 
Army’s I Corps under General King.

  He knew that Herman Valdez has also been called up, although he does not know in what corps 
he would be serving.  In his mind, he was counting the number of Americans and Filipinos in the
congregation and wondering how many of the young men would still be alive when the war was 
over.

At that moment, British General Percival, with a handful of ill-trained British soldiers and gallant
Australian troops, was futilely staging a defense of Malaya and Singapore and would be asked to
give an unconditional surrender of his forces to the Tiger of Malaya—General Tomoyuki 
Yamashita.

Even as the sermon commenced, thousands of Chinese and Malayans were being herded and 
ordered to dig their own graves before they were mown down with the efficient gas-motored and 
air-cooled Japanese machine  guns.

IV

At the church, Hideki was given an hispanicized name—Carlos—and was introduced to the 
congregation as an American-born Japanese.  ‘Carlos’Nagata was bemused at his new identity 
and wondered what the Catholic Church could possibly have re-named Aiku. 

 Carlos was not allowed to deliver sermons at first , and contented himself with being a 
permanent visitor.  At the pulpit, Reverend Marquez began a short pitch for the Japanese empire
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—mildly hinting that the Americans may have been to blame for the start of the war, followed by
a description of the Asiatic ties Filipinos had with Japan—a fact which could not be denied. 

However, the sermon was falling upon deaf ears.  Although the Filipinos were ethnically 
Oriental, their minds were completely Western.

The congregation naturally showed their restlessness and confusion with the sermon, but no one 
dared to speak.  The carefully construed diplomatic message could not hide the fact that the true 
purpose of it was propaganda.  At the end, there was a restrained murmuring in the pews, which 
Hideki quickly noticed, and with slowly shuffling feet, the congregation filed heavily out the 
door.  Few would be back.

V

Salina dismissed her Sunday School Class early and went out to the garden to read and wait for 
her brother Benjamin.  She also was disturbed by the sermon, but not knowing too much about 
the Japanese, she wondered whether the Pastor was right.  She could not seem to muster up any 
hatred for Hideki whom she now knew as Carlos.  

 What were the Japanese—as a people—like?  Her face revealed a mixture of curiosity and fear.  
The Filipinos, like the Japanese, had isolated themselves in culture from other Far East and 
Southeastern Asian countries, and one nation did not really know the other. 

 Hideki, himself, was westernized, and his loyalty to Japan was purely academic.   He was so 
relieved that the Filipinos were accustomed to English, and he would thrive well.  However, 
Spanish, he knew nothing about, although he had been required to obtain a smattering of Latin, 
which he abhorred.

He espied Salina in the garden as he was shaking hands with the portion of the congregation that 
remained.  He had a deep urge to usher the lingering people on, and rush toward her, but the 
great diplomatic discipline, bred into him with his culture and calling, made the act of restrained 
waiting easy.

Finally, he excused himself from Reverend Marquez as the last person left, and he  pretended to 
glide nonchalantly to the garden to survey the flowers.  He tapped gently on Salina’s shoulder.  
“Well, hello!  Nice meeting you again, here!  How was the market?”

“Very fine, Reverend Nagata.”
“You must call me Carlos.  All my friends do.  And I’m interested in meeting and making more 
friends here.”

“Oh? Where are you from, Rev…uh, Carlos?”

“I was born on Maui, in Hawaii, but I spent quite some time and my growing-up  years in the 
Continental United States and took my seminary training there.”
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“That’s wonderful, Rev…uh, Carlos!  I’ve always wanted to go there, but now with the 
impending war, I don’t think I ever will.  Who knows?  We could all be dead.  I’ve heard of the 
Japanese atrocities and the viciousness…”Salina stopped, and shame came over her face as she 
realized that she was talking to a Filipino of Japanese descent.

“That’s all right, Salina, go on.  We must always say what we feel.  I want you to be honest with 
me and tell me what is in your heart.  After all, I am a man of the cloth first, before I am a man of
a nation.  We must learn to trust one another, for that is the basis of true human relationships.  
Tell me, Salina, do you trust me?”

“I’m not quite sure, Reverend—I mean, Carlos…I’m quite confused about what’s going on.  
First, the sermon.  I was quite unnerved—particularly since we have known Reverend Marquez 
for a long time and never really knew how he truly felt about the war.  There are many Filipinos 
who were upset, and some are downright angry—especially now, when the war is raging all 
over.”

“What do you think will happen?”

“I don’t know.  I really don’t know.  I guess that all I can do is hold on to my family, my 
husband.”

Hideki’s face darkened momentarily.  “Aah, you are married.  That is nice.  What is your 
husband doing now?”

“At the moment, he is working in a commercial ship, but I think he must enlist in the forces and 
fight the war, like everyone else.”

“I must say a prayer for him.  What is his name?”

“Herman.  Herman Valdez.”

“Will you be coming back next Sunday?”

“I don’t know.  I have to talk with my brother, Benjamin.  There he is, now.”

Benjamin saw them in the garden and quickly ran over to retrieve his sister.  He ignored Hideki’s
outstretched hand, and embracing and urging Salina on, turned his back against him.  Hideki’s 
smile, slowly turned to genuine hurt as he embarrassingly put his arm down.  He could only look 
at the two hastening figures and wonder if he will ever see Salina again.
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THE DAY 
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I

On the morning of December 8, 1941 (Far Eastern Time: Manila), President Roosevelt, 13 hours 
behind the Philippines and 8 hours behind Pearl Harbor, was still receiving news and thinking 
about what he would address to Congress on this day ‘which will live in infamy,’ as Randy put 
his barely three year old brother, Desi, on the wide, dark, highly polished molave window sill of 
the Ballesteros mansion, to look out at the pretty cumuli-nimbus clouds that hovered all over 
Manila Bay.

“See the pretty clouds, Desi?  Look!  There’s a dog!—no—a pig!  Say ‘piggy-piggy; piggy 
–piggy!”

“Piggy! Piggy!”  Desi laughed as he pointed at two flecks of bird-like apparitions emerging from
the puffs of clouds. 

 The ‘birds’ were a Brewster F2A Buffalo being chased by an Aichi D3A (Allied code name: Val)
at 2,000 feet,  8 o’clock position, at a speed of about 230  MPH, heading southwest to Cubi 
Point, Cavite City. 

 The ‘Val’ leveled its 7.7 machine guns at the hapless Allied plane and fired: ‘Rat-tat-tat-tat-tat!’

Randy turned his head to 8 o’clock and gasped, crossing himself and shouting: “Jesus!Maria! 
Joseph!  It’s a dog fight!  Mamang!  Papang!  Come quick!”

Afraid but fascinated, Randy pulled his brother off the window and set him down on the floor 
while he watched the dog fight, plugging his ears with his fingers to avert the noise.

  Desi looked up at his brother, also plugging his ears with his chubby little fingers.  “It’s going 
down, Desi!  The wing’s on fire!”

The Buffalo swirled in spirals of smoke and flames and plummeted down the into the blue and 
wide expanse of the Bay.

Outside, Flor, with the other kids, were watching.  Don Miguel had not yet come home from the 
office to eat his lunch.  Flor just hadn’t thought of what to do when the war came, and now it was
here. 

 The Warriors of the Rising Sun had finally reached the Land of the Setting Sun.  It should not 
have come as any surprise to her, because Miguel had told her about Japan’s plan for a Greater 
Southeast Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, but she just hadn’t thought that it would come so soon.

Today—of all days—when she had planned for a family portrait to be taken.  Now, she wonders 
if the photographer is still going to come.  She watched as an armada of flying ‘Kates’ and ‘Vals’ 
suddenly appeared on the horizon, heading northward to Clark Field Air Force Base, to pass Fort 
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McKinley and Fort Santiago.  The lone plane had turned around to join them, its mission 
accomplished.

She gathered Salina, Charlaine, Amelia and Marisa about her.  Benjamin and Roberto were out 
with the local boys, having a good time.  Suddenly, she bit her lip; where the hell was Randy and
Desi?

“Girls!  Where did you  leave Randy and Desi?  Where’s Macao?  Go—help me find them!  
Randy!  Desi!”

“They’re probably in the house, Mother!.  They were still asleep when I left them.”  Marisa still 
wanted to go out and play—war or no war.

It would not be till May of 1942 that Corregidor would fall, and Filipino and American soldiers 
would walk the infamous death march from Bataan.  She went inside the house and found Macao
squatting down on the floor, clutching her own little child in fear.

  Flor took the crying little girl into her arms as she instructed Macao to bring out her terno, or 
native formal dress, in case the photographer did come.  She also told her to help find Randy and
Desi and have them dressed, as she proceeded to look for them in the other rooms.

Charlaine and Amelia went into the piano room to await their piano teacher, Miss Tumimbang, 
who’ll probably be late today.  This was not her regular schedule, but since Flor had asked all the
children to stay home this Monday for the family portrait, she did not see any sense in foregoing 
their music lessons—which they hated.

II

On the evening of December 7th, Eastern Standard Time, President Roosevelt sat solemnly in the 
Oval Room of the White House, still listening to news of the casualties from Nichol’s Field, Fort 
McKinley, and the attack on the aircraft carrier, USS Langley, lying just off the coast of Davao in
Malagag Bay. 

 Francis B. Sayre, American U.S. High Commissioner to the Islands had called upon the Filipino 
people to show their courage in the face of Japanese attack, telling them that even though “Japan 
has attacked America without warning, the constituted authorities had the situation well in hand. 
There was no need for anxiety.  With quiet courage and determination, the Filipino and American
peoples will show the stuff that is in them.”

  Even at that moment, Filipino cab drivers all throughout the United States were having 
problems getting passengers because of their superficial resemblance to the Japanese.  The 
United States was not prepared, and did not even know the difference between ‘the yellow peril’ 
and ‘the yellow ally.’  Filipino cab drivers and workers wore signs asserting :’I am a Filipino—
100% for the  U.S.A!’
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A few miles from the White House, the Lincoln Memorial, long a symbol of serenity and human 
kindness, became overnight, a nest of machine guns and soldiers.  Helmeted men watched over 
the Memorial Bridge, carrying guns, and 30 caliber founts of death surrounded the District 
approaches.

The next morning, the President, his voice and mien tense with emotion, would ask the joint 
session of Congress, to declare a state of war against Japan, calling upon every person in  the 
United States to become a partner in the Victory Drive.

“We are now in this war.  We are all in it—all the way.  Every single man, woman and child is a 
partner in the most tremendous undertaking in our American History.  We must share together, 
the bad news and the good news, the defeats and the victories—the changing fortunes of war.

“So far, the news has been all bad.  We have suffered a serious setback in Hawaii.  Our forces in 
the Philippines, which include the brave people of that Commonwealth, are taking punishment 
but are defending themselves vigorously.  The reports from Guam, Wake, and Midway Islands 
are still confused, but we must be prepared for the announcement that all of these three outposts 
have been seized…”

III

All over the United States: Norfolk, Virginia, Fort Meade and Fort McHenry, Andrews Air Force 
Base in Maryland, Fort McNair in Washington D.C.—from Fort Pickens in Pensacola to Fort 
Lincoln in North Dakota, American servicemen who have been primed for war, chortled and 
grinned at the news of the attack and the assured Congressional support of the war (only one 
dissenting vote), coining phrases such as “Let’s go get ‘em!” “We’re ready—that’s what I 
say!”They won’t last long!” “I don’t think Japan has a chance!” “The Pacific Fleet isn’t lying 
down!” “The Japs are going to get it—they asked for it!”

A Navy man with a Midwest drawl said, “I figure we’d might as well knock Japan off now and 
get it over with!”

Young men received telegrams before 8 a.m. to report for duty at once.  Reserves were activated 
at a moment’s notice.

The War Department announced that the Army would be expanded to 2,000,000 men—an 
increase of 400,000 from the current roster, although it had not decided yet whether Selective 
Service men and National Guards were to be called up.

It will be many days later before they know of the real conditions of the attack.  Like a giant 
octopus, the tentacles of the Japanese Empire spread like deadly rays of fire, all throughout Asia. 
In one day, the South Pacific to Southeast Asia become one spreading ring of flames—Pearl 
Harbor, Guam, Midway and Wake Islands, Singapore, Davao and Manila.
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In the Philippines, Major LeGrande Miller, aide to Lieutenant General Douglass McArthur, 
Commander in Chief of the American Forces in the Far East, announced the bombings of 
Baguio, Davao and Tarlac.  Twenty four planes attacked Davao in the morning, and an 
indeterminate number attacked Baguio half an hour later. 

 The Manila Herald reported bombings of the aircraft tender Langley by thirteen Japanese planes.
A WOR reporter in Manila broadcasted that Japanese troops had been parachuted into regions 
where the Japanese comprised the bulk of the population, thousands in Davao, in the southern 
portion of the Philippines. 

 An NBC reporter, broadcasting in the midst of an early Tuesday morning air attack reported the 
apparent destruction of the gasoline supply at Nichols Field in Fort McKinley, turning the sky 
into a brilliant red that would burn for two days.  Anti-aircraft guns had been disabled in fifteen 
minutes.

Corregidor, facing Manila Bay, was slightly bombed, its dense foliage and tunnels providing a 
natural shelter from destruction.

In their conquest of  Singapore, Japanese landed their troops in Sabak, Malaya, Patani and 
Singora, while encountering the British at Khota Baru.  Bankok, in Thailand, by surrendering 
early, saved the destruction of the Royal Temple and Palace, but the tentacles still spread.  Not 
even Hong Kong would be spared the raiding and the agony of war.

IV

While 3,000 Japanese troops slowly forced their way into Lubang with the help of Fifth 
Columnists in the Southern part of the Philippines, Dona Flor gathered all her brood in, and her 
errant husband, for the last and only family portrait they would have in the old Ballestreros 
mansion. 

To the right of her husband, she sat in her resplendent terno with a stiff fichu or pomelo, 
traditional butterfly sleeves, and the train of the dress swirling about on the floor.  On her neck, 
she wore the ancient 18th century gold filigreed butones shaped cross of her ancestors.  Made of 
pure gold and without any alloy, it was soft and starting to show signs of erosion. 

On her ears, diamond solitaires glistened, setting off her hair, swept up and rolled into a bun.  
The old aristocracy seldom cut their hair, preferring it to grow to hip-length and sometimes 
floor-length, one of the curious native taboos she would carry in her life.  On her lap, Desi, 
nicely scrubbed and clean, sat in short pants and white shirt.  Don Miguel sat on her left in his 
white sharkskin suit and black tie. 

 In the rear, the eight other children surrounded them in a half-arched row: Benjamin on the left, 
in a light coat and dark pants, Roberto on the right, in a dark brown suit, the three older girls in 
between.
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Randy, since he was also small, stood beside Benjamin, a little in front and flanking his mother.  
Marisa who was caught playing outside and scolded, stood by her father in her play dress but 
without socks, having forgotten to put them on before putting on her shoes.

  Beside the family and staring curiously at them, were two stuffed Bald American eagles with 
their wings spread, perched high upon the wall.

As in all formal photographs, very few smiled.  Only Charlaine with her Mona Lisa smile and 
Amelia with her gleaming teeth and dimples, dared face the camera in an unconventional way.  
The rest had nice deadpan expressions on their faces.

As the flash in the photographer’s hand exploded, so did the Japanese grenades and guns in the 
South and North of the Philippines.  First, there were only faint crackles and pops in the distance,
but they grew louder and louder as the winds blew them closer to Manila.

V

Meanwhile, the Japanese continued the systematic bombing of the navel installations at Cavite 
and Manila Bay and the deliberate destruction of what still remained of MacArthur’s tiny air 
force. 

 In Manila Bay, Admiral Hart had kept back three of his  fourteen over-aged destroyers, a small 
number of his thirty-seven submarines, and all six of his swift PT Boats.  A number of merchant 
ships were still in the Bay, but so eager were the Japanese to eliminate the few fighter planes that
had survived their initial assaults, that they did not bother to bomb the vessels, and only one or 
two did not escape.  Within a few days, only a handful of pursuit planes remained on Luzon.  In 
order to prevent the Japanese Air Force from destroying the fifteen B-17 Bombers and the dozen 
long-range naval patrol planes still on Mindanao, on December 15, they were ordered to 
Australia and the Dutch East Indies.

Two days after the war began, successful Japanese landings were made at Aparri in the extreme 
north of Luzon and at Vian on the northwestern shoreline.  Soon Jap fighters were operating out 
of the Aparri area.  

On December 12, landings were made at Legaspi at the southeastern end of Luzon.  MacArthur 
recognized all of these as only preliminary  moves, and not the real invasion.

MacArthur refused to be drawn into the trap of being thrown off-balance and disrupting his plans
by sending the bulk of his ground forces to the far northern coastal points and thus weakening his
defenses along Lingayan Gulf. 

 Both he and General Wainwright were confident that the main landings would take place there.  
Ten days later, some 80 Japanese ships of all kinds dropped anchor in the Gulf.  The landings 
were bitterly opposed, but there could be no doubt about the outcome.
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MacArthur’s air force by this time, had been almost completely destroyed.  All but a token force 
of the Navy had been dispatched to other waters and to other distant causes. 

Fewer submarines than one could count on one hand, and little more than that number of planes 
were left to face the mighty Japanese landing force, covered by carrier-based fighter planes and a
fleet of warships.

  No real attempt at landing was made until the enemy had been assured that virtually no air or 
sea force was left to oppose.

General Wainwright at Lingayen Gulf had his orders.  He was to fight a stubborn delaying 
action, but he was to take no chances of having his forces enveloped and destroyed. 

Quickly, the pattern of defense developed, once it was evident that he was unable to deny the 
landing beaches to the Japanese at Lingayen.  Already, the enemy forces from Vigan had 
marched south, and joining up with the main invasion group at Lingayen, began the great drive 
down the 40 mile-wide Central Valley toward Manila.

Numerous streams cut across the main north-south roads, and before each river crossing, bridge 
road-blocks were set up by Hugh Casey’s band of engineers and demolition teams as the 
advancing Japanese patrols reconnoitered the situation, enemy tanks and guns would be brought 
up to blast out the defenders.  Wainwright’s men would slowly give way, and Casey’s demolition 
teams would blow the bridges.

Five well-placed lines of defense had been laid out across the Central Valley, long before the 
actual landings.  Here, strong efforts were made to hold up the enemy advances.  The delaying 
operations would be repeated again and again: stand and fight—slip back and dynamite.

  Each main withdrawal required an exactness of timing that ordinarily would not have been 
attempted with other than experienced troops.  Full regiments and even larger bodies were at 
times engaged, but the fundamental defense tactics were to hold until the last possible hour—
never permitting the advancing enemy to infiltrate through the flanks and then double-envelop. 

 For the most part, it produced effective delays, despite the stark fact that the Philippine National 
Army was made up of poorly-armed and only partially trained troops.  MacArthur and his 
officers and men were now paying a terrible price for the neglect and unconcern that had long 
been handed out to them by a Washington absorbed with European affairs.

Far to the south below Manila, the attenuated Philippine-American groups were forced to give 
way quickly behind the landing beaches on Lamon Bay.  Sudden panic was thrown into the 
defenders when a fairly heavy landing was made to the north of Legaspi.  
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Using his two well-trained constabulary regiments and self-propelled guns as the core of his 
resistance, Major General George M. Parker fought hard to stem the tide of  Japanese, while the 
rest of his three southern divisions withdrew northward through Manila. 

 These included his forces on the western shore of Batangas on the China Sea.  To avoid capture, 
they must race through Manila, then try to cross the twin Calumpit bridges.  Once over the 
bridges, they could sideslip westward into the rugged fastness of the Bataan peninsula.  At best, 
it was a desperate gamble.

It proved to be a perfectly-executed withdrawal by these southern divisions.  Above the city and 
the key bridges, the North Luzon Forces under Wainwright, fought a stubborn holding operation 
which gave the southern soldiers the days and hours needed.  The national Filipino troops, poorly
trained and armed, battled valiantly beside their more experienced comrades.

During the late December days, the swiftly-moving drama that centered at the two key  Calumpit
bridges over the Pampanga River north of Manila, absorbed the energy and the hours, days and 
nights of MacArthur and his field commanders. 

 The retreating Filipino regiments in Lower Luzon, using their commandeered motor transport 
and their rolling trains and guns, streamed through Manila and on to the north.   By maintaining 
steady delaying tactics, they held back the enemy columns coming up from the south below 
Manila, while Wainwright’s troops blocked the Japanese advance down the Central Valley.  

On several occasions, near-panic seized the partially-trained units in the north, but skillful 
leadership kept the half-armed and inexperienced defenders from being enveloped and the whole
plan of withdrawal from collapsing.

Only a few of the South Luzon Force remained below the twin bridges over the Pampanga River 
when, on December 30, orders came to block an enemy breakthrough on the right flank and 
above the key structures, at all costs. Swampy ground gave a certain protection, and with the 
self-propelled artillery and a battalion of tanks that MacArthur had ordered up a day or two 
before, the Japanese were held off.

All during the early part of New Year’s Eve, final truckloads of troops and supplies from the 
south rumbled across the bridges and moved along the jammed highways toward the green 
doorway into Bataan.  

Quietly, the last defending battalion slipped back over the long, steel structures.  Dawn was just 
breaking over the new year of 1942, and the Japanese outpost was cautiously feeling its way 
forward, when Casey’s demolition team slammed down their electric switches, and the great, 
friendly bridges were no more.
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MacArthur’s split-second timing had won, but there was still the terrifying threat that the 
Japanese would bomb the crowded roads that led to Bataan, and that a fresh holocaust would 
scream down upon the columns of men and supplies. 

It seemed almost unbelievable that the prowling enemy air force, complete masters of the sky, 
had not long-before, bombed the Calumpit bridges and the roads from Manila, but so absorbed 
had they been in destroying the last few planes McArthur had, that they missed this chance to 
cripple him irreparably.

On the first day of the new year, MacArthur at least had the satisfaction of knowing that his great
side-slip into Bataan would be successful.  For one reason or another, he had been unable to 
concentrate all of his military and medical supplies and all of the food that was available, into the
mountain fastness.
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Part Six 

THE FALL

OF

BATAAN

AND THE

DEATH MARCH

Chapter Seven

“The Song of the Bataan Death March”
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“We’re the battling bastards of Bataan:

No mama, no papa, no Uncle Sam,

No aunts, no uncles, no cousins, no nieces,

No pills, no planes or artillery pieces.

And nobody gives a damn.”

(Verse written by correspondent Frank Hewlett)

I

Entrenched in their machine gun nest, Herman Valdez, Benjamin Ballesteros, and Joaquin 
Jimenez tenaciously sprayed at the advancing Japanese forces from the Bagac-Orion Line in 
Bataan.  There was a spurt of retaliatory fire, followed by hand grenades, and then a sudden and 
complete silence.

An American soldier from behind them was shouting and waving a white sheet.

“He’s crazy!”  Herman shouted,  “We haven’t even begun to fight!”

The man shouted obscenely at them and started to come towards their nest.  He jumped into the 
trench, yanking at both Herman and Benjamin’s khaki collars and then wrenching the machine 
gun from  Joaquin’s arms.  It all happened so fast and unexpectedly, that the three were only able
to gape at him, dumbfounded.

“Didn’t you hear me, you gagoohs!  I told you guys—we have surrendered!  General King has 
been trying to get word to everybody to cease-fire and surrender!  In the confusion, we haven’t 
been able to get the word around. 

“ We are to assemble at once on the road, and go to Hospitals 1 and 2 where we’ll be transported 
up north.  General Homma wants the area vacated.  We’re to obey the Japanese officers in 
charge, immediately.  

You are not, however to volunteer any information on Wainwright’s troops in Corregidor.  We 
have only surrendered Bataan.

“On the move, Man!”
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Shocked but too weak to argue, the three men left their guns and pulled themselves out of the 
trenches, disgruntled.  They hadn’t had a full meal for days.  It seemed like months since a 
couple of American submarines which had gotten through the Japanese area blockade, had 
brought canned rations and equipment.

  Most of the locals had had to subsist on what green fruits could still be found on the decimated 
trees, and tough water-buffalo meat.  Rice rationing had been limited to half a cup a day.  The 
three knew that they would eventually be forced to surrender, but they had not expected it to 
come this soon.

On the road, there was confusion and chaos as citizens intermingled with the captive troops.  
Suddenly, the Japanese had to face the problem of transporting both.  Traffic was heading in 
every direction so that no one really knew why they were there and where they were going.  
Occasionally a jeep would run by and stop to shoo people away.  

There would be an American jeep, and then a Japanese jeep.  The Japanese would yell and hit at 
the natives, crying, “Bakeru ka, neh?”  They would ask the natives where the troops were to 
assemble, to which they got only blank stares or fearful acquiesences. 

Herman, Benjamin and Joaquin encountered some Americans straight ahead.

“Pardon me, Joe, but do you know where the hell Balanga is?”

II

On the 14th of December, 1941, George Bennett left with the remaining fourteen U.S. Army 
bombers to Port Darwin, Australia, and the ships that remained undamaged after the initial attack
were moved south.  After blowing up the Navy yards at Cavite, the remaining U.S. Naval 
bombers were flown to the Netherlands East Indies.  The ground forces were left with little or no 
support.

The Japanese forces landing in Aparri and the Lingayen Gulf forced the defending U.S. troops 
down to the south.  On the Gerona-Tarlac Road, valiant U.S. troops fought back under 
camouflaged 155mm. Guns, covered with Sago and Nipa palms and hauled by tractor transports.

 They would fight and then retreat, attack and then defend, forestalling the hour of doom, ever 
waiting and trying not to think of that 11th hour when hostilities would be no more, and so would 
life.  Everywhere, the sound of .45 caliber Thompson submachine and .30 caliber Browning 
machine guns would rise to crescendo, punctuated with hand grenades.

However, the Japanese kept their steady advance.  Their medium Type 93 tanks with their 57 mm
guns with stars in front, led their cavalry on over wood-planked dirt roads, while regiments of 
twig-covered helmets cleared their paths with air-cooled diesel powered machine guns 
and.57mm Mountain Cannons.
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III

The news of the impending fall of Bataan hit the Ballesteros family like thunder.  Aling Flor had 
gathered the children once more—this time to sing church hymns and have a word of prayer that 
evening, but she already knew from a dream that came to her one ghostly night, that Bataan—
and eventually, Corregidor—would fall.  She had dreamt that the golden cross what hung around 
her neck was swept by a cold gust of wind—up and away—and smashed against a miniature 
paper mache replica of the Bataan peninsula, tearing it to shreds and hurtling the pieces upon the 
walls of the island-fortresses of Corregidor---which, likewise, exploded into tiny pieces.

The dream had disturbed her.  She awoke to find that the wind was blowing on her face from the 
large windows she had left open.  She got up from her bed to close them, still wondering what 
the dream had meant.  She automatically went to the children’s rooms, checking each bed, 
especially  checking Desi’s face underneath the covers. 

 As she counted the children in her mind, she became acutely aware that Benjamin’s bed was 
empty.  Of course, it had been empty for years, since the day he got married—but why was she 
now more keenly aware of it?  The bed seemed to grow bigger in her mind and lingered there 
until she could think of no other.

She hastened to Salina’s room, anxious to wake her up, but Salina was already awake, having 
been awakened by her mother’s footsteps in the hallway, and was anxiously waiting for her to 
come in.

“Mamang, was that you?”

Flor opened the door.  “Salina!  Salina, I had a terrible dream!”

“Is it about the cross again, Mamang?  You always dream about the cross when something tragic 
is to happen!”

“Something dreadful must be happening to Benjamin and Herman!  Do you know where they 
would be now?”

“Why, Mamang, last time I knew, they were to go to Bataan.   They may be there now.   Why?  
What is it?”

“Oh, my God, How dreadful!”

“Why?  What is it?”

“Get up and help me pray now!  I dreamt that the cross was swept by a windstorm and smashed 
into shred Bataan which broke into shreds and hurtled to the Island fortresses of Corregidor 
which suddenly exploded!  I saw thousands of bodies hurtling  up into the air!”
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“Oh, Mamang, No!  It can’t be!  We must pray!”  Salina got up from her bed, as mother and 
daughter clasped one another and both kneeling at the corner of the foot of the bed, said a word 
of prayer.

Dona  Flor finally broke the silence.  “We must hope that they’re still safe and that it won’t be 
too late to help them.”

“But how?  We don’t even know where they are exactly!”

Dona Flor stood up and clutched her hands.  “We must find out.  We must find out!  We must use
all of our resources to help!”  Dona Flor paced the floor nervously as each of them sought in 
their minds, some ways or a plan to find out where Herman and Benjamin were and how, if they 
were still alive, someone could help them.

Dona Flor said that she would talk to Aling Mameng, the bakery owner, as she always knew a lot
of important people.  She would also try to use her connections as the Samba-San (midwife) to 
elicit information from her Japanese patients.  As a nurse-midwife, she had delivered and cared 
for some of the Japanese Officer’s wives and their babies.

Salina sat quietly, not knowing what to think –or how to think.  She writhed in fear and agony as 
she imagined all of the tortuous things that could be happening to her husband and her brother—
yet deep in her mind, and deeper in her heart,  she seemed to know and understand that in her, 
might be the key to her brother’s and her husband’s salvation. 

This was still not clear in her mind when her mother left to go back to her bedroom.  She knew 
that neither of them would sleep further that night.

IV

The sun bobbing in the east, cast its first warm rays upon an awakened Salina’s face.  She sighed 
a breath of relief as her anxieties formed into the cool premeditation of a plan.  She proceeded to 
look for the right dress, searching her closet carefully for what she thought would be appropriate 
for the occasion—a red mestiza dress.  She went down to eat her breakfast swiftly, not even 
pausing to talk to Macao and Desi.

V

Hideki stood silently in the garden, almost indistinct in the May dawn.  He had just received a 
message of the fall of Bataan by a trusted courier—along with a pouch covering his instructions 
to assist in the government transition as soon as practicable.  He was glad and yet sad—glad that 
Japan had won, but sad that the Filipinos he had come to love had been so ravished.  He was also
a little bit apprehensive about his ‘Christian Mission.’ 

 He had some doubts about the truth of his calling, but he dismissed those doubts, thinking: 
“Well, perhaps now we can proceed with our true business—showing the Filipinos that we are 
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their friends and that we are not barbarians.”  However, deep in his mind, he knew that there 
were likely to be some monumental problems.  Some reports of the soldiers’ atrocities have 
caught him unprepared.  The same unchristian-like conduct which he despaired of in his own 
country, was blown to a more horrendous proportion here.  He was also amazed, and in a way, he
admired the Filipino’s tenacity in their quiet but massive resistance.

His mission would certainly be more difficult, realizing the cultural gap, and certainly, the 
disparity of communications between the natives and the soldiers—and indeed, even among the 
military autocracy.

Then, even bigger and deeper than he could imagine, there was Salina.  The thought tormented 
him.  She was so confusing: so Oriental, and yet, so Western.  So tender, and yet so hard, and still
fearful and suspicious of him.  He must dispel this fear.  She must know that he will not and 
could not hurt her.

He knelt down to pick a rose from a bush, the thorns piercing through his skin.  He could not feel
the hurt from the beauty of it.  Only its beauty kept him from despair.  So deep was he in 
contemplation, that he had not noticed a figure gradually coming before him.  

f the sun’s rays had not broken on the horizon and Salina’s light shadow fallen upon his face, he 
would not have lifted his eyes toward her—standing with her butterfly-sleeved figure enveloped 
by the sun’s rays, breaking them away from him.

Salina had been watching him intently.  She saw him kneel down by the flower—saw his face 
adoringly gaze at the red rose—and she mused that she had never seen him this way before.  She 
felt an overwhelming tenderness enveloping her fear of the alien.  She had momentarily forgotten
her mission in her desire to touch him—to touch his face.

Hideki rubbed his eyes with the sleeves of his serutan, thinking that he had seen a mirage from 
the sun—but she actually stood there, nervously smiling at him.  At him!

“Salina-San?”

“Reverend Carlos, I am sorry to disturb you, but…..”

Salina’s knees gave in, and she lost her words and thoughts.  She closed her eyes, imagining that 
she had turned around and run away.  When she opened them, she was surprised that she was still
there.  Hideki’s hands clasped her at the shoulders.

Come, Salina-San, let us go inside the parsonage and talk.  I had given up hope that you would 
come to see me again.”

Salina only nodded and let herself be gently led into the parsonage.  When there, she sat and 
tiredly wept.  Hideki waited awhile before he spoke:
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“Salina-San, despite what you think, I am your friend.  What can I do to make you believe me?  
Please don’t cry!”

“Oh, Reverend Carlos, I wanted to, but there was so much talk, I am afraid.  But today, I have 
nowhere to turn.  I need your help so badly, that even if you were a spy, I would dare ask you and
face the consequences later.”
“You are a brave woman.  And your reward is my command.  But tell me—what has happened 
that makes you so upset?”

“Oh, Reverend Carlos, I do not know that there has something yet that happened, but my mother 
had a very bad dream, and we feel that my husband Herman and my brother Benjamin are in 
grave danger, or have been captured and are even possibly, dead!  We don’t know where they are 
for sure, but we believe that they are in Bataan.”

VI

On January 16, 1942, Desi knew that it was his third birthday because Dona Flor told him so and
sent Mang Luis with a note to Aling Mameng’s bakery—ordering freshly-baked cake and 
cookies.  Mang Luis took Desi with him to the bakery and also walked to the Ice Cream Shop 
with him.  To Desi, it was a joyous world and a grand affair.  

To the rest of the family—and the world—it was the humblest of parties.  So shamefully modest 
was the preparation, that the older family members still remaining in the household did not even 
bother to humor Desi.  The servants that remained, occupied themselves with prolonged and 
silent tasks.

Desi did not know that the Japanese forces had occupied Manila less than a month ago since he 
and Randy had seen those marvelous dogfights, which to him, were like toy airplanes on the 
horizon.  There  were still children playing in the streets. 

He saw one of his playmates and invited him over to the party.  The boy said OK, but it was his 
birthday too, and would Desi come over and celebrate his birthday with his family?  The boy’s 
family was poorer—only tea and gelatinous rice cakes in coconut syrup were served.  But Desi 
relished his new companion.  In a few months, this same boy would die from worms—and Desi 
would be attending his funeral.

But today, Macao had washed and ironed the old white table linen and was preparing the table 
with Salina’s help.

“Mamang, do you know how many children are coming over for Desi’s party?”  Salina knew it 
was a futile question to be asking, but she felt compelled to break the silence.

“I don’t know.  I don’t think very many, Salina, just prepare for as many as you can think of.”
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Dona Flor sat in the wicker rocking chair across in the living room, seemingly preoccupied—as 
almost everyone was at this  time—with nothing.

“He doesn’t have too many friends yet?” If she would, she could say ‘why’, and she certainly 
would give the correct answer.  People had stopped having babies.  She has not been making 
very many house-calls.

VII

In Manila Square, the Japanese had put up giant billboards to impress the Filipinos.  They 
showed the map of the region and the plot of the advances of the Imperial forces in the Islands.  
The strategic points on the map were blocked in with small white squares and red suns. 

A Japanese soldier had been pointing to some of the battleships painted as going to the occupied 
areas, as crowds looked on, some of them apparently happy and collaborating with the soldiers.  
On the soldier’s left and right, Filipino youths stood on bamboo ladders, putting the finishing 
touches on one of the billboards.  The soldier had faced the crowd.  From his lips flowed 
promises of freedom and independence for those who cooperated. The billboard read:

“Wherever the Rising Sun goes, Prosperity shines!  He evil influences of Americans are drive 
away!”

VIII

Salina had invited Hideki to the party.  She had found some excuse to see and talk to him 
privately and with impunity.  He would be saying a prayer, of course, though to others it might 
seem a hollow blessing.  Dona Flor did not object to the invitation, and Don Miguel was 
elsewhere in the provinces, his absence as with the absences of so many others, were no longer 
felt and widely accepted.

Salina had started attending church services again, because now there was less tirade against 
Americans and more emphasis upon peacetime cooperation.  The sermon was at least replete 
with promises of prosperity and independence—which certainly distracted from thoughts of 
death and of loved-ones in danger.

Hideki had continued his promise to help in the search and rescue of Salina’s husband and 
brother.  ‘How’, was never elaborated, but at least for the moment, Salina trusted him and had 
not the strength to question him further.  She believed that he had a plan, and that plan would be 
good enough.  She also hoped that she could imbue him with some sort of magic—a chant, 
perhaps an amulet—to assist him along the way.

Desi’s party had somewhat reduced her anxiety; it was something to do—however irrelevant it 
was to the problem.  Also, Salina had begun to feel a special respect and admiration for Hideki, 
though she was careful not to allow her feelings to move toward signs of love.  She knew, 
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however, deep in her heart, that she could love him—perhaps even more than she loved Herman. 
Salina’s hands trembled as she prepared the dishes.  Macao and Dona Flor did not notice them 
much.  Perhaps, they thought, it is just the general feeling of the times—anxiety over what might 
come.

IX

Hideki thought as he appeared at the door: “Still—there are many bridges of culture to be 
crossed between us—but ah! Nothing that could not be overcome!  After all, they did have 
English as a common ground…and Hideki, after all, was an intellectual. 

 “There would be time enough for thoughts and discussions—agreements as well as 
disagreements.  Was not his severe Japanese upbringing tempered by some exposure to and 
understanding of Western philosophy and thought? 

“ Is this not why he is here?  Why, General Homma had put his implicit trust in him—trust in the
few that came here to risk their lives….”

He had often sent Salina flowers (at times making believe that they came from the Church in 
sympathy for missing loved-ones.)  He carried some now.  And as he gave them to Salina, She 
felt compelled to bow, which she did a little ashamedly.

Salina remembered their conversation of the previous Sunday after the services:

“How is your family, Salina?”

“Mamang is fine, Reverend Carlos, but Papang has been depressed since his office was closed 
and most of his American office mates imprisoned.  Still, we feel lucky that he was not taken.” 

 Salina hesitated for a moment, surprised at what she confided to him.  In her mind, she did not 
accept him as the enemy.   “He is good and kind—serenely strong and handsome,” she thought.  
But how could she really say she was sure of this.  He had never told her how he would help her. 
What?  Where? And when?

“The Japanese are not barbarians, Salina,” he had said.  “It is only their enemies that are sent to 
prison.  Filipinos are considered to be friends.  You will see!  The Filipinos will be treated right, 
or I am not a Christian!”

“I trust your values, Reverend Carlos, but all Japanese are not Christians—and neither do they 
know about us Filipinos, maybe until now.  I have but little understanding of your true 
philosophy.  You worship and respect your ancestors—and so do we—as do most Orientals—but 
I see Japanese soldiers slap people in the streets, and I see them shouting.  I see them forcing 
people to bow.  The soldiers take food from civilians, forcefully.”
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“Aaah, but understanding is a two-way street!  In Japan, all people bow before the Emperor, and 
all soldiers bow to their superiors.  It is only a sign of respect, which to us, is important.  And do 
you not also curtsy to persons of importance?”

“Of course,” Salina replied, waiting for a suitable explanation of the differences in her mind.  
“But, no one is forced.  That is the difference.  Respect is a voluntary thing, and customs should 
not be enforced at the tip of the sword.”

“Salina-San, you must understand the Samurai code, as I do.  I know that it is a hard thing to 
understand.  We, like most people, are bound by our own little peculiarities of thoughts and 
actions.  You must give us time to understand you, and in time, you also will understand us.”

“And the forcible taking of food?”

“The soldiers must eat—and it is wartime.  Even then, I do not control, nor do I condone the 
individual actions of the soldiers.  The  strict discipline they enforce upon others, they must also 
observe among themselves.  Right now, I can only speak for myself, individually.  Tell me, 
Salina-San, have I done anything wrong toward my congregation or to you?”

“No, you have not, nor do I believe that you will, Still, you may be forced to, sometime in the 
future, and against your will.”

“I can swear to you, Salina-San, as a  true Christian, I will never allow myself to do anything 
against my will and my own conscience!”

“I believe you, Reverend Carlos, in my heart, but my head says otherwise.”

“In my heart also, Salina-San, I feel your warmth, but in my head, I do not believe that you will 
come back to my fold again—but I keep on hoping!  I love you, Salina-San, and sometimes, in 
my dreams, I would see your husband dead—but I have given you my vow, and I promise on my
life, that I will do everything to help you!”

“How soon will you be able to do something?  Right now, I can’t rest, thinking that my brother 
and my husband may already be dead.  Tell me when you will do something!  How?  When?  
Please tell me!”

“Soon, Salina-San—soon!  You must trust me!  I cannot divulge my plan to you, as to do so 
would be treachery to my superiors, but I will give you a sign.  I will send you a spear and a 
shield in a box.  If the spear and shield are broken—then your husband and your brother are 
dead.  If they are intact, then they are alive and will be returned shortly to you.”

“Thank you, Reverend Carlos!  I also pledge to you, when this war is over, my life and my 
devotion!”

“Say no more, Salina-San!  Everything I already felt in my heart, you have said!”
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X

From Mang Luis, the laundryman, Dona Flor had learned talk from the underground, that there 
were  some Japanese Catholic priests whom the town suspected were spies for the Imperial 
Forces.  They told and fore-warned the townspeople not to go to confession—or if it could not be
helped—not to divulge activities of their compatriots.

The months of February and March marked the frenzied rehabilitation of Manila into an 
Asiatic-Japanese nation.  The Japanese government allowed musical concerts to be given in the 
square in Quiapo.  Health stations were set up to treat the Filipino sick.

However, the embargo of imports and the cessation of trade cut down severely on the availability
of consumer goods.  Since the people also feared confiscation, local production also dwindled to 
a trickle.  Inflation spiraled all over.

With her husband out of a job, Dona Flor had to bear the cost of running the family.  Doubling as
a midwife for both the Filipinos and the Japanese, she elicited enough income to feed the family. 
The laundry business had helped in the past, but now most people had stopped sending their 
clothing to the laundry.  Dona Flor had acquired a new name from the Japanese—Samba-San—
their name for ‘midwife.’

A puppet government established by the Japanese tried vainly to stem the flow of hostility by 
acting as a buffer from unreasonable Japanese demands and outright cruelties.

The underground news from Corregidor, and word from fishermen couriers brought the news 
that MacArthur had abandoned Corregidor and escaped to Australia.  But the men in Bataan held
out as long as they could.

XI

At the January birthday party, Hideki had stood beside Desi in his immaculate Protestant smock 
as the little boy blew out the three candles on his cake.  Then he said a prayer to bless the food 
and the children surrounding the table.  

He felt a genuine warmth for the people and the tumbling congregation.  “Had he changed?” he 
wondered.  He was sure he would find a way to serve them in a Christian way.  But he was still 
‘the Japanese’ and ‘the enemy.’  How long will he have their trust as a man of the cloth?  As 
Salina had said: “Where and when will his religion end and his love of country begin?”

  He found himself again in silent prayer.  He was momentarily shaken by an awareness that 
someone was intently observing him, and he caught Salina’s eyes, tender and amused.  He 
wondered what she was thinking at that moment. 

 Did she know what was going on in his mind?  Dare he hope that at least it was affection with 
which she looked at him?  Or was it suspicion?
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Salina was far from entertaining suspicious thoughts.  She was caught by the beauty and serenity 
of Hideki’s features.  She found him in some ways, very much American, and other ways, very 
much Filipino—and yet he was Japanese! 

 To whom would he be loyal?  And does it matter?  He is a man of the cloth—he has to be above 
all national and above all human desires…What?  He has to have some human desires!  She 
wondered if he guessed that she lusted after him. 

 He reminded her a little of Larry and a little of Herman.  He had characteristics of both—and he 
had to be the enemy!  She wanted to tell him right then, of the agony of the ambiguity she held in
her heart.

XII

The Letters

At his modest desk at the Rectory, Hideki proceeded to write his letter to General Homma:

27 May, 1942

Your Honorable General of the Imperial Forces: General Homma

My time has come to now report to you of progress in the mission of rehabilitating the Filipino 
people.  There is a great deal of progress I can see from the streets and in the churches.  And, I 
humbly say, my mission has been largely successful in persuading people of the friendliness of 
Japan.  But there is still a lot of work to be done.  In this respect, I humbly beg to ask your 
special favor.

In order for me to demonstrate our friendliness to the people, we must give them an example of 
our generosity and favor for all those who cooperate.  Therefore, I am asking your generosity to 
have me accept two citizens of this town who were taken prisoner in Bataan, into my custody 
and protection.  In this way, I can show the people of our illustrious way of life.  

I respectfully request a meeting soon.  I have to say that the meeting must be done in absolute 
secrecy.  To do otherwise would arouse suspicion and disfavor from the town.

I am your humble servant,

Hideki Nagata
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Answer from General Homma

7 July, 1942

Hideki San,

That the natives now live such a happy life, is good news to me.  Before your letter, I had been 
so involved in the military machine that I had not taken time to reflect upon the Filipinos and the 
possibility of administering such a complicated assignment.  I had always thought that they were 
a miserable lot but quite smart enough to pick up on the new system.  Your work appears to me 
to be a convincing proof of the superiority of the Imperial Forces in maintaining discipline for 
the glory of the emperor.

In the photographs you sent, everyone looks miserable.

At the same time, Aiku Aikura also sent a letter to General Homma:

June  30, 1942

Your Honorable General of the Imperial Forces

General Homma,

I am pleased to report that the mission is a success.  Many people are singing Japanese songs in 
the streets with their children, and the peasants are learning the honorable manner of bowing, and
converting from Western barbarism to the civilized, Oriental way of doing.

We must continue this education, as many people remain illiterate and ignorant of the honorable 
life of Japan.

But first, I must tell you that I’m worried about our friend and compatriot, Nagata San.  He is no 
longer where he was; I believe that he has fallen in love with a Filipino woman, contrary to the 
purpose of our mission.  

I do not question his loyalty to Japan, you must understand, General San, but many persons are 
getting suspicious of our mission here.  This could bring us into great danger.

Your humble servant,

Aiku Aikura
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XII

In the early part of May, Carmen Bautista came running into the Ballesteros household.

“Listen, everyone!  I have heard rumor that the Japanese are bringing three shiploads of 
American and Filipino prisoners from Corregidor and Bataan to Manila!  Mang Isko said he got 
the word from reliable sources.”

Salina hugged Carmen, forgetting and drowning in her mind, the memory of her and Larry.

“Oh!  Do you think Benjamin and Herman might be among them?”

“I don’t know, but we can go down there.  I heard that the Japanese will be marching them to the 
Bilibid Prison.  We will have to go to Dewey Blvd, as they will be passing through there.”

XIII

Salina, Carmen and Dona Ballesteros were at the boulevard early, bringing baskets of fruit and 
rice with them, beaming with high expectations.

It was almost noon when the last American reached shore.  Mile-long columns of four marched 
along the boulevard.  Holding bundles of clothing, musette bags, and bedrolls, the Americans 
looked pathetic and decimated.

The Japanese plan was to show the natives the humiliated Americans, expecting that they would 
be disillusioned by the sight and begin to hate them.  However, it did just the opposite and 
hardened the Filipinos’ resolve to fight oppression.  Tears came from their eyes instead.  

Salina and Carmen offered the downtrodden men the food and rice they had saved for the 
captured Filipinos since there were not many of them to start with in this group.  Other remnants 
would be picked up from Bataan.  Salina though she saw a Filipino in the group, but it was an 
optical illusion;  he was a Native American from Oklahoma.

“Please tell me!  Does anyone know a Herman Valdez or Benjamin Ballesteros?”
“Sorry, Ma’am, I don’t believe I do, but keep on asking—maybe someone  may have known 
them.”

A Japanese soldier motioned to the man to move on with the butt of his rifle. “”Bakeru ka neh?” 
asking  the Japanese word for ‘American.’

Salina sighed.  “Oh, Carmen, I don’t think they are here.  We’ll never find them.  There are just 
too many people.”
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Carmen put her arms around Salina.  “We’ll find them sooner or later in this vast wilderness of 
people,” she said.

But somehow, Carmen realized the hollowness of her words.

XIV

In a rattan-weave chair at the Manila Headquarters, General Homma sat with one of his legs 
akimbo.  It was his characteristic resting pose.  He had just been poring over his plans and 
General Yamashito’s orders to deploy some men away from their mission.  The changes in orders
from General Sugujama had been devastatingly confusing.

His rotund face smiled at Hideki whom he regarded as his friend, if not his equal, for General 
Homma, despite his somewhat forbidding appearance, was a genteel man, interested in poetry 
and the arts.  His aristocratic background, however, could not be perceived at first glance.  His 
bald head, wide nose and thin upper lip, gave him the appearance of a martinet.  It was in his 
smile that he showed gentleness.  In his hand was a letter severely reprimanding him for letting 
MacArthur off the hook.  Seeing Hideki, reminded him of his military student days in London 
where he had learned English.  It was clear that he regarded Hideki as being in an elite class, as 
himself.

To render his conversation with Hideki confidential, he spoke to him in English.

“I am quite surprised by your letter, Hideki, but I must admit that you are doing a good job.  
However, there is one thing that worries me.  I have some reports from your colleagues that you 
are getting far too friendly with the natives—particularly, a certain woman.”

“That is most certainly true, General San,” answered Hideki.  “I consider it my duty to be as 
friendly as can be to the natives, and this woman has been of much help to me.”

“You must not worry too much, Hideki San, “ chuckled the general.  “I too, am also a man, neh ?
We are all human beings.  I was once in love—or thought I was in love—with a British woman.  
But somehow, I realized the futility and the folly of joining cultures. 

“ As you already know from your studies and sojourn with the whites in the United States, there 
is a huge gap between us.  The Filipinos—despite their color and faces—are basically Western.  
They have attained much of the characteristics of the white people.  You must never forget that.  
However, there is a chance that we will win them over to our side.  That is your job , neh?

“Tell me, is this woman, then, in love with you?  I understand that she is half white but not 
American, neh?  Spanish, perhaps?  The Filipinos also have Chinese blood, from what I learn 
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from history.  I can almost tell from my experiences in Tientsin, which ones may have Chinese 
blood in them.”

General Homma waited for awhile for a reaction from Hideki.  Just a hint of dishonesty or 
cover-up would assist him in making his decision.

But Hideki looked innocent of deceit.  Hideki did not look at him directly, but the general’s eyes 
were quick to spot any changes in expression and the inflection of the voice.

“General Homma San, if I fall in love with this woman, would this, then, make a big difference 
to your command?  You know, I believe, that I would not purposely be disloyal to our Emperor, 
but you must understand, General San, the predicament that I am in. 

“ In a moment, I would sooner commit Seppoku and end this relationship if I knew that this 
would be helpful and necessary to our mission, but right now, I think that I would be of greater 
service alive.”

“Aah, I understand now, your thinking, Hideki San.  Still, I must ask these questions in order to 
dispel the fears that are in my mind.  I have prepared some written orders to help you in your 
request, but only because you ask me in good faith.”
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Part Seven

THE HIBISCUS

AND 

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM

Chapter Eight

“The Hibiscus and the Chrysanthemum”

Anxiously awaiting shall we be

To hear you tell of the color of

Flowers and
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The song of birds in the strange land yonder.”

(A farewell poem from Japanese envoys to the U.S. on the USS Powhaten, 1860

Marvin Dills, “Two Japans” David McKay Company, New York, 1963)

I

It wasn’t quite clear to Salina just why she came to see him.  All she knew was that she felt 
compelled.  Was it the urgency of saving her husband’s and brother’s lives, or was it merely her 
attraction to Reverend Carlos? Surely it must be both.

But why did she say ‘yes’ so quickly when Reverend Carlos invited her to a picnic at Tagaytay?  
It was almost as though she had expected the invitation to come at any time soon—yet she feared
in her heart that it might never come.  Yet so many ‘yets.’

“Salina, I’m glad that you could come.  I was almost ready to leave—the driver was getting 
impatient.  Did you bring an umbrella with you?”

The rainy month of May had gone, but even in June, one could have sudden cloudbursts.  But 
Salina had been far anxious to remember details.  She was embarrassed, and Hideki noticed and 
was quick to cover her embarrassment.

“Oh, but we have an umbrella here; you need not worry.  Doozo.”

Hideki held her elbow gently to escort her out to the car.  He realized that in Japan he would not 
do this, but he had picked up Western manners thoroughly, and learned well.

The drive was beautiful, and the scenery breath-taking.  Rain did pour occasionally and shortly 
on their way up to the mountain.  Lake Toal was beautiful.

On the winding roads, Hideki was bumped toward Salina, but he was careful not to touch her 
since the driver was there.  When they finally saw a particularly lovely spot, they asked the 
driver to stop, handed him his lunch in a straw basket and let Salina take the rest, while he 
carried some. 

 There was rice, meat and fish that the maid had cooked and secured in Chinese tin dishes.  They 
had some fruit that he, himself had picked up  at the fresh market early in the day.

When they found a good view underneath a great mango tree, they spread the tatami mats on the 
grass.  Salina ceremoniously spread the food and opened the containers with one had ready to 
shoo away any passing flies in case there was need.  There were not many in that cool altitude 
and morning air.
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They ate quietly and did not say much to each other.  There was a little embarrassment between 
them, for this was their first time completely alone, but in them, desire was so great that it 
threatened not to be contained.

Salina looked at Hideki’s handsome, finely-chiseled, porcelain face, and he looked back intently 
upon her native loveliness, and then, as if on cue, they kneeled, facing each other and embraced. 
They had no words.  Words were superfluous.  He kissed her gently, feeling her lips with his, and
then, more fiercely.

Suddenly, as if to quell their heated desire, a sudden squall of rain and wind burst upon them.  
They laughed and held each other’s faces as if to say: “I must remember you forever.”

Hideki gently drew some blankets from one of the pandan bags and spread them over them.  His 
hands worked quickly to undress her.  Her hands trembled slightly as she felt his hardness, and 
she wondered why she had no shame—only a deep longing and desire, longing and desire.

It is said that there is no tomorrow up in the hills—only the vastness of today which can be seen 
everywhere one looks.  And the red hibiscus flames with desire and the white chrysanthemum 
sheds its curled petals.  War?  There is no war!  How can there be a war?  Flowers do not fight—
they await the destined hand that picks them.  They can only give delight, but never sustenance.

II

From one of the commanders that had attended his congregation at one time, Hideki had learned 
that American prisoners of war would be imprisoned in the Cabanotuan area, about 70 miles 
from Manila, but most of the Filipino and captured Americans from Bataan  went to Camp 
O’Donnell where prisoners were dying at a rate of 100 a day.

In his calesa, he peered from aside the driver, at the railroad cars jammed with prisoners.  How 
was he going to find them in the midst of all these?  How can he know whether or not they are 
still alive?  He touched the letter of release from General Homma hidden deep inside his coat 
pocket.  His forehead gleamed with sweat.

After hours of traveling in the heavy rain, he saw a number of exhausted natives  in near collapse
after hours of marching.  They stood dejectedly near a cluster of squat, nipa-thatched barracks 
while their guards discussed the next move.

  Minutes passed, and the prisoners muttered angrily as some began to take shelter in the near-by 
buildings.  As the muttering climbed to a great uproar, the guards scattered and sprayed bullets 
from their tommy guns at the unarmed mass.

The frightened horse drawing the calesa,  ran to the ditch.  Hideki flew from the calesa, and 
although his clothing was covered with mud, he looked heavenly compared to the filthy rags of 
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the men around him. Running to the guards, Hideki waved the letter from General Homma and 
then barked at them as they did their obeisance.  He bowed slightly and then proceeded to the 
cluster of men, some tending to the wounded among them.

“Please tell me—have you seen these men? “ He showed them pictures as heads were shaken in 
the negative.  Dejected, Hideki went back to the calesa and proceeded on further up the camp.  
He arrived at an 18 by 36 foot rectangular structure with a single door at each narrow end.  A five
foot walkway divided the building down the long axis. 

 Split bamboo platforms extended six feet from each long wall.  The lower platforms were eight 
inches above the lower ones.  Men were everywhere, and the stench reached to the high heavens.

He approached a guard, and with the voice of authority that the military understood, and in 
Japanese, he demanded  that he be directed to the Commander. 

 Balking with surprise and then recognizing the stance of an important Japanese civilian, the 
guard bowed.  Hideki imperiously explained that he was on a mission of utmost importance and 
that it was imperative that he find some men.  He showed the pictures and repeated their names.

III

The Commander sent for his interpreter, and together they walked around the compounds 
making inquiries of everyone.

Finally, a short, elderly man came forward haltingly, recognizing Hideki’s clothing and face.

“Reverend, I know you and have seen you before in Pasay—otherwise I would not have 
presented myself.  No one will tell you anything here because they are afraid to speak, even if 
they knew anything.
I know who you are looking for, as I know their families.   I don’t know exactly where they are 
now, but the last I saw of them, they were in the barracks at Capas Tae.”

The cluster of buildings were grouped into three clearly-defined areas consisting of three 
battalion compounds.  Each compound contained five company housing units, and each unit 
contained 3 sixty-man barracks and an open, six-hole latrine at the rear of each barracks.  Hideki 
surveyed the place with his sweat-filled eyes.  He was tired.  He would resume his search in the 
morning.  It was now the 6th of June.

If they had taken some of the Filipinos to Capas, then they must, indeed, plan to release them.  
Capas was a transition camp.

IV

The little boy held onto the Japanese reverend’s hand as they wound their way down the small, 
grassy slope of land towards a make-shift nipa shed to a couple of bedraggled Filipino men.  One
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could see their hopeless faces showing a little surprise, perhaps a slight disdain at the frocked 
figure coming toward them.  

“I cannot speak much,” Hideki said, “but I come in peace and with good tidings.”

Herman and Benjamin looked at him askance, not believing their ears and eyes.  They  could not 
place him, but they thought he looked vaguely familiar.

“I think we know you!  Aren’t you from the Methodist Church in Manila.  Nagata san….”

“Yes, thank you.  I have come to escort you home and to safety.”

“To what do we owe this singular honor, Reverend?”
“Let us just say, ‘to old time’s sake,’ but we must not talk long.  Pretend that you do not know 
me.  To do so, may be dangerous.  I know some people who will assist you on your way back.  
The soldiers will not touch them.  Come.  Follow me, but at a distance.”

Hideki proceeded to go, at some distance ahead, only looking back occasionally to be sure that 
the little boy was leading Herman and Benjamin to the proper paths.  A calesa had stopped at the 
clearing, and the boy and the two Filipinos stepped inside.  Only then did Hideki breathe with 
relief.

V

Macao had just told Dona Flor that Salina was pregnant.

Dona Flor’s eyes showed indignation at the scandal.  It was a day of shame for the family, for she
knew that it wasn’t and could not have been, Herman’s child.

“Then whose is it?” she thought deeply, at a loss for names and faces.  “Salina wasn’t seeing 
anybody,” she thought.  “It just is not possible!”  She thought of Larry, but Larry must be 
millions of miles away—if he was still alive.”  Did she think Salina would tell her?  Not for now,
anyway.  But she had to be careful how she would get the information.  At a quiet time—perhaps
on a lazy afternoon at the veranda, she would lead her innocently into a confession.

There was a quietness in the household that had been unusual for a family usually so lugubrious 
and gay.

One afternoon, Amelia had blurted out: “Mamang, I think Salina has stopped her menstruation.”

Dona Flow held both her shoulders and shook her.  “Hush, child!  How do you know such 
things?”

“She said so, one time.  Is it true?  Is she really going to have a baby?”
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“Hush, I said!”  Dona Flor gently shoved her from behind.  “Get out of here now and play.  I 
have much to do and can’t listen to you babble all day.

Amelia, feeling a little guilty at bringing up the issue and a little bit confused at the secrecy when
she herself, was so delighted to hear the news, skipped and jumped away from her mother, down 
the front white and red stairs to the yard, looking for someone to play with.

Making sure Amelia had gone, Dona Flor shouted for Macao.  “Macao, Macao!”

“Yes, Mamang!”

“Tell Salina to come out here, and bring us some tea and sweets.
“Yes, Mamang.  Right away…”

Salina came hesitantly, both hands grasping at each arm squeamishly.  She didn’t really feel like 
talking to anybody—and besides, it was a red-hot, lazy afternoon.

Dona Flor waited until Macao had brought the tea and sweets.  Salina sat and had some, smiling 
as intermittent breezes swept her face, forehead and hair.  She was trying not to think about what 
was happening to her.  Trying to think of nothingness.  Dona Flor had sat down opposite Salina, 
trying not to look directly in her eyes as she poured some tea and bit on a coconut rice cake.

“Salvador said you had gone to the Methodist Church last Sunday.   Was the service any good?

“Oh yes, as usual, but boring.”

“Really.  Why do you pretend to like it.  Isn’t it quite dishonest to praise God with your lips 
when your heart is so far away?

“Oh, I enjoy the preaching once in awhile.”
“Even from a Japanese reverend?”

Salina momentarily lost her answer.  Then she looked up and caught her mother’s eyes looking at
her intently.  Her mouth quavered as she formed the words.  “You—you mean Hideki?”Then she 
gasped as she remembered that no one knew him by that name.  It was too late.  Dona Flor had 
caught the significance of the mistake.

Dona Flor slowly stood up, quietly restraining the storm that was beginning to break within her.  
She walked ambiguously toward Salina, and then it happened.  Dona Flor let loose with the back 
of her hand and slapped her daughter with a force that she wished she could direct only upon her 
degraded self.

Chapter 9
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The Song of Yamashita

I

In the last days of the war, General Yamashita decided that he would initiate the last days of the 
defense of the Islands from the mountains overhead and leave Manila as an open city.  He had 
instructed his generals to bury the gold in different locations so that the enemy would have a 
difficult time locating it.  There was an ambitious admiral who had convincd him to leave the 
defense of Manila to his command, and with some trepidation, General Yamashita finally 
acquiesced.  

The admiral ordered the heavy guns from his ships to be disassembled and moved around to 
different points around the perimeter of the city. He was then ready to Zone the city and destroy 
it so completely that there would not remain one stick standing to greet the on-coming Liberation
Forces of the enemy.

Again the dream had come to Dona Flor.    She dreamt that the almost pure gold 18th century 
crucifix necklace she wore around her neck broke and fell into the mud where it was crushed by 
the feet of a thousand marchers.

 The dream remained an enigma at first, but as the days drew on, the full and horrible meaning 
was finally revealed to her.  She must gather all of her children that she could, and move them up
to the province—far up in the mountains where they would be safe.  They must leave Manila 
before the Zoning began and no one could enter or leave the city.

She gathered her children and told them about the dream for the ones old enough to understand.  
She instructed Macao to dress the children and helped in the packing.  She called Salvador, the 
chauffeur, to her and ordered him to make haste to drive them out of the city proper to a safe 
place where she could negotiate transport to the mountain provinces. 

 She had not heard of Yamashita’s plans, but somehow she divined them, and her hunches proved
to be correct.  She instructed everybody to bring nothing with them but the bare essentials, and 
certainly nothing that would attract the Japanese soldiers’ curiosity.  

She was relying on her reputation as Zamba San to the wives of the high Japanese officials to be 
able to obtain passage out of the city.  She had enlisted the aid of the laundryman to search for a 
big transport that could withstand the zigzagging, tortuous roads up into the mountains to the 
province of Nueva Vizcaya.  Since they could only travel at night, she expected quite a long 
journey. 

 She had bribed and cajoled friendly officers whose children she had delivered as a 
nurse-midwife, to write letters allowing passage; she only intended to use them if apprehended.  
Don Miguel would remain behind so as to not arouse further suspicion.  
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The laundryman would take care of the house and the servants left behind.  Since these were not 
wealthy, but only a part of the working class, they were not categorically in danger.

III

Through a trusted courier, Hideki received a brief message from Salina, that he must come 
immediately.  Hideki made a pretext to officials that there was sickness in the family and that he 
was required to give an anointing with oil and his blessings.

“Salina!  I came as soon as I could!  What is it?  Is there something I can do?”

“Hideki,” whispered Salina, “I came to say goodbye for awhile.  Where we go, you cannot—you 
should not follow.  It is a secret place.”

“Salina—I am so glad to hear this!  I have needed to tell you that there is extreme danger here!  I 
don’t know exactly what is planned, but I heard that there will be a lot of burning in a few days.  
I will do everything in my power to help you escape, but even I cannot really make those 
promises.  I, myself, am in extreme danger.”

“Oh!” breathed Salina.  “You must know that I am with child—your child!  I will love it as I love
my own life—I wish for this child to live, but its past must live in secrecy for the rest of its life.  
Neither side of THIS DAMN WAR must know THAT THIS CHILD EXISTS!  War can do 
whatever to people like us, but there is no war that can justify the killing of an innocent child!”

Hideki’s face momentarily turned to happiness—and then to fear and remorse.

“Then, my Dearest, there is no time to waste!” he said.  “You must go go—and go quickly!  Save
yourself and save our child!  My prayers and my love go with you.  There are spies about, and I 
can’t even guarantee your safety—and to even try, might prove to be a danger to you—but know 
that I love you with all my heart and soul. 

“ It is this that will carry you safely to the mountains. If anyone asks, I will tell them that you had
to visit sick relatives in the provinces and will be back shortly.  But promise me that you won’t 
come back—not even to see me.  This face will no longer grace your eyes nor your mind.  ‘Ojos 
que no ven, Corazon que no siente!’ So long, my Darling!

  Last night I dreamt of a chrysanthemum whose petals were shedding on a quiet stream.  It was 
my death.  I have dreamt about my death.”

“My Darling Hideki! My heart dies to consider such a thing—but if that time comes, I will 
awaken from a deep dream of peace to see your face once more, in all of its handsome glory!  
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When the war is all forgotten, so will we be, but God will not deny us this short and lovely 
memory!  And I have not thanked you for saving my husband’s and my brother’s lives! 

“ You endangered yourself to help them, and I also know that if anyone finds out that I know you
outside the church, both of us will die!”

“Many have died for less, Salina, but deep inside, I do not believe that I betrayed my country—
not my Emperor, but rather, only the military which purports to guard his bed—maybe with all 
good intentions, but in error, just the same.

“  Oh, Salina San!  Knowing that you loved me, is enough!  But I did not betray my country for 
your love.  Love has no country, and it betrays not.  It makes the Samurai better than his sword, 
and the Monarchs better than themselves!”

“Hush, my Darling!” cried Salina, “for the walls have ears but listen not to reason!”

Among the bright hibiscus leaves, they kissed once more for the last time.  The Maya bird sang 
in the mango treetops as it clung onto the fragrant orchid vines.

IV

Already there were signs of the building of Japanese fortifications around the perimeter of the 
city as Flor and her brood of children left the city.  A systematic destruction and the flaming of 
fields was already beginning. 

Then, the inevitable happened.  The known wealthy civilians—including all suspected American 
sympathizers, were lined up in the streets facing La Salle University, facing a row of Japanese 
machine guns.  They held on to all the valuables they could find, believing that they were going 
to be evacuated.  What happened next, was for most of them, a shocking surprise. 

As soon as the machine guns turned upon them, looters descended upon the corpses, stealing the 
gold and diamonds and money, if any.  It was a gruesome sight to behold.

Soon after, the wanton burning of the wealthy and historic residential homes began—including 
the homes of the President of the Philippine Commonwealth, and those of the Philippine 
Congressmen and Senators. 

 Also to fall under the torch were the foremost 600 homes of the wealthy—including the 
Ballesteros home and businesses and the homes of international investors living in Metropolitan 
Manila and in ‘The Philippine Riviera’ in Manila Bay.

As Miguel Ballestros stared in horror, the Japanese began the burning of mounds of US dollars 
kept in the treasury vaults of the Liggett and Meyers Tobacco Company, making sure that each 
piece of greenbacked dollar was burned. 
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 He wished that he could save them—but not for himself—but for the American investors who 
had placed their trust in the economy of the Philippine Islands.  But to no avail.  Soon the 
building itself was burned.  It was a wonder that some employees—if not all—were allowed to 
get out of the burning debacle.

Chapter 10

The Song of Sepukki

I

Aiku Aikur’s face was livid with rage.  He wiped his brow with his freshly-laundered white 
handkerchief as he muttered angrily:

“So then, Hedeki San, do you deny that you have helped Filipino families escape, directly 
defying our illustrious commander’s ordinance regarding the defense of Manila?”

Hideki thought it was useless to protest and bring up the fact that General Yamashita had 
abandoned the city and planned to set up his last defense of the city from the mountains where he
had a better vantage point.  To do so, would only bring down the wrath of the Japanese admiral 
whose displaced form of loyalty included the senseless taking of innocent civilian lives.

“No, Aikura San, I do not deny that I have helped Filipinos leave with what I believed to be 
legitimate and innocent reasons.  I do deny having previous knowledge of the command plan to 
zone the city and systematically massacre innocent people.”

Aikura’s fat, squat legs paced heavily and brusquely about the room, his feet almost dragging 
adamantly on the floor.  His anger mounted inside him.  He did not even want to reason with the 
man.  To him, Hideki was a traitor, and that was it.

He made sure that he was at a precise location to Hideki’s head before he let loose with the back 
of his hand and put the hardest possible impact upon Hideki’s face.

“You!  You are an upstart!” he sputtered, making sure he enunciated every syllable and word.  He
slapped Hideki  repeatedly until the inert man fell to the ground.  A soldier standing nearby, 
followed suit and lunged at the prostrated form with the butt of his rifle.  Then he hit him with 
the tip of his bayonet to draw blood but not to kill.  Only a public execution and complete 
humiliation would suffice for what was believed to be acts of treachery.

Aiku Akura left the questioning cell abruptly, his heavy footsteps echoing ominously in the 
concrete hallway.  His job was only half-completed, for he also, has failed in his command.  He 
must defend his honor.  At his home, servants are already preparing for his only way out—the 
Japanese honorable death by Seppuku!

II
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In the dark cell at Fort Santiago, Hideki awaited his fate with and among the other spies, traitors, 
thieves and miscellaneous dishonorable milieu.  He tried to think of Salina and rejoice in her 
safety, but only a blank face creeps into his mind.  His mind, at the last, is failing him.  It refuses 
to give him peace.  Then, in his memory, a small girl wandering aimlessly, lost from her mother, 
brings him a red hibiscus.  This he knows, and this , he can remember.

III

Hideki’s execution in the public square of the city was swift and efficient.  It was a public 
beheading.  An officer he knew, had intervened and had spared him any further humiliation.  To 
him, he was grateful.

IV

As Hideki lowered his head for the coup de grace, Salina awoke from sleep as if on cue.  She 
saw his face—so clean, bright and smiling.  She uttered a cry—a long wail that was almost a 
song.  And then, there was peace in her heart.
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Chapter 11

Song of the Liberators

I

Miles and miles away, American Forces had begun their trek of the Liberation of Manila.  In 
January, 1945, US landings were made in Luzon at Lingayen Gulf.  General Swift’s I Corps 
around San Fabian, and General Griswold’s Corps surrounded Lingayen Village.

General Yamashita did not try to contest the landing forces, although he commanded 150,000 
men in the North and 110,000 men in Manila.  On January 10, US Forces streamed ashore on the
beaches of Luzon, spreading themselves several miles wide and deep.

The 25th Division reinforced the bridgehead, and the first serious fighting began as Japanese 
Forces, including Kamikaze attacks from the air, put some dents in American ships.

The US IV th Corps advanced South and crossed the River Agno, while the 1st Corps attempted 
to take Rosario.

Ten days later, the US 40th Division took Tarlac and pushed South toward Clark Field while 
Griswold’s 3y7th Division occupied Clark Air Base.

General Hall’s XI th Corps landed near Subic Bay to join the American Offensive, and almost 
30,000 men landed ashore to advance to the neck of Bataan Province.

The 11th Airborne Division landed at sea near Nasugbu, southwest of Manila.

When the news that American soldiers were at the very gates of the City of Manila had spread 
like wildfire, there was panic and sudden pandemonium among the civilian populace. 

 In the city, the Japanese had begun the plan of Zoning destruction and the systematic massacre 
of the population. Wealthy people were primarily suspect, since they were believed to have 
obtained their ill-gotten wealth from Westerners.

  There would be not one wealthy individual and no wealthy structure left standing for the 
victors.
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Chapter 12

The Song of the Zigzagging Trails

I

Like a Mormon covered wagon, the long, tarpaulin-covered truck climbed faithfully and 
dutifully up the zigzagging mountain road toward Solano, in the province of Nueva Vizcaya.  
Night has fallen, and they only travel at night in order to avoid detection by the Japanese. 

 That whole day, they had been resting in one of the mountain forests while the passengers 
foraged for fruits growing among the mountain fruit trees or stopped to allow wealthier 
passengers to buy food from mountain villagers who were only too happy to bargain with them.

Charlaine’s girlfriend who came with them on the trip, has been missing a lot of cash, and they 
were trying to catch or trap the thief or thieves.  They suspected that it was the pregnant, nursing 
woman who was the last person one would suspect.  

In the meantime, Desi had been sick and throwing up all day from the sight and smell of the 
gaping, ulcerated leg of one of the passengers.  Even the older people could not stand it, much 
less a little kid.  Dona Flor tried to mask Desi’s nose with her supply of clean handkerchiefs and 
gauze bandages, but to no avail. 

They had to stop every so often for Desi to throw up.  The driver of the truck was only happy to 
oblige—not only to rest, but to send his secret messages to the enemy as a double agent—and an 
odious spy.

They finally forced the pregnant woman to undergo inspection by the only medical passenger, 
the nurse-midwife, Dona Flor Ballesteros.  Dona Flor searched her and found the money inside 
her extra-padded underpants full of menstrual blood, for she was not even pregnant.  

Her big belly had made her lies about being pregnant believable to the other passengers.  
Charlaine’s girlfriend slapped the woman in the face upon discovery, and they dropped her off at 
the next village stopover.

In the meantime, passengers who voiced sympathy with the Americans and Filipino guerilla 
forces were reported by the driver to enemy forces, and were detained, tortured and killed at the 
next Japanese-occupied village, by the Kempetai or local Filipinos who spied for the Japanese 
Forces.
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Many passengers did not reach their final destination, and many died of sickness and starvation 
along the way.  It was, indeed, a perilous journey.

II

It was nothing short of a miracle that the Ballesteros children survived the ordeal intact.  After so
many torturous days, they finally reached Solano where they hooked up with their uncles, aunts, 
cousins and second cousins and where Dona Flor was heartily welcomed by the remaining 
medical doctor in the village, who immediately recruited her as both a midwife and a nurse.  
Dona Flor, along with the lone doctor, would be among the busiest persons in the village—with 
the exception, of course , of the local herbologists  and the witch doctors.

They were forced to live with Miguel’s older brother, Angel Ballesteros and his selfish wife, 
children and woman-servant.  Only Angel was kind, considerate and generous, but he was 
definitely dominated and hen-pecked by his wife, and easily gave in to his children’s tantrums 
and bad behavior.

The provincial guerilla resistance forces were like ghosts living in the near-by mountain forests.  
Most of the townspeople had not seen them but knew they existed and that like ghost marauders, 
they could attack at any time under orders from USAFFE.

Herman, who had escaped the Bataan Death March with his brother-in-law, had also come to live
with Salina on another homestead in a spacious but humble nipa and bamboo hut.

 He adored Salina and chose to overlook her ‘inconvenient pregnancy,’ and Salina, in gratitude, 
demonstrated the utmost care in serving him and in being to him, the wife he had always 
dreamed she would be. 

 He worked with Salina’s Uncle Angel for a living, as a hired hand, while taking courses in ship’s
engineering.

Chapter 13

The Song of Angel and Lightning

From across the wet paddy fields, Angel Ballesteros walked under the steel wires where the 
women folk hung their clothes to dry.  The sound of thunder was loud and instantaneous as 
lightening flowed through the steel wires on its way to the ground. 
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 Angel’s brains were instantly cooked in the extreme heat, and he fell down dead.  The lightning 
continued on and traveled to Herman who was working close by.  But he narrowly escaped the 
full force of the bolt, though his mouth started to bubble and his body shook hard at the impact.  

The men folk found him in time and administered their local medicine, which mercifully, saved 
his life.

They brought Angel’s body to his home where he was temporarily interred until Dona Flor could 
come home to arrange for the funeral.

Sleeping close by the corpse, she reached over to his head in the candle light to feel the scorched 
scalp.  She was more curious than afraid.

The children sleeping in the other rooms claimed they experienced his ghostly presence as 
bamboo floor boards creaked and they felt cold sensations pass over their bodies.

Desi wasn’t there.  Flor had left him in one of the sharecropper’s homes while she went out to 
various appointments delivering babies.

The kind sharecropper tried to make Desi sleep as he cried for his mom.  The sharecropper 
assured him that Dona Flor was coming, as he pointed to distant lights of Coleman lanterns in the
paddy fields.  Though Desi stopped crying, he could not sleep. 

 The smelly burlap sack the poor sharecropper used as a bedsheet was impossible to ignore.  He 
could still smell it when he woke up in the morning.  But Desi stayed in that house for the rest of 
the week.  He would never see his Uncle Angel’s funeral and burial.

Chapter 14

Song of the White-Haired Lady

I

Norma Chatsworth left the comforts of her beautiful Kentucky home and her father’s 
thoroughbred horses in Lexington, to join her executive husband in the rugged mountain 
wilderness exploited by the Benguet Consolidated Gold Mines in the mountain provinces of 
Northern Luzon.  For awhile it was a comfortable life, and she was fascinated by the Filipino 
natives and their endearing charms.

She and her husband, Ben Chatsworth, did not expect to be caught behind Japanese enemy lines. 
But they were, and what had been a simple, beautiful native life, became a field of horror. Her 
husband had narrowly escaped capture and execution but had joined the underground forces. 
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Norma was left behind and held as hostage and imprisoned.  Now, she awaited sentencing by her
captors.

She had a wavy, abundant mop of dark hair encasing an alabaster white face with flawless 
complexion.  Her face also came with a strong mind and will, and her captors had decided to 
make her an example of the fate of the enemy under Japanese hands.  She was to be tortured and 
humiliated in the public square, and all the townspeople were invited to see.

The local guerilla unit with guerilla Rosa Ballesteros, was given instructions to conduct a 
surprise attack and rescue her at all cost.  They planned to attack during the event in the square 
and to escape and hide Norma in the tropical rainforests of the mountains.

She was chained to a post in the middle of the square as the Japanese soldiers took turns 
urinating on her face.  This gave the chance for the guerilla unit to attack from behind.  They 
slaughtered all of the participating solders and unchained the woman.  

They carried her in a stretcher, as she was too weak to stand up.  Quickly, they disappeared into 
the surrounding wilderness while the remaining Japanese ran after them in pursuit.  Rosa stayed 
faithfully nursing the woman whose black hair had turned white overnight in the dark forest.

The forest vegetation was so thick that though the Japanese soldiers were close by, they were 
unaware that the guerilla unit was within reach.  

Soon after the event, a local official who was working as a Kemptai, had developed a crush on 
Charlaine,  but she ignored him completely.  The Japanese lined up all the young men in the 
village, including Roberto, Charlaine’s older brother. 

 The local official, wearing a paper bag over his head with holes for his eyes, pointed to Roberto 
as a suspect, and he was immediately arrested as a hostage for his Aunt Rosa Ballesteros.  He 
was to be incarcerated in the POW camp to await sentencing.

Chapter 15

Song of the POWS

I

The previous day, a notice was posted on the wall of the POW Camp, that all prisoners were to 
be executed by decapitation before the estimated day of American Liberation.  And then, for the 
last time in her long life, Dona Flor dreamed of the crucifix.  She dreamed that it fell upon the 
floor and she stepped on it, breaking its right arm.  She thought deeply for awhile, but all she 
could see was Roberto’s face, smiling and laughing in his cell, a streak of sunlight turning his 
face to gold.  She did not sleep the rest of the night.
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In the morning, she woke up Salina and Charlaine and explained to them what she had schemed 
in her mind to do.  She had them catch and prepare the fattest chicken capon in the flock, and 
then they carefully gathered the freshest vegetables and fruits they had grown in the garden. 

 Afterwards, they  prepared for a long trek by foot to the POW camp to talk to the commanding 
officers of the camp.

For some reason, the officials were in good humor that day and were actually civil towards them.
They took the gifts admiringly and thankfully, as they had not lost their appetites and savor for 
eating good food.  They thanked the ladies profusely for the offerings, but regretted to inform 
them that the matter was out of their hands, as orders were issued from higher up and could not 
be broken. 

 However, they could do one thing.  They agreed to put Roberto’s name at the bottom of the list 
of scheduled executions.  This might help them alleviate and get over their grief as family 
members and also give them time to prepare for a mass and prayers for his absolution.

Dona Flor could not do much to protest and accepted everything for the time being, while still 
hoping for a miracle to happen.

II

The day before the Liberation Forces arrived to bomb and strafe the town of Solano, twin-bodied
super fortresses dropped leaflets all over the township, instructing the citizens on how to prevent 
themselves from being accidently killed.  They were to leave the city and go into the open fields 
where the invading forces could see them and not mistake them for enemy soldiers.

Dona Flor had gathered all the Ballesteros children, especially little Desi who clung to 
Charlaine’s side as they woke up early to gather with the rest of the civilian population in the 
open paddy fields surrounding the township.

Pregnant Salina, whose time had come, lay on top of a bamboo platform while Dona Flor 
prepared her for the delivery.  Flor had already examined her and knew that it was to be an easy 
delivery—God barring any other unforeseen complications.  Salina’s healthy diet of vegetables 
and fruits, plus the regular exercise in the clean, mountain air had prevented any toxic 
complications.  There was no edema and her blood sugar and blood pressure were all under 
control.

While the bombers and strafers rolled ahead from above on their way to the township, the baby’s 
wail and first breath of air was heard over the sounds of the airplane’s squadron.  The civilians 
watched the spectacular fireworks as splinters of wood, plaster and debris rose up in flames in 
the distance.
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Larry had requested for and got transferred earlier to come with the Liberation Forces up to the 
mountains. 

 Fortunately Yamashita did not offer much resistance, and things went smoothly.  They were 
followed by Army tanks who came up through Balete and Dalton Passes to complete the 
Liberation.  The townspeople were anxious to come down and look over the city.  This was 
certainly Dona Flor’s and the children’s plan.

III

From atop the concentration camp, Roberto and another POW heard the bombing and strafing 
airplanes coming at them from above.  They were the only two remaining POW’s left.  All the 
rest had been beheaded. 

 The remaining Japanese were caught by surprise and some had already surrendered, mercifully 
escaping the retributions from the Filipino Resistance and guerilla forces.  They hid safely on 
one side of the cell and saw that light bombs had broken down the cell walls. 

 They then escaped through the openings, first making certain that it was safe to do so.  The 
Japanese had broken camp and left; not one was found remaining on the premises.

So it was that Dona Flor’s actions had saved Roberto’s life.

Part Eight

THE WAR

ON THE HILLS

OF LUZON
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Chapter 16

The Song of the USS Enterprise

I

On April 8, Larry Bennett, among the others in his crew, received their long-awaited orders to 
take off in flight with Admiral Wiliam Bull Halsey, to rendezvous with the USS Hornet planes 
under Task Force 16 for the city of  Tokyo.

He had been training since March with 24 crews, in Eglin Field, Florida.  Everyone was anxious 
to fly and pit their skills against the enemy in the Blue Pacific.

They steamed out of Pearl Harbor with 2 heavy cruisers, 4 destroyers and an Oiler.  After eight 
days on the high seas, they heard a propaganda broadcast from Radio Tokyo:

“Reuters News Agency has announced that three American bombers have dropped bombs over 
Tokyo.  Instead of worrying about such foolish things, the Japanese people are enjoying the fine 
spring sunshine and the fragrance of the cherry blossoms.”

One of the crewmen turned around, facing his friends.”Hey, Tim, those slanty-eyed bastards are 
at it again!  When we get there this time, they are really gonna be sorry!”  He gestured with his 
arm, smacking his elbow.

He turned now to Larry, who was busy wring something.  “Hey, Larry, how about a game of 
poker?  I can’t stand this music they’re playing.”   The repetitive “Sakura!  Sakura!” was 
beginning to take effect upon his ears and nerves.  “Hey, you guys, how about it, huh?”

“Not me, I’ busy,” Larry said, hardly lifting his head up to answer.  His face grimaced as he 
focused upon the letter he was writing to Carmen.
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Tim turned around.  “Not me!  I’ve got a headache!  Why not ask Bill; he’s got a lot of money 
stashed away somewhere.”

“Luke,I’d like to beat the living shit out of that announcer!” referring to Tokyo Rose.  But 
everyone had already drifted away into their own private worlds.  Nobody seemed to care to talk.

In the air over Tokyo, Larry couldn’t help looking once again at an old photograph of Salina.  A 
mist formed over his eyes and a spasm of pain wracked his chest as he heaved a sigh.  This was 
the girl he loved and wold give an arm to come home to, but he knows it will never be—never 
ever!  He folded his wallet and put it back in his pocket as before.  It weighed like a ton.

II

Time line:

February 4, 1945

The first Cavalry Division of the US Forces reach the outskirts of Manila from the north while 
units of the 11th Airborne Division approach the city from the south.  General Yamashita has not 
ordered his forces to defend the city, but 20,000 Japanese troops under a local naval command in 
the city are prepared to fight to the end.

February 13, 1945

US Naval Forces  begin operations to clear mine fields in Manila Bay and shell landing grounds. 
On the ground, 11th Airborne Division takes control and complete capture of Nichol’s Field.

February 16-17, 1945

Tokyo is attacked by planes from carriers, destroyers and battleships.

February 26, 1945

Corregidor fighting comes to an end.  5,000 Japanese dead.
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March, 1945

Japanese resistance in Manila confined to only a few blocks.

March 3, 1945

Japanese resistance in Manila comes to an end.  The 20,000 enemy defenders are wiped out, but 
the town is devastated.

March 18-21, 1945

Enterprise hit by Kamikaze pilots.  USS Franklin badly damaged.  832 dead!

June 28, 1945

MacArthur advance operations on Luzon are over.  5 months and 19 days of fighting.

July 5, 1945

LIBERATION DAY

August 15, 1945

VJ Day!  Victory Joe!

September 1945

General Homma arrested in Tokyo.  Died by firing squad.

December 1945

General Yamashita condemned to die.
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Chapter 17

The Song of Urchins and the Ruins

I

Odiseo watched Bernardo as he climbed atop the six fort concrete fence and was awed by the 
ease and agility with which the Launderer’s son did it.  He watched his friend stretch out his 
arms to balance himself as he walked barefooted along the barely four inch top imbedded with 
glass fragments to deter thieves and trespassers.

“Come on, Desi, you can do it, just like me!  It’s easy—just let your body float  and step on it 
light and easy.”
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It never occurred to Nardo that if an eight year old could do it, how much more easily a robber 
and trespasser could.  Desi  thought longer about it because unlike Nardo, who does everything 
on impulse, Desi always methodically considered the options.

  He was older than Nardo in intellect, though not in age.  Desi was already reading novels, while
Nardo was hardly out of the comic book stage.  He preferred the swashbuckling, physical 
exploits such as this—and teasing, taunting and daring his friend to do likewise.

Desi clambered clumsily up a low tree branch, hesitating too much on his next move, unable to 
do what Nardo had done in hoisting his body up onto an iron-barred port hole on the concrete 
wall and grabbing the top of the fence, boosting himself up with one bold move, one leg over the
fence and straddling the top.

Desi struggled below among the tree branches, finding a safer level to climb up.  Finally Nardo 
impatiently reached over to give his friend a hand.

  Desi reluctantly grabbed it.  Desi’s chubby frame teetered precariously, but steadied by 
Bernardo’s hand, gained his footing.  Surprisingly, he found that the broken glass did not hurt his
feet as he steadied himself and balanced his weight on the narrow surface.

The view inside the fence of the compound was spectacular, even when in ruins.  They had never
seen such structures before!  It was the former Commonwealth President’s mansion.  One could 
imagine what it was like before. 

 In the hot, tropical afternoon sun Odeseo could see a fat grasshopper skittering over the tall 
cogan grasses which have taken over the once well-kept grounds.  The reflecting pool’s 
rectangular frame was filled to the brim by yesterday’s rain, and happy frogs were croaking atop 
the overgrown water-lily pads with some settling over the cupid statue’s head and shoulders and 
on the fish it held as a water spout.

At a distance, he could see the mansion’s huge bronze doors with gigantic bronze knockers, 
below the butler’s window.  The monkey-like gargoyles near the eves frantically gaped in frozen 
remonstrances at the chipped and dirty front concrete steps.  The ornamental crickets on the rims 
have all been chipped and eroded.

“I wonder if people still live here,” he wondered aloud to Nardo who was now gazing at the 
same things, bewildered at the mansion’s faded glories.

“Dunno.  I think there are.  I thought I saw somebody move back over there.  We better get back 
down.”

“What time do you think it is?”

“It’s after noon—maybe 2:00 o’clock.  Are you  hungry yet?”
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“Yes, about.  Are your pants dry?  I don’t want my mother to know we’ve been bathing all day.”  
They hadn’t brought their swimming trunks so no one would suspect they were going swimming.

The day was Independence Day, July 4, 1947, two months before US Secretary of State George 
C. Marshall proposed his world-famous plan to Congress, exactly two years after the Philippines 
declared itself independent from the United States.  Only twenty-two months ago, the Japanese 
were ousted from the Islands. 

 But to Desi, history only meant that today was Bernardo’s birthday, but there was to be no 
imminent celebration and no fanfare for the poor, laundryman’s son.  There was not even a hint 
of a cake from his mother. 

 Desi has now thought of a plan for reparations, as though he owed a great deal to his friend.  
Such a matter of urgency meant a talk with his parents, Don Miguel and Dona Flor.  They must 
take responsibility for their employee’s son!  He will throw us usual temper tantrum—kick and 
roll on the floor if need be, and cry all day till they give in.  A fierce determination formed on his 
face.  Somehow he always got his way in the end.

II

The Ballesteros household, however was too preoccupied with many other important things than 
to worry about a Laundryman’s son’s birthday.  Today there were exotic dishes to be cooked, 
table linen to be pressed, and rooms to clean.  The few remaining pieces of silverware left after 
the war, had to be polished, the good china had miraculously emerged, painstakingly retrieved 
from carefully stashed-away boxes and unused or rarely used portions of the  cupboards and 
buffet tables, and carefully inspected for chips and fine cracks that might prove to be 
embarrassing for the guests.  The water goblets and crystals gleamed and sparkled as never 
before.

Independence Day was very much celebrated by Don Miguel and Dona Flor, and today, 
especially, since it was Friday and her now-distinguished brother would be arriving with some 
distinguished friends and the mayor of Pasay City.  Flor had totally immersed herself in the 
preparations for this event and was totally aghast when Desi came tromping in out the blue 
nowhere, his short khaki pants slightly damp, demanding a birthday cake for Bernardo and ready
to throw one of his famous tantrums. She was completely unaware that he had been gone and had
completely forgotten that she had forbidden him to leave the house.

 She looked at him blandly, considering what she was so carefully doing before she was rudely 
and inconsequentially interrupted.  Her palm grasped the back of her hip as she pursed her lips.  
She remained unaware that Desi was already on the floor crying, rolling and kicking his heels, 
when Roberto, second to the oldest son, walked into the house.  He took one angry look at Desi, 
not bothering to find out what this was all about.
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“Get up! Get up, you shitty-faced cry-baby!  Right now, or I’ll give you something to really cry 
about!”  Roberto pulled his leather belt loose from his pants which were also clamped to 
suspenders which he always wore.  Holding the buckle in his hand, he wound the belt twice 
around his fist and swung the loose end at Desi’s exposed thighs.  The belt made a resounding  
‘whack’ as it hit Desi’s bare skin.  Desi screamed at the top of his lungs, bringing the entire 
household down to the kitchen. 

 Charlaine and Amelia came gliding down with both their heads half-way done up in rollers.  
Benjamin, the oldest, came in from his hobby shop, wood glue still clutched in his hand.  Marisa 
came down languidly from her afternoon nap, sleep still in her eyes, and Randy, second to the 
youngest, and Patricio, came in from the porch, each with a pair of black jacks in their hands, 
leaving quickly when they saw what it was, to resume their card game.

Roberto, now furious at all the attention the little nipper was getting was now more determined 
to continue whacking, and he let out another one at Desi, now standing and ready to run.  The 
belt caught him across the butt as he ran to his mother’s arms, trying to hide behind her back, a 
writhing, screaming bundle of pain and rage.

Dona Flor stared at Roberto with stern disapproval and demanded that he stop.

“Is this the way to treat your youngest brother, you hoodlum?  Why can’t you guys leave him 
alone?  No wonder he’s scared of all you bullies!”

“That’s not the only thing he’ll get, once I get through with him, the little brat!”  And Roberto 
turned his back on his mother and went upstairs to his bedroom, slamming the door behind him.

III

In the upstairs bedroom, the girls were talking about the movies they were going to see.  
Charlaine was going to see Loretta Young in “The Farmer’s Daughter”, and Amelia was still 
talking about Vivian Leigh’s performance as Scarlet O’Hara in “Gone with the Wind” which she 
has seen twice and undoubtedly will be seeing again.  In their room was a black and white glossy
of Clark Gable in his classic pose—the gift of an admiring GI.  Marisa was still too young to date
but loved to watch her older sisters primpthemselves.

In the kitchen, Dona Flor was still grieving over her daughters’ lack of finesse and fine breeding, 
scowling at the thought of their sleazy, wickedly made-up faces, unbecoming of socialites.  She 
was musing about her captive daughter Salina and about how their grandmother would turn over 
in her grave to see them all now.
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In the living room, Desi, who had temporarily abandoned his quest for a birthday cake for 
Bernardo, was playing a Bing Crosby record on the victrola for the umpteenth time.  Bernardo 
was with him, sitting patiently on the sofa, looking forlorn and desolate in the midst of the family
hubbub, wanting so much to belong.  He almost jumped at the sudden, booming voice from the 
kitchen.

“For heaven’s sake! You’re gonna play that damn record to death!”  His mother’s harsh voice 
contrasted with and was ultimately drowned by Crosby’s  “Dance, ballerina, dance!”.  Bernardo 
stood up shakily, not sure if this was the signal for him to leave.  He looked at Desi who signaled
him to wait while he turned the phonograph off, then they silently left the house.

IV

The Ballesteros homes in the old compound after the war, were little more than glorified 
shanties, except for the master home which Dona Flor had carefully built.  There was another 
bungalow erected at the back, between a tall acacia tree and a mango tree, but having no toilets 
or washbowls, was used primarily as servant’s quarters until a septic tank could be built.

Beyond the bungalow, where the old mansion had stood before the holocaust, there was only 
rubble and desolation.  Guava trees, wild bananas, and green papaya grew betwixt tall cogon 
grasses and nipa palms, and everywhere hibiscus shrubs abounded with their carmine red flowers
and golden pistils which the natives call Guamelas. 

 To the right, a chicken coop had been built and was shared by the ducks and chickens.  Behind 
the coop, back further, a barbed wire fence separated the back of Aling Mameng’s Bakery shop 
from the rear of the Ballesteros compound. 

 There was a break in the barbed wire fence, and a hole in the wall of the storage house where 
Nardo and Desi often sneaked through to watch the Chinamen bake bread.  Huge masses of 
dough could be seen rising in enormous steel tubs in one of the dark, damp rooms. 

 The workers would lift these huge masses of dough and drop them onto large kneading tables 
sprinkled with flour.  When the Chinamen weren’t looking, Nardo and Desi would poke their fat 
fingers at the great white globs of dough and look at the impressions they had made.  Then they 
would watch the workers wrestling and kneading them, then chopping them into manageable 
pieces for baking.  

They would take their six foot wooden spatulas to place the loaves of bread which had been 
carefully arranged on iron baking sheets, into the great ovens.

Nardo and Desi did not bother the Chinamen and were allowed to watch the baking process 
because the Chinamen knew them, and that they had always come over to play with the delivery 
man’s son and also Aling Mameng’s children.
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This would be the only childhood world that Desi would remember.  Unlike the older children 
who were raised in the comfortable, glittering and glamorous pre-war aristocracy, Desi can 
barefootedly look forward only to the bleak, dismal and disparaging ravages about him, and to 
his hard-working parents in whose lives the sun would further set.

V

The burnt foundations of the mansion were still visible, charred and blackened posts still 
securely held by their concrete supports.  Where the façade had been, a huge cement stairway, 
faded red, textured on each side, still stood but now led nowhere.  

At the back, a tall tree, singed and partly ravaged by fire, fought to live, attacked by the various 
saprophytic vines and fragrant orchids called Ilang-ilang.  The Spanish flags or Bandera 
Espanolas which were the border plants for the mansion, had grown wild and uncontrolled.

On the left side of the burnt mansion, guava trees extended their pliant but strong  branches 
along, about and across the fences, reaching over to an old green house with large iron-grille 
covered windows and wide, wooden sills.  

The Von Gertz’s lived there.  It used to be Madame Kholermann’s home before she sold it and 
moved two blocks down.  Rumor says that the Von Gertz family were also German Jews, like 
Madam Kohlermann, but unlike Madam Kohlermann who was practically a native, the Von 
Gertz’s were refugees.  Mrs. Von Gertz was a widow with four girls, all of whom were given 
names that began with ‘s’.

Madam Kohlermann had owned a flourishing boutique in Manila before the war.  The boutique 
burned down in the aftermath of the Liberation.  Now, she lived frugally on her savings and 
whatever jobs she could get on the side.  Her body, long afflicted with arthritis, survived on pain 
relievers, various drugs, massages and geriatric care, hot compresses, Chinese balms, 
Mentosas,and any other relief she could discover and elicit from her friend Aling Flor.

Across the back fence, the Amanos’ lived.  Mr. Amano flies light commercial planes for a living 
and sends his two little girls to ballet school.  His wife, a flippant, catty socialite, likes to strut 
about the yard with both hands upon her hips, finely manicured, Revlon-painted fingernails 
gleaming in the sun.  Her favorite pastime is inspecting the common fence boundaries each 
afternoon for any debris that may have fallen into her yard.

There was something fascinatingly strange about these foreigners.  Their complex origins and 
their curious pasts seemed to lose their significance as they weave themselves so unobtrusively 
into the every day  tapestry of tropical life.

 And yet, they survive and creep into the environment, not unlike the parasitic moss and vines 
that slowly sap the lives of the great and grandiose trees of the rain forest.
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Chapter 18
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The Song of George and Charlaine

I

George Bennett’s six-foot four frame stood resplendent in the dark blue uniform.  The red, 
carefully wound scarf at his neck, set off his dimpled chin, while two romantic, piercing blue 
eyes stared out from under a canopy of well-coiffured, flaming red hair.

He stood out among his Filiipino counterparts and some shorter G.I.’s in the Philippine-Ryukyus 
Command, and the US Armed Forces, Far East , at the Manila U.S.O. July 4th party, celebrating 
both the US and Philippine Independence Days.

George was not a womanizer.  He preferred to hang out with the only woman he had ever adored
—the beautiful Charlaine Ballesteros.  He went straight across the room from the bar to the little 
corner where Desi sat forlorn, waiting for his older sister to come out of the Ladies’ Powder 
Room, gaping in awe at the well-attired party-goers. 

 George knew exactly how to fix such things.  He had already gotten a few Hershey bars from 
the candy machine earlier, one of which he had kept hidden in his big, muscular hands.  It 
tauntingly appeared like magic before Desi’s delighted eyes.  He hugged George’s leg and then 
quickly grabbed the chocolate almond bar.

“For me?  Thank you!  Salamot po!”

Just then, Charlaine appeared outside the powder room, pointed coyly at Desi and smiled.  She 
was beautiful in her Nile-green, satin gown, studded with rhinestones hanging from a round, 
ivory white ring around her neck.

  Her silky black hair flowing with curls, shone softly in the afterglow of moonlight.  Like a true 
society girl, however, she hid all traces of love and fascination for George. 

 She pretended not to care about all the other women, local and imported, who gathered close for 
chitchats near George, sneaking secret looks at him as if to lure him over.

Charlaine directed George and Desi in the direction of the Kid’s Room where she plans to 
deposit Desi.  Dutifully but temporarily, she visits with other members of the USO staff and 
guests.  Soon she  would be dancing with George, and the world would stand still.

It was a wonderful—a fantastic night.  Food and alcohol flowed sumptuously and freely as 
everyone waited for the fireworks to begin.  

Further down, at the crowded part of the bar, Amelia sat on a high barstool.  Wearing a 
short-sleeved Cashmere shaggy sweater, much too tight for her ample breast, and a black skirt 
much too short for local moral standards, she stood out, but tonight, no one seemed to mind.  It 
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occurred to her that George and her sister Charlaine had eyes only for each other, but soon 
enough she was too busy herself, to ponder the issue.

Chapter 19

Amelia and Desi’s Song

Charlaine peeked out from her window-- her hair all in rollers—and shrieked.  Below was 
Amelia coming home from work, and with her, was a bunch of red-necked American G.I.’s 
crammed together into a six by six truck.  She immediately ran to the bathroom and wrapped her 
head in a towel before returning to the window where she shouted at Amelia below:

“What the dickens are you doing with that bunch of hooligans?  And the nerve of you—calling 
my name out in the middle of the street!  Honestly, Amelia, you just don’t have any class!  I’m so
ashamed—I’m going to tell Mamang on you!”

There was a burst of boisterous laughter and leering in the old Army truck at the word 
‘hooligan’.  A freckle-faced, red-headed private stuck his head out from behind the canvas flaps 
and called up front: “Say, Amelia!  Your sister speaks pretty good English; where was she born? 
Canton, Ohio?”  Again, a roar of laughter with a slightly embarrassed restraint.

Amelia, sitting up front next to the driver’s seat, ignored the remark.  She had enough coping 
with her fuddy-duddy sister without red-neck assistance.  She pushed the G.I. over a little and 
slid herself down so she could see and talk to Charlaine.

“Charlaine, you twit, come down here!  There’s a dance at the USO tonight, and Mac’s friend 
here doesn’t have a date.” She shouted this with an almost gentle, aside tone.  She pushed 
another red-head with a sunburnt face, in front of her and pointed to him like a piece of pumpkin 
pie.  “Wouldn’t you like to come?”

“He-ell, no!” and Charlaine turned her head, pushing her chin up like Lana Turner, showing her 
glamorous profile before she disappeared from the window.

 Amelia did not miss seeing her slightly lifted shoulder, arms akimbo in the typical 40’s stance 
reminiscent of Rita Hayworth and Betty Grable.  A cadence of admiring whistles emanated from 
the rickety truck-load of heads bobbing up from under the canvas.

  One black G.I. rolled his eyes like Eddie Cantor and got pushed almost out of the truck.  Amelia
got back up into the front seat, the displaced G.I. following her.  They turned to the driver, 
Amelia blurting out in an apologetic tone, “Go on ahead, Mac.  I’ll come back home later and try
to talk her into going.  She’s not used to G.I.’s yet.  She’s afraid the neighbors will talk, which 
they always do anyway.  I’ll see you around 8.  I’ll let Ronnie stay with me.  She might change 
her mind after she meets him and gets used to his presence.”
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“O.K., Dimples.  Don’t forget now.  Also, Ronnie there.  Remember, he’s got the transportation.  
Also, I borrowed some money from him till payday on the promise that you’ll fix him up with a 
date.  Anyway, do get him a date tonight, will you, Sweetheart?”

“Can’t promise anything, Mac.  I’ll try.”  Amelia waved Mac’s kiss back, conscious of the 
neighbors.  Her firm but chubby frame made a Wac-ish about-face, her immaculate nurse’s 
uniform glaring sterilely white in the late afternoon sunlight and her Red Cross hat firmly 
bobby-pinned to her short hair.

The Polish guy named Ronnie, followed her awkwardly into the house but appeared to be quite 
happy, nonetheless.

Mac had turned the radio on before the truck sped away, and the blare from the speakers and the 
screech of the wheels turned the heads of some passer’s-by as the song on the radio wafted 
outward:

“Give me five minutes more, only five minutes more!”

Amelia and Ronnie had disappeared behind the six foot high white picket fence surrounding the 
compound.  The fence connected the front of the bungalow with that of the laundry next to it—a 
structure slightly noticeable, constructed from salvaged war materials.

II

The first time that Amelia took Desi to the movies was in 1947, to the Greenline Theater.  The 
movie was about a 15 year old boy and a sailor named Manuel, played by Spencer Tracy.  The 
Greenline Theater must have been the armpit of off the theaters in the world.  It cost them 40 
centavos (10 cents) each to get in. 

 The roof and walls of theater might as well have not been there, as holes let in so much light that
one had to squint at the screen in order to recognize the actors.  Desi had never seen or heard of 
Spencer Tracy until that day, but his name caught and held in his little-boy mind.  At matinee 
time, the theater was a veritable tropical oven—unless it rained, and then it was a swamp. 

 The flea-infested seats made it difficult to concentrate on the movie whose aging sound-track 
was barely amplified by the equally ancient sound system of the theater.  It would be much later 
in life that Desi would finally hear the actor’s true voices. 

 There and then, he had to be content that the players appeared as graduates from a school for the
deaf and blind—the tonal quality of their voices just slightly better than that of a lovesick cow’s.

Amelia and Desi intermittently nudged one another to ask: “What did he say?”—“What’s 
that?”—“Who?”—“What?”—until the whole theater was a mass of question marks from all 
sides.  On the back row a few of the locals snored.
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 Some snickered, hissed, hooted or ‘ah’d’ –but at all of the wrong scenes.  Restless gay guys 
roamed the theater boldly, and Amelia would occasionally give a warning glance at a potential 
molester as he pretended to grope for a seat.

Of all his sisters, Desi was closest to Amelia who kept an eye on her younger brother.  It was 
Amelia who introduced him to comic books and bubble gum—and of course the movies which 
deficient as they were, provided a heavy diversion in people’s lives during the post-war 
depression.

Amelia spoke perfect English since she had worked as a civilian stenographer, typist and 
volunteer nurse for the US 6th Army.  In between various jobs and during her off-days, she hauled
Desi off to the movies.

Warm summer nights were often spent reading comic books which later gave way to Lovelon 
and detective magazines, finally graduating to Gothic and Classic novels.  Even when Amelia 
later began seriously dating, she never neglected Desi, considering it her own special mission to 
supervise his reading, which in those days was quite eclectic.  Sometimes she would drag him 
along to the USO as a special treat, or bring him home old records for him to play on the 
Victrola.

One evening Desi, looking at his sister’s fat legs as she lounged in the white rattan love seat 
reading a Gothic while he ploughed through a stack of comic books, set aside the Classics 
Illustrated version he was presently reading, and tugged at her skirt.

“Melly, I want to talk to you!”

Amelia croaked an indiscernible response, pulled her skirt down and shifted her position.  Desi 
continued, still looking at the fat legs, and gently touching a little scar on the thigh:

“I never see Mamang any more, and when I do, she acts like she’s mad at me, even though I 
haven’t done anything.”

Amelia put her book down and peered at her little brother who had a sad and lost expression on 
his  face.  Understanding the seriousness of his statement, she softly took his hand and pulled 
him over onto the love seat to sit beside her.

“Desi, listen to me for a minute.  You are growing up, and it’s not easy.  Let me tell you 
something.  You must not expect too much of Mamang and Papang anymore.  They are 
becoming old, and things are not going as good for them as they did before the war.  

“All of it has wrecked them.  Oh, I don’t know how to tell you this, but listen and try to 
understand, OK?  They have to work harder now and for less money.  They just can’t spoil and 
attend to you as they did us older kids.
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“  And I’m sorry that you have to take the tail end of everything!  There are so many mouths to 
feed now.  They are doing their best, I’m sure, but we all could help more.  Oh, not you—
because you’re too young still—but the rest of us could!”

“But Mely, there is something else wrong with Mamang and Papang.  They yell at each other, 
and it’s awful!  You’re not around to hear them—and I hear people talk.”

“Talk?  About what?”

Desi paused, embarrassed.  He wished he hadn’t said anything.

“Desi?” Amelia saw the mist in his eyes.  “What is it?  Don’t be so sensitive!”

Desi thought about the word ‘sensitive.’  It would not be the last time he would  hear the word, 
and this wasn’t the first time.

“Well, I heard that the reason Mamang moved to the bungalow at the back was because Papang 
was…uh, …..having uh…carrying on with….the new maid—you know, Tekla.”

“Nonsense, Desi!  You know that Papang would never do a thing like that!  Besides, they have 
naturally not been sleeping together for many years.  I think Mamang is having a menopause.  
Do you know what that is, Desi?”

Desi, embarrassed again, nodded his head solemnly.  He had read it in his mother’s medical 
dictionary.  He had also read some things and particularly looked at pictures in some issues of 
Sexology.  He avoided saying more lest he reveal his sources of information. 

 He quickly remembered all of the secret magazines and pictures he kept in his foot locker 
upstairs  and wondered if Mely or any other member of the family had discovered them.

“I know it’s hard growing up for you, Love, but try to understand, OK?  It won’t be like this 
forever.”

Desi nodded, but  deep inside himself, he knew that things would never go back to the way that 
they had been  and that things would get worse—much worse—before it got better.  

The Ballesteros family was on the downhill, and no one could do anything about it.  He 
considered that Papang was a warm and generous father in his way—but was an absentee father, 
nonetheless.  Even when he was around, he was lost in daydreams and moved about in a cloud of
his own making.  He remained the perennial businessman—involved with wild and crazy 
money-making schemes—million dollar windmills to joust at in his imagination. 
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 Something about him forbade Desi’s coming forward.  He was often understanding in an 
off-hand way, but he never would be a confidante, especially to his children.

Since his forced retirement, Don Miguel had brought his office to his home.  First, there was the 
enormous office desk that Desi loved, with its mahogany veneer, cavernous drawers, full of 
compartments.  

Then, the swivel arm-chair with claw feet.  Then, piles and piles of books that flowed out of the 
bookcases and the credenza.  Newspapers were collected and neatly stacked on a tray next to the 
radio.  Nothing was ever complete without the radio.  There was the radio and his father’s head, 
slung back into the palms of his intertwined hands, listening, dreaming, listening, dreaming.

Don Miguel’s library did not keep up with the times and sat there, aging along with his  thinking 
and philosophies.  He did keep up with current events, but he made comments from an ancient 
frame of reference.  There was no break in the routine—radio in the  morning with the paper—
radio in the afternoon with his dreams—radio in the evening before supper—and deep into the 
night, the radio to lull him into sleep.

Desi would come home from school to see him there, a glint of euphoria in his eyes as he 
dreamed of his stock market ventures coming into being, his horse racing to the finish line, and 
his ships coming to shore with their precious cargos.

When his father was not at home, Desi would sit in his chair, messing up the newspapers and 
listening to the radio.  He would read his book under the bright, fluorescent lamp, or sometimes 
indulge himself in a dream or two—about a strange, foreign land somewhere, sometime, and a 
vision of adventure and romance.

 

Chapter Twenty

Song of the Double Wedding

In Makati, at the Magallanes Village, everyone had been talking for the past month, about the 
perfect double wedding for the Bennett Boys.  Not only were they touted as being the most 
eligible bachelors of the Post Pacific War era, but also, their marriages would provide the first 
social event for the locals that the Ballesteros family had provided for a long, long while.
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The faces of Charlaine and George and  Larry and Carmen graced the society pages of the local 
newspaper, and there was excited talk all the way from the Manila Riviera to the Sportsman and 
Tropicana Nightclubs about the impending event.  There was a festive welcome-home for the 
Sugar Baron ‘s Boys who had apparently become world-famous.

The reception was to be held at the newly-built Sulu Restaurant, and on display were the 
delicately-featured George Bennett and the rugged-looking Larry.

Makati was the newly-built subdivision to replace the war-torn section of Pasay City since the 
once-fashionable Manila Bay area was now overrun with squatters and unbelievably damaged 
beyond repair.  Prosperity peeked around the corner, and there is much hope in the eyes of those 
who survived the war.

Larry, however, did not wait to inherit his father’s millions.  He set up his own business empire, 
dealing with post World War II liquor and the nightclub business.  He drove his Jaguar XKE all 
over the Manila Riviera in his pursuit of the night life to be found in the clubs there.

The United Methodist Church was decked out with artificial native plants.  Charlaine, Bride 
Number One, was a picture of loveliness in a white Maria Clara blouse and a skirt with sequins 
and faux-pas pearls. In her hair, styled in an upsweep, hung dozens of tiny, fragrant orchids 
called Sampaguita.

Carmen also looked quite ravishing with a bouquet of night-blooming orchids, but Larry, her 
groom, was more than half-drunk and had to be propped up by friends.

Dona Flor, resplendent in her native finery, sat regally in her place of honor, almost in love with, 
and certainly as proud of the groom as Charlaine was.  Don Miguel stood by coolly in his elegant
white sharkskin suit with his lush dark hair undiminished by age but with traces of white at the 
sideburns.

Almost in the last row, Salina sat with her husband, Herman, who was now a steamship engineer,
fully costumed in Merchant Marine.  Pregnant with her second child, she was wearing a basic 
black maternity dress with pearls and a white cloche hat.  Her older boy , an exquisitely 
handsome child with ivory complexion,  sat impatiently, bored with all of the adult rituals, raring
to go out and play.

At this wedding, for the first time, Salina cried genuine tears as she now realized that she could 
have really, really loved Larry.  But it was too late for tears; too late for anything.  There was one
thing she was happy about though, and it could be seen in her friend Carmen Bautista’s radiant 
face and gay demeanor.  It was a perfect double wedding.

THE END
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EPILOGUE

Those reading this story may know by now, the identity of the author and that portions of these 
tales are autobiographical.  I make no apologies; life is unendingly complex, and the best fiction 
is derived from truth.  I bring things partially up to the present in the following vignette that was 
intended to begin the sequel to this book which now, unfortunately, will never be written by me.  
I dedicate it to my beloved family and many friends.  (Note:  My mother was the character 
“Flor”, and I was “Desi”).

The Song of Desi

I

Two days before the Ides of March, Desi walked out of his apartment to get a pack of cigarettes 
at the liquor store.  On his way back, he felt the cool evening breeze slightly blow on his coat 
which opened wide and flapped against his sleeves.  The breeze also crept across his chest, 
chilling him and waking him up from his reverie.
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He began to be aware of where he was and looked up at a near-by tree with its barely budding 
branches and leaflets outlined against the moonlit sky. 

 The moon was green—and wisps of mauve -streaked clouds around it reminded him of a movie 
set from one of the scenes of “Gone With the Wind.”  As he passed the tree, still looking up at it, 
he mused: “It’ll take more leaves than there are in this tree to really express how much I loved 
Evelyn.”

But the tree looked alien as he went by, and so he gazed at another one, thinking to himself that 
the trees had on them, certain cues and lines where he might pick up a phrase or two or a 
statement of affirmation such as “she loved me,” “she loved me not”—taking first the affirmative
and then the opposing view.

He knew that the latter wasn’t true.  Evelyn didn’t love him, or had loved him—more deeply and
committedly certainly, than he ever loved her or anyone, or was committed to her, or any one.  
“But not any more—but of course she still does”, to correct himself.

Of course she had loved him deeply for years—and they were happy with each other, though not 
always happy with the world around them.

What happened?

It was over too soon.  Just like that!  And then the running away.  Like that.  Like what?  Did 
Evelyn ever experience the pain of love and rejection that he had so deeply experienced, and that
he was experiencing now?  It was a pain starting from the pit of one’s stomach, climbing up a 
hollow, drying throat, wanting to burst—and then, nothing.

  Only a dissipated breath.  Pain is no more.  Only, like a love, is a pain unconsummated.  It 
aches, but it doesn’t hurt.  Where is the hurt?  Where is the damn hurt?  That one may solve it.  A 
pain that is only confusing, as confusing as the trees halfway clothed from winter into spring.

Could he be still in love with her now?  But so warm toward the memory of her.  And she?  Does
she care?

“Dear Desi,

“Thank you for your kind thoughts and the help you have extended in your own way.  I am sure 
that all things will work out well for me, for I know from life’s experience that God is just and 
merciful and has often taken a hand in my life to help me in times of sorrow or trouble.

“  It is a terrible shame that these events are indeed tragic.  If they weren’t so, there would be 
much that is ironic and even laughable.  I look forward to the time when I can look back and find
them so.
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“Yes, our Lisa has a beautiful little boy with a mouthful of teeth and the smile of an angel.  It 
amused me to see her look at him (when he was much younger) with the same adoring look I 
used to give her!

“Lisa has been one of life’s great blessing s to me.  She is the living example of a child who was 
greatly loved, for she, herself, is both ‘loving and giving.’  She is married to a fine man who 
know and appreciates her quality.

“Dirk has been growing into every inch the man I’d hoped he’d be.  We’ve had our ups and 
downs over the years (for I didn’t know the first thing about raising a boy) but he has smoothed 
into an extremely responsible and talented person.  Besides being filled with a sense of 
responsibility toward the needs of his younger brother and sisters, he also has been the most 
active means of financial support for them while I’ve been gone, and a good portion of the time 
before that.  Since you have his address, I’m sure you’ll be contacting him.

“Rest assured that I have no regrets about the past.  Everything is for our education and 
understanding.  I had honest love for you during our marriage, and I left you still caring for your 
welfare.  What more can two human beings ask?

“If you feel to send them, I would enjoy having copies of my old pictures.  I know that the 
children would especially appreciate seeing them.  I am far from being that naïve girl at this time
(you were naïve yourself, remember?) but she is still a part of me.

‘Thanks again for your well-wishes.

‘Evelyn

This couldn’t be.  The letter did not seem to come from someone being detained in a prison, least
of all from someone who had murdered someone.

 Desi’s head reeled from the pain of thought as he turned the key to unlock the front door, but the
pain clung to his head like a mass of gunk.  Santee, California!  What was it like down there?  
Can this woman experience such pain and still unflinchingly smile at the world?  A superwoman!
Without the accoutrements of a man’s muscle structure or an oversized brain.  He tried to 
remember her but couldn’t.

“No regrets about the past!”  Was Evelyn talking about their divorce, or her miserable existence 
in the polygamous cult?  Which one does she not regret?  Or, does it matter?  She must be 
referring to her entire past.

It can’t be the ‘entire past!’  He, himself does not regret the ‘entire past’—only portions of it that 
were untenable.  Enigmas!  Evelyn still deals with enigmas.  Her whole life has been enigmatic, 
except for those few years when she really opened herself to him.
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The memory of her to him, is now slightly blurred.  Only her smiling face reflected in muddy 
waters, remain of the whole image which once rose before him in vivid, towering, complete 
apparitions.  But Desi does not dare ask himself if he still cares.  He knows but never speaks.

There is, above all, despite all, the hazel-green eyes, the mousy brown hair with tufts of gold in 
front, and the toothy smile from thin but well-formed lips.

II

Desi sat on the barstool in ‘Jenkin’s Hill’ and slid his briefcase gently to the railing underneath.  
The afternoon shift bartender saw him and slowly came over to ask for his order. 

 Desi looked at his face and thought he had seen him before, sometime, somewhere, but  without 
eyeglasses.  He liked the face with its gently-rounded, fine features.  He ordered draught and 
listened to a couple sitting at the edge of the bar.

 He could barely hear them as he watched their lips moving.  There was a certain expression on 
the man’s Nordic-looking  face --somewhat of a ‘congressional charisma,’ but the woman looked
like an office employee—fairly plain-looking with a large nose.  They seemed to know one 
another yet were not quite yet on an intimate basis. 

 A grey MG stopped outside the bar, and the man gracefully hustled out with an understood 
good-bye.  Desi looked at the woman driving the car, and with a brief, intense curiosity, 
wondered whether they were what he imagined they were in the slowly closing stage curtains of 
his mind.  He put out his cigarette, like his reverie. 

 The plain –looking, large-nosed woman did the same, then gathering her papers and stuffing 
them into the manila envelope she had, left her money on top of her bar check without looking at
the amount.  She was gulping the remains of her almost watered drink, when the bartender asked 
if the man (calling him by his first name)was still there.  She shook her head, and the bartender 
quickly removed the empty glass and his tip from the bar counter.

Desi turned his gaze away from the scene—an uninteresting ending to a short play of fancy—and
focused his eyes toward the end of the counter, holding the entire length of the long, long bar in 
the perspective of bodies of people seemingly attached to it in various poses to his right.

  He laughed to himself as he envisioned a long drinking trough for prize horses at an exclusive 
stable, and as his vision faded, he noticed that the afternoon bartender had disappeared, only to 
be replaced by the evening bartender, who he knew by name, and who knew him—by name.

The couple on the right who had originally sparked his imagination, had long been replaced by 
two young women and a jovial-looking, rotund-bodied man who talked a little bit louder and 
more pompously with his ‘privy information’ that everyone in government should already know
—a dead give-away for the naïve and the nobodies.
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  He grinned to himself.  How long ago was it that he was like that?  Did he look and sound as 
silly to the people around him then, as this man did to him now?  He blushed at the thought.  
“Well,” he shrugged, “each man has his own beginnings, and how many butterflies must have 
looked back, amused at their cocoons and tingling with embarrassment at their humble 
beginnings—if, indeed, they were gifted with the power of thought and emotion….?”

Now, he feels himself to be halfway down the road of his glorious, wasted life, the colors of his 
wings nearly faced, the glory of the flowers about him, but a memory of an indistinct garden in 
the twilight, the colors blurring into blemishes in one man’s extraordinary world which no one 
knows—or perhaps cares if ever—existed.

So, Desi sat alone—looking forward to the day when perhaps he could hope to pass crisp $100 
bills to whoever delights his fancy—dreaming a poor man’s dream of a rich man’s nightmare—
not realizing how happy he could be, how happy he should be that he lives, perhaps more  fully 
than the greatest kings of Asia, but without the responsibilities heir to  their positions.

He wavered between paying cash or charging his drinks, thinking how ridiculously easy comes 
to his mind now, Isadora Duncan’s aversion to paying good money for bad debts. 

 He paid cash with pain, generously tipping out of habit, and wondering how long his credit 
would outlast him.  La Dolce Vita on the Diner’s Club.
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